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CHAP...TER 1 

INT.RODUGTJ.ON 

Employment opportunities in the various sectors of the 

economy tend to have some relation with the proce13s and exte.nt 

of urbanisation. Urbanisation u;gually has a significant effect 

on employment in tile non-agricultural se'Ctor, to the extent that 

employment in the non agricultural s·e-ctor can be regard;ed as an 

index of the de·g.ree of urbanis:atio:n. 

In this study, an attempt will be m-ade to identify certain 

inter-relation,ship-s between certain as-pects of urbanisation on 

t~he one hand and employment in the major sectors of the economy 

on the other. W.e fo·cus on four St.a.te:s of India, namely Rajasthan, 

Punjab, Karnataka and Orissa. Our study is conducted at the 

district level in these States. 

At the very outset we must understand that the relationship 

between urbanisation and employment patterns is by no means 

unidirectional. Various facets of urbanisation and employment are 

symbiotically entwined in complex cause-and-effect relationships, 

some of which we hope to unravel and understand. 

We shall begin by trying to trace the various ways in which 

such inter-relationships have evolved over time, leading to 

territorial division of labour. In our attempt to do so, it would 

be relevant to trace the major stages of the history of human 

civilisation from pre-historic ages to the modern times. This 

discussion of the historical sequence presented in the following 

section will give us an overall perspective of the present 

problem of urbanisation and employment. This will be followed by 
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Cbapter i 

a. survey of the litera-t.ure- O'n urban-isation and its interaction 

with work force in t·he next se<:~tieon. In the concluding section, 

we shall spell out the broad objectives of our present study. 

HISTORICAL SEQUENCE 

Since long be.fore the a-dvent of the era of modern industry, 

man has lived in s.elf-sufficient, -c~osed co.mmunities that have 

produced an array o.f g;oods and servic-es that fulfilled the n-eeds 

of the community. N:oct ·much is known ·o.f the life and ways of the 

Stone-Age Man who li·ved in cav-es in fe.ar of the element.s, which 

he, over time, came to know and master. Probably in the latter 

part of the Stone-Ag-e groups of men began to 1 i ve together as 

hunter-s and gatherers. Human population was·sparse. The frugal 

needs of these groups were easily met by the flora and fauna of 

the forests, which at that time were in abundance. 

A new era came when man learnt to tame and domesticate 

animals. Then evolved groups of herdsmen who travelled with their 

families and flocks in search of greener pastures. The food and 

clothing that they needed or wanted were produced well within 

their own group. 

The next major breakthrough in human history came when Man 

learnt to till the land and cultivate crops. For the first time 

he became rooted to land around the unit of agricultural 

production. The Human Community around the agricultural unit grew 

into the Village. Agriculture within the village and pastures and 

forests in the surrounding commons met the community's need for 

food. Village industries evolved by and by to cater to its other 
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Chapter 1 

needs. Village populatio:n grew and be.c.ame classified into 

occupational groups. So-me:t.imes these o-ccupational divisions 

acquired a religious and so-cial status, leading to the formation 

of the caste system (in India). The villag-e, with agriculture on 

the on-e hand and vil1ag.e industries on the other, was entirely 

self su-fficient in meeting ~he needs of the village communit-y. 

Therefore the villag:e po-pulation remained rooted to the s,pot. 

Successive generation,s o-f the village economy got aut.omatic.all-y 

adj-usted to the occupatio:nal structure of the self suffici-ent 

vi_llag:e ec-onomy. The world' population was entirely rural deriving 

its sustenance frnm agriculture. 

A h-o,st of complex socio-economic changes took place leading 

to the birth of urban ce-ntres in the rural scenario. Most of 

these changes, directly or indirectly, were a by-product of the 

next major breakthrough in human history the Industrial 

Revolution. Here it may be appropriate to cite the observation 

of Mukherji and Morril (1973). According to them, the process of 

urbanisation is about the movement of the people and their 

clustering around certain places. This movement takes place as 

a result of the complex interplay of many forces. Settlements are 

reorganised as a result of social and economic changes. 

The major event in the history of mankind that unleashed all 

the complex forces that led to labour movements and urbanisation, 

is the ~ndustrial Revolution. It led to urbanisation directly in 

European societies and indirectly in colonial tropical societies. 

So far pre-industrial economies all over the world had certain 

common characteristics dependence on agriculture, lack of 
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Chapter 1 

occupational specialisation and low deg:re,e of geographical 

integration. 

Against this backdrop came the industrial ~evolution, which 

we shall discuss in some detail in order to understand what 

caused urbanisation and to what extent urbanisation was a result 

of labour movements. We also expect to understand how 

urbanisation, once it took ro-ot and grew, affected employment 

. opportunities and further laho:u:c if,ovP.ments. In the following 

discussion on Industrial Revolution we shall draw upon the work 

of Dean (1979). 

The industrial revolution is not a proces-s o.r event which 

takes the same form in all the c-o-untries that it occurs. But 

there are some identifiable changes in the methods and 

characteristics of economic organisation, which taken together 

constitute a development which we would describe as an industrial 

revolution. These include the following changes that took place: 

(1) widespread and systematic application of modern science and 

empirical knowledge to the process of production; ( 2) the 

intensive and extensive use of mechanical power to substitute for 

and complement human effort; ( 3) enlargement of the unit of 

production to make use of the economies of scale thereby 

production far outstripping the needs of the closed community; 

(4) economic activity becoming more specialised; (5) movement of 

labour from activities concerning primary production to 

production of manufactured goods and services; (6) emergence of 

new social and occupational classes determined by the ownership 

of or relation to the means of production. The production process 
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Chept:ttr 1 

became more depi:::rsonalised. It was based less on the fa.mily and 

tribe and more on the corporate enterprise. Pro.du.ction wa·s 

directed more towards national and int.er.national :markets than 

towards family and parochial use. 

The first industrial revolution occurred in Britain. We 

shall discuss the British indust.ria1 revolution becau-se it 

occurred spontaneously without government assistance as was the 

case in most succeeding industrial revolutions. For this reason 

the British industrial revolution is relevant to us, sinc·e its 

features represent the naturally occurring new era in human 

history, being free from distortions. 

Exactly when the British industrial revolution took place, 

is a matter of controversy. By convention we may assume that it 

started around the middle of the eighteenth century. Four 

associated revolutions helped to precipitate and condition the 

industrial revoJution the demographic revolution, the 

agricultural revolution, the commercial revolution, and the 

transport revolution. We shall briefly relate each of them. 

The demographic revolution took place at around the same 

time as the industrial revolution. The two had a very complex 

cause and effect relationship that has not yet been fully 

understood. The main feature is a slow but steady growth in 

population. The death rate declined and the birth rate rose. The 

decline in mortality, especially child mortality came mainly 

because of innovations in the field of medicine. Epidemics and 

fatal diseases were beginning to be checked by immunization 

through vaccination. Agricultural prosperity was on the rise and 
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so the population was in a better position to withstand poor 

harvests. Prosperity also caused birth r-ates to rise. All this 

together led to a sustained and steady growth ra·te of the 

population that the country had not experienced before. 

It is a matter of controversy whether an agricultural 

revolution need be a precondition for an industrial revolution. 

In Britain it was. Four features characterized the ag-ricultural 

revolution. Farming came to be co:nducted in larg-e scale 

consolidated units, replacing the fragmented fields and small 

farms of the medieval period. Farming was extended over heaths 

and comm'ons and intensive livestock husbandry was adopted. Self 

sustaining sub~isten~e farmers were transformed into a community 

of agricultural labour. There was a large scale- increase in 

agricultural productivity. 

The commercial revolution was an important precondition for 

the industrial revolution in Britain and that in other countries. 

Trade barriers were removed. New trading partners were found. 

Certain countries (mostly in Europe and North America) demanded 

goods that Britain could produce. Now to produce those goods 

Britain needed some raw materials that she could procure from 

other trading partners, mostly countries located in the tropics. 

In this regard the naval supremacy of Britain proved to be a 

great advantage. The commercial revolution acted as a great 

impetus to the industrial revolution. 

The transport revolution in Britain was a series of capital 

intensive innovations in the field of road, rail and particularly 

water transport (navigation canals). They helped to integrate the 
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CtJR.pter 1 

country in a way t.hat producers co~J.ld be in regular touch with 

markets nearby and far away. They could expand their sales, and, 

cut their losses resulting from stockpiling of inventory, 

These four associated revolutions created preconditions for 

the industrial revolution which was a galaxy of industrial 

innovations that radically changed the traditional system of 

economic activity. Modern manufacturing industry grew in leaps 

abd bounds. There now were large scale un.i ts of product ion, 

labour saving machinery, and regimentation of labour. 

As the industrial units grew in size, their demand for 

labour increased. People who lived in the rural regions now had 

an opportunity to get lucrative jobs in the industrial centre. 

They left their rural homes and began to settle around the 

industries where they got jobs. This is how industrial centres 

gave birth to urban centres which grew and flourished. Rural

urban migration continued as long as industries offered better 

(more remunerative) jobs compared to the jobs offered by the 

rural sector. 

This is the way urbanisation took place in England and in 

the other European countries. Urban centres, that were regarded 

as centres of higher earnings and better living, became the 

nuclei towards which people migrated in search for a better 

future. Urbanisation was thus affected by and in turn affected 

labour movements 

population. 

and the occupational structure of the 

We now move on to tropical countries with a colonial past 

to rediscover their experience with regard to urbanisation and 
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its effect on employment ;patterns (or vice-versa). Colonial rule 

imp! ied development of colonie-s for the sake of development of 

the metropolitan powers. This brought about complex changes in 

the socio-economic structure of the regions. The further 

development of these regions along the line of growth that had 

been evolving over the centuries was arrested and a new direction 

was given. Colonial rule involved the opening up of mines and the 

establishment of plantations, cohstruction of irrigation canals 

to boost the production of agricultural raw materials, laying of 

railway lines to transport raw materials and minerals to the 

coast and the construction of sea-ports to handle the new 

traffic. In all parts of the world countries undergoing colonial 

rule experienced the same changes in the pattern of urban and 

economic development. Urban settlement systems that evolved in 

the colonial countries in response to the politico..;..economic 

system existing under colonialism were very different from those 

that evolved in the western experience. The urban population was 

now concentrated in large cities often sea-port-cum-capital 

cities located eccentrically on the periphery of the country. 

This city was the nerve centre for colonial exploitation. This 

is the overall, global picture, as portrayed by Alikhan (1987). 

We shall now discuss the experience of India. According to 

Kundu ( 1980) and Raza, Habeeb and Kundu ( 1978), the present 

pattern of top-heavy urbanisation with having little linkages 

with the surrounding regions, owes itself to the colonial 

exploitation of India. Prior to the colonial era, settlements 

were linked through trade and commerce. These linkages had 
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evolved over many years and ports like Khambayat, Tamralipta and 

Broa.ch had come into being. These inter-settlement linkages were 

disrupted and the ports disintegrated during colonial 

exploitation. 

Big port towns of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras came up as 

centres of exploitative extraction which drained India of her 

natural resources. These three cities grew disproportionately 

large and had no beneficial effects on their rural surroundings. 

Tradi tiona! handicraft indu-stries that had grown over centuries 

dwindled in importance. The towns that grew around them, e.g., 

Murshidabad, either died out or became part of the colonial 

exploitation process. 

There was no technological advancement in agriculture as it 

was looked upon by the colonial rulers only as a source of raw 

material for industries in England. Industries were not self

reliant. Therefore there was no healthy transfer of work force 

from the primary to the secondary sector. 

The rural-urban migration that took place did not 

necessarily represent a shift of the labour force from the 

primary to the secondary sector. Rather, it represented poverty 

stricken refugees moving to the cities in search of sustenance 

and livelihood. 

Urban centres did not represent the folk or ethnic culture 

of the heart of India. Its culture, imitative of the colonial 

society, was rootless and superficial. The rural culture which 

did not relate to the urban centres, nor got any positive 

feedback from them, remained backward characterised by 
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superstition and parochialiam. 

In the colonial period population grew because western 

medical advancement was brought in to prevent epidemics and check 

infant mortality. The death rate registered a decline. 

Agricul tura-1 productivity did not grow. Consequently there was 

surplus labour in Agriculture. Therefore rural urban migration 

being caused by push-factors continued even in the face of urban 

unemployment. As we can see 'i:.nis i:.-3 totally different from the 

pattern of urbanisation as it occurred in Europe where 

urbanisation was a result of rural-urban migration caused by the 

pull factors of urban industrial growth and prosperity. 

With independence the political as well as the economic 

structure in India underwent significant changes. The massive 

public sector investment in selected pockets specially during the 

second and third five year plans helped in restructuring the 

urban hierarchy. The regional disparities however, did not narrow 

down as these concentrated investments did not create viable 

economic complexes and left the neighbourhood of the urban 

centres virtually untouched. The assumption of percolation and 

diffusion of growth impulses from the centre to the periphery -

characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon regional development theories

proved to be invalid in the Indian context as the multiplier 

effects got impounded within the large agglomerations. Besides, 

the transformation of large cities from colonial to national 

capitals meant o'nly an increasing concentration of western 

oriented cultural forms. 

The pattern of urban growth which India is experiencing with 
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several other developing countries is not the same as the 

urbanisation that is characteristic of Western industrial 

societies. It is suggested by Kundu (1980) that this specific 

form of urban growth could be expressed, for the lack of a more 

appropriate term, as urban accretion, which may be defined as the 

distorted growth of urban centres in relation to their own 

economic bases on the one hand and to the regional economy on the 

other. 

The experience of India in the field of urban development, 

was repe-ated in many parts of the world, wherever there was a 

colonial past. East Africa and Latin America deserve special 

mention. A6cording to Alikhan (1987), after three decades of 

colonial control by Britain and Germany, Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania 

were transformed from areas of subsistence agriculture into 

suppliers of raw materials to and purchasers of manufactured 

goods from Europe. These changes brought into being new 

settlements in all areas experiencing change. The large 

deviations from a rank-size distribution in Latin America, Africa 

and South-East Asia, indicate structural anomalies in th~ urban 

system, brought about by long periods of colonial rule. 

SURVEY OF LITERATURE 

We shall now survey some of the literature on urbanisation 

and its interaction with the work-force. We begin with the work 

of Hughes (1971). In her article the author focusses on the fact 

that in most developing countries, employment in manufacturing 

is only a small proportion of work force. Even in countries such 
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as the Republic of China. and Singapore which have had great 
I 

success in Industri-alisation, the proportion is lower than that 

of industrially advanced countries. 

The main factor responsible for this phenomenon, is the 

limited choice of techniques for the entrepreneur. Capital 

intensive techniques are so much more economical than labour 

intensive ones that the scope for substitution of labour for 

capital is extremely limited. In domestic and international 

markets, products that are better ~n terms of quality, precision 

and appearance of the finished product stand a better chance in 

competition with other products. These qualities are more easily 

achieved by modern capital intensive technology, Since capital 

is ex·pensi ve and scarce, entrepreneurs are concerned in 

maximising profits and intensive use of capital. Use of capital 

intensive techniques is facilitated further by governments trying 

to lower the price of capital, through cheap loans and tax 

exemptions. 

Another factor which pushes entrepreneurs towards choosing 

labour saving techniques is the higher cost of labour in the 

developing countries than is apparent. Labour is mostly 

unskilled. Even slightly skilled workers have to be paid more 

than the daily wages. Work discipline is low and absenteeism is 

high. Wages are pushed up by militant trade unions who also 

demand high fringe benefits. 

In these countries labour intensive small industries have 

not picked up because entrepreneurs lack technical, purchasing, 

marketing, organisational and accounting skills. They are 
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undercapitalised and lack access to bank credit. The author is 

of the opinion that countries like China, Korea and Singapore 

which have low key but hard-hitting industrialisation strategies 

have progressed much further in the field of manufacturing than 

the countries that have relied on import substitution. Products 

which are manufactured by labour intensive techniques, yet have 

a high export potential and a large domestic market, should be 

encouraged as a matter of policy, rat~er than following a policy 

of blind import substitution. 

In the context of urbanisation the author postulates that 

urbanisation and industrialisation perpetuate each other because 

of the infrastructural developments and expansion of marketing 

facilities that usually come with urbanisation. For better 

planning in the field of industrialisation and urbanisation the 

author feels that the government of developing countries should 

not thin out valuable capital resources over the rural hinterland 

for the sake of balanced regional development. Heavy 

industrialisation should continue and at the same time rural 

small towns to produce simple, non durable consumer goods, and 

building materials. 

Gugler ( 1988), castes doubt on the assumption that 

industrial development is a pre-requisite for urban development. 

He contends that cities have come many centuries before 

industrial growth and even today only a small section of the 

working population of the city works in industry. The Third World 

cities are characterized by high levels of non-industrial 

employment, usually in the service sector, or tertiary sector. 
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As far as migrant labour and the urban labour market is 

concerned, the sheer poverty in the third world cities indicate 

that the migrants do not know what to expect. Illusions about the 

prospects lying ahead bring them to an urban environment where 

they find themselves trapped. Migrants, for some reason or other 

are generally satisfied with their move. Thus rural urban 

migration continues unabated. The urban labour market is 

fragmented in a variety of ways, different categories of 

people enjoy different access to the earning opportunities. 

Access is a function of three criteria education/ training, 

gender and patronage. 

Preston (1988) expresses concern over the fact that as long 

as rural-urban migration continues there is a distortion in the 

regional or sectoral development of the economy. In his study the 

author plots the urban population percentage against the 

percentage of labour force employed in industry, for 21 regions 

of the world for two time points, 1950 and 1970. The two 

observations, one for 1950 and one for 1970, are plotted on the 

graph as two points which are joined by a straight line whose 

slope is noted. Most of the points fall close to the straight 

line passing through the origin with a slope of 1/2 (each 

increment in the urban population being matched by an increment 

of .1/2 in the percentage of industrial workers in the work-

force). Most developed countries display a lower slope reflecting 

service dominated economies. Southern and Eastern Europe and the 

erstwhile Soviet Union show a steep slope. They have experienced 

a sharp rise in the industry-urban ratio which reflects on a 
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pattern of development which attempts to economise on investable 

resources by restraining the growth of urbanisation with their 

higher consumption requirements. The developing World in Asia and 

Africa remain show a steep slope indicating that industrial 

employment has increased more than urbanisation. Latin America 

shows a gradual slope, which is indicative of an overall 

dominance of the service or tertiary sectors that have come with 

urbanisation. 

Dasgupta ( 1987) makes the following observations on the 

State of West Bengal, based on district level data. According to 

him the most urbanised districts are those with higher levels of 

agricultural progress. Many of the small towns and surrounding 

villages perform the role of commuter settlements. The urban 

scene in West Bengal is dominated by the Calcutta urban 

agglomeration which accounts for two-thirds of the urban 

population-of the State and four-fifths of the industrial labour. 

The Asansol-Durgapur subdivision is rapidly emerging as an 

alternative urban centre with a high proportion of new high

growth towns. The basis of this growth is mining activity and 

industrial expansion. The lowest position on the urbanisation 

scale is occupied by the western districts particularly Bankura 

and Purulia, and also Midnapore and Birbhum. They do not have a 

prosperous agricultural hinterland while whatever industries 

exist are on a small scale and household based. A change in the 

urbanisation pattern could be brought about by a radical 

improvement in agriculture. Such an improvement failed to occur. 

In the hinterland around the more urbanised regions, agriculture 
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performed better and agricultural and industrial development went 

hand in hand. In the districts where the dependence on 

agriculture is high faced agricultural stagnation. 

Giri (1987) 1 in his study on the growth of small and medium 

towns in West Bengal notes that the majority of the small towns 

in the Calcutta Urban Agglomeration, and in the Asansol-Durgapur 

Subdivision had manufacturing as their main function. This is 

also true of tile Bankur~-Purul ia-Jhargram· area, though the 

industries in this area are traditional. In.the rest of southern 

West Bengal, the majority of the small towns have service as 

their main function. In many of the manufacturing towns, much 

of the manufacturing activities are accounted for by tradi tiona! 

crafts. In the northern districts of West Bengal no town has 

manufacturing as its main function. The majority have service, 

trade and transport as the main function. Therefore outside the 

metropolitan neighbourhood of Calcutta Urban Agglomeration, and 

the Asansol-Durgapur Subdivision, the small towns are based on 

trade, transport and service activities. The study shows that, 

over the years small towns have moved from manufacturing and 

service, to trading and transport. 

Ghosh ( 198 7), compares the urbanisation experience in Punjab 

and West Bengal. She contends 

agricultural development and 

that urbanisation 

urbanisation 

through 

through 

industrialisation, manifest themselves in two different ways. 

Agricultural development generates agricultural surplus that has 

to be marketed and so marketing towns spring up and grow. Agro

based industries also develop to create a nucleus for prospective 

16 



urban centres. The towns that so develop are generally small and 

have small hinterlands. Agro-based industries and agricultural 

markets complement each other in promoting the development of 

small towns. This is what happened in Punjab, particularly after 

the green revolution. The majority of towns have grown from a 

rural background. Some remnants of that background still exist. 

In fact some towns are actually overgrown villages. The author 

does not deny the ~ole of indu~trialisation in the urbanisation 

process of Punjab. Industrialisation led to urbanisation in 

Punjab, by helping to promote heavy industries like Jallandhar, 

Phagwara, Patiala and Ludhiana. These grew mainly along the 

Delhi-Amritsar railway route. Therefore in Punjab the big cities 

have grown along important transport routes but small towns have 

spread uniformly over the hinterland.The spatial uniformity of 

the urban population in Punjab, is attributable to uniform 

agricultural development. 

Ghosh Roy (1987) conducts a study on two regions of West 

Bengal. In the first region (24 Parganas,, Howrah, Hoogly 

districts) most of the towns are industrial where 40% of the 

workers are engaged in industrial activity. In region 2 (Bankura, 

Birbhum, Purulia), most workers are engaged in tertiary 

activities. A multiple Regression analysis is conducted separately 

for the two different regions, where the author has tried to find 

out to what extent the degree of urbanisation has been influenced 

by the extent of employment in the industrial, tertiary and 

service sectors respectively. In region 1 the growth of 

industrial employment has positively influenced the growth of 
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urbanisation. 

Dasgupta (1987) attempts to explore the nature of linkages 

between small industrial-urban centres, and the rural hinterland 

on the basis of some case studies in West Bengal and Bihar. Ever 

since Independence the government has tried to boost 

industrialisation in the country. Small and heavy industries have 

been established all over the country and sometimes even in 

remote rural and tribal areas. Growth of urban-industrial centres 

in the hitherto virgin rural areas have opened up new channels 

of communication between pre-industrial village societies and 

industrial-urban centres. One important aspect of such 

communication is in the sphere of is employment of labour in the 

industrial-urban jobs. Before the establishment of the 

Chittaranjan Locomotive Works and the Hindusthan Cables in the 

district of Bardhhaman and on the border Santhal Parganas, the 

economic structure of the people of the area rested primarily on 

agriculture. After the establishment of the two industrial-urban 

centres new avenues of subsistence were created and the 

occupational table was markedly altered. A section of the people 

shifted from primary occupation agriculture to industrial-urban 

jobs or a mix of agricultural and industrial-urban jobs. The 

diversion from agriculture to industry in the work force of the 

region has been so marked that agricultural production had 

declined. 

Chaudhuri ( 1987) examines the possible contribution that the 

tea plantation industry might have made to the overall 

urbanisation and work-force development in the Jalpaiguri 
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district in West Bengal. The tea plantations were started by the 

British around 1856 and soon became a very profitable business. 

Most of the profits were repatriated abroad. Plantations, with 

their monetary affluence, emerged as prosperous urban centres. 

Unfortunately they remained as enclaves and had little economic 

connection with the agricultural or agro-industrial sector which 

is the source of livelihood for the mass of the population. 

Agricultural backwardness continued and perpetuated. Low wages 

in the agricultural sectors helped planters to keep wages down 

in plantations. Industrial growth was insignificant. Over time 

population grew and employment in the plantations slowed down. 

Additional job-seekers had no alternative but to eke out a living 

from the land. Therefore, ruralism was perpetuated. 

Khasnabis and Nath (1987) examines the urbanisation 

experience in a populous border district of West Bengal, namely 

Nadia. This was a decaying district in terms of population growth 

until it experienced a high influx of refugees following the 

partition of Bengal. This exogenous factor brought in a high rate 

of urban growth during the early years after partition. This 

urban growth rapidly slowed down. During the years following 

partition there was a decline in the services sector and no 

corresponding expansion in the industrial sector. The growth of 

tertiary and services sector comes mainly as a response to the 

growth in the primary and secondary sectors. There was poor 

growth of agriculture in the rural areas and a stagnation of 

industry in the metropolis. Therefore the growth in the services 

and tertiary sectors was dwarfed. Towns were excessively 
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dependent on the tertiary and services sector, and so 

urbanisation stagnated over time. This phenomenon is common to 

the Third World. 

Basak (1987) aims at understanding the nature of the growth 

process of some of the major steel towns of India, especially 

Durgapur. Attempt was also made to examine the impact of a 

certain town on the economic and demographic aspects of the local 

surrounding region. The steel towns exhibit some special features 

that distinguishes them from other types of towns. The steel 

towns have passed through some distinct stages in their growth 

process. This study indicates that the future growth rate of 

these towns would depend upon the integration of the core sector 

with the subsidiary and supplementary activities in the 

manufacturing and non-manufacturing sector. 

Swaminathan (1981) attempts to understand the occupational 

structure of small towns of Tanjavur district of Tamil Nadu. He 

contends that small towns play an indispensable role in 

connecting large and medium towns to the rural hinterland, by 

supplying goods and services. He conducts a factor analysis by 

the method of principal components. There are 22 small towns in 

Tanjavur. The variables that have been used are total population, 

percentage of the total labour of each sex employed in each 

different sector of the economy. There are 19 variables in all. 

There are 5 principal components. The results of the analysis 

indicate that there are 5 hierarchic levels of occupation in the 

small towns of Tanjavur. The first level of hierarchy emphasises 

non primary activities with female dominance. (The sex ratio in 
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Tanjavur district is quite high). The main occupations in this 

level are in other services, trade, construction, transport, 

livestock, forestry, and household industries. It can be inferred 

from this component that in small towns the main occupations are 

in the tertiary and primary sector. The second level of hierarchy 

represents equal weightage of the primary, secondary and tertiary 

sector. This level is male dominated. The third level of 

hierarchy :L·~presents ho;.;::;;e.lwld .i_,,d:.1s:t:::-:i es. The fourth emphasises 

livestock and fishing by females, and transport and construction 

by males. The fifth level is dominated by female cultivators and 

male construction workers. Since the Cauvery delta is very 

fertile, agriculture is prosperous. This is why small towns do 

not grow, which is corroborated by the low weightage of 

occupations in the field of construction. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

Based on the above discussion we set the following 

objectives for our study : 

1) To identify the broad characteristics of urbanisation; 

2) To identify the peculiarities of the labour force 

structure in the chosen States; 

3) To identify the interrelations between urbanisation, and 

labour force. 

Our study is divided into the following chapters. In the next 

chapter we shall describe our sources of data, the geographical 

areas on which we focus, and the methodology we follow. Chapter 

--~ond objective. Here we shall try to trace 
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the salient features of urbanisation in the four States that we 

analyse. Chapter 4 deals with the characteristics of the labour 

force in the four States as per our third objective noted above. 

In chapter 5 we shall analyse the interaction between the extent 

and pattern of urbanisation with various dimensions of the labour 

force. Chapter 6 summarises and concludes. 
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THE DATA SET 

In this chapter we intend to discuss the data set that we 

use for our study. We shall delineate the geographical scope of 

the study, the methodology we adopt to measure various dimensions 

of urbanisation and work participation, and the sources of data 

which we use. 

AREA: 

In this study, we look at urbanisation and work force in 

four different States of India, namely, Rajasthan, Punjab, 

Karnataka and Orissa. The analysis is conducted at the district 

level for each of these States. The choice of the States has been 

made mainly because of their geographical spread: Rajasthan in 

the West, Orissa in the east, Punjab in the north and Karnataka 

in the south. The States reflect some geo-economic diversity 

which will be apparent as we discuss their respective profiles. 

For the information in the State profiles, we rely on the Census 

Atlas, 1981 and Singh (1971). 

RAJASTHAN: A Profile 

Rajasthan (located approximately between latitudes 24 

degrees and 30 degrees North and longitudes 69 degrees to 76 

degrees East) includes the Marusthali region (east part of the 

Thar desert) and the adjoining Bagar (steppe land) that extends 

over the Western districts of Rajasthan. The State receives less 

than 50 em of annual rainfall. 

T~e region slopes from east to west and from north to south. 

There are many scattered hillocks marking the western edge of the 
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Bagar. The western half is covered by dunes and small hillocks 

in between. The most important river is the Luni that rises in 

the Aravalis at Ajmer and flows towards the south-west. The Luni 

reaches the Rann of Kutch only during the rainy season. Excepting 

the south eastern portion, the rest of Rajasthan is an area of 

inland drainage. 

The climate of Rajasthan is characterised by extremely high 

range of temperature --:·>~ _r: =:. ty although sharing the 

characteristics of monsoonal variation through the year. It is 

the hottest region of India (mean june t~mperature of 34 degrees 

Celsius at Jaisalmer). The temperature falls below freezing point 

at Ganganagar and Bikaner (-2.8 degrees Celsius in December and 

January). 

The whole of this region is sandy and at places bare rocks 

are exposed. Small trees can be observed here and there. In the 

arid region Babool and Acacia thrive. Babool is the most 

important fodder tree in this region and it grows in even in 

arid climate and sandy topographic conditions. 

The soils of Rajasthan are generally characterised as 

generally sandy containing 95% sand and 5% clay. 

Although Rajasthan is endowed with a great variety of 

minerals, it is devoid of ferrous and other metals. Important 

minerals are Gypsum, Lignite and Fullers Earth. 

Agriculture and 1 i vestock raising are by far the most 

important economic pursuits of the people. The cropping pattern 

reveals that cultivation of cereals is the most important. Millet 

like jowar and bajra dominate. Gram, pulses, wheat and barley are 
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also cultivated. The important commercial crops oilseeds, cotton 

and sugarcane. 

It is the most important occupation as supplementary and 

subsidiary to cultivation. The most important animals raised are 

sheep, camels, goats, cattle and buffaloes. 

The region is industrially one of the least developed in 

India. Only a small proportion of the population is employed in 

industry. Mo~t industri.c:.:.: · ~- ~.~~ . .:. :..:g tcwns are small-scale, 

processing raw materials and manufacturing light consumer goods. 

The Princely States helped in the past to develop a number of 

handicrafts mainly in urban areas. This industrial 

underdevelopment owes itself to lack of raw materials and 

infrastructure. 

PUNJAB: A Profile 

Punjab is located between latitudes 23 degrees to 30 degrees 

North, and longitudes 73 degrees to 76 degrees East. This is 

mainly a plain area except for some hills of the Shiwalik Range 

in the north and north-east. Main rivers are Ravi, Beas, Sutlej 

and Ghaggar (seasonal). These rivers have been used for 

irrigation and power generation. 

The State has a semi-arid monsoon-type climate. Due to its 

great distance from the sea, the State does not get the full 

benefit if the monsoon. Annual average temperatures range from 

23 degrees Celsius to 25 degrees Celsius. The hottest season is 

June (34 degrees Celsius) and coldest is January (-3.9 degrees 

Celsius). 

Rainfall varies between 75 em to 30 em. It mostly takes 
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place from July to September. Western cyclones bring some rain 

in winter between December and January, which is beneficial to 

Rabi crops. 

Most of Punjab is covered by alluvial soils, deposited over 

centuries by the rivers of Punjab. There are some loamy and sandy 

soils in the vicinity of the desert. 

Punjab has a very scanty vegetal cover due to long human 

occupance. Natural vegetation is of the tropical thorn forest 

type which is characterised by short thorn bushes and babool 

trees. 

The main asset of Punjab's economy is the quality of the 

people who are endowed with a natural capacity to wrest a living 

from the hostile Nature. 

Though rainfall is low, irrigation is plentiful (especially 

canal irrigation). 

Agriculture is of prime importance and brings prosperity to 

the State. Punjab is known as the granary of India. There is wide 

variety of crops and preponderance of food over non-food crops. 

Wheat is by far the most important. Next in importance is rice, 

barley and mustard. Rice is rapidly gaining in importance 

especially in irrigated and flooded regions. Traditional cash 

crops are cotton, sugarcane, rapeseed and mustard. 

Industry is rapidly growing in importance. There are some 

heavy industries located in big cities that lie along important 

transport routes, for example the Delhi-Amritsar rail-route. A 

great many small industries, mainly related to agriculture 

( processing or marketing agricultural produce ), are sprinkled 
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all over the State. They are mainly located in small, rural-basad 

towns. 

KARNATAKA: A Profile 

The name Karnataka is derived from the word "Karnad" which 

in the Kannada language means the land of black soil. It is 

situated approximately between latitudes 11 degrees to 18 degrees 

North and longitudes 74 degrees to 78 degrees East. 

The State is dissecteu "by m~tny rivers that rise in the 

Western Ghats which form the main watershed of the region. The 

major rivers are Godavari, Krishna, Cauvery, Tungabhadra, 

Vedavati, Ghataprabha and Malaprabha. 

The State with its North-South elongation and the typical 

arrangements of the major relief features responds in various 
. 

ways to the monsoon current in different regions. The Western 

Ghats act as a climatic barrier. Starting from February the 

temperature rises in May to a maximum of 35 degrees Celsius. 

January is the coldest month and the temperature drops to 25 

degrees Celsius. The average annual rainfall varies from 60 em 

to 20 em and most of it comes from the South-West Monsoon. 

The State is well within the tropics and receives plenty of 

rain over a large area leading to the growth of luxuriant 

vegetation. There are tropical evergreen forests of sal and teak 

as well dry deciduous forests. The chief economic product from 

the forests in addition to sal, teak, and eucalyptus, is 

sandalwood. 

The main soils are red and black and various mixtures of the 

two. The main minerals are iron, manganese, chromium and gold. 
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Earlier the economy was dominated by agriculture but 

industries, light and heavy, and tertiary activities are gaining 

in importance. The economy is more buoyant than in most regions 

of the country. The region is self- sufficient in agriculture. 

It has turned itself from a power deficient region to a power 

surplus region. Most of the power is hydro-electric. The most 

important crops are jowar, ragi, pulses, paddy, cot ton sugarcane, 

oilseeds, condiments, spices an~ tobacco. The main industries 

are, generation of hydroelectricity, textiles, and some heavy 

industrial enterprises like HMT, HAL, ITI (all located in 

Bangalore). Silk and wool production are very important. 

ORISSA: A Profile 

The State of Orissa is situated approximately between 

latitudes 81 degrees to 87 degrees East and longitudes 18 degrees 

to 23 degrees North. 

The physical height of this district ranges from 1000 meters 

above sea level in the Eastern Ghats in the Ganjam district, to 

75 meters above sea-level in the costal districts. The main 

rivers are Mahanadi, Baitarani, Brahmani, and Vamsadhara. 

Orissa came under the tropical savanna-type climate. Where 

the annual temperature varies between 22 to 29 degrees Celsius. 

The rainy-season extends from June to September. Highest rainfall 

ranges from 551 mm to 190 mm. 

The soils_of Orissa are mostly red in colour , with varying 

textures if loam and sandy loam. They are especially suited to 

the cultivation of paddy, fruit, vegetables and mustard. 

Five types of forests are found in Orissa. They are tropical 
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dry deciduous forests, tropical moist deciduous forests, littoral 

and swamp forest, tropical dry evergreen forest, tropical semi 

evergreen forests. 

As a sector, agriculture is the most predominant. It is 

dependent on rainfall. Irrigation potential exists and to some 

extent has been tapped. The main is paddy. The quality of rice 

is fine. Irrigation has been protective against crop failure. 

Other crops are wheat, millet, mung, mustard, groundnut, jute, 

and sugarcane. 

Orissa is very rich in minerals but backward in industries. 

Nevertheless industrial establishments have sprung up for example 

the Steel Plant at Rourkela, Nitrogenous Fertilisers, the Aero

engine division of the Hindusthan Aeronautics and coal-based 

fertiliser factory at Talcher. Power is deficient. 

Mineral and forest resources comprise a sound economic base 

but more infrastructural support is needed to tap it. Other 

important industries are cotton textiles and rice milling. 

VARIABLES AND DATA 

Urbanisation 

Our initial step will be to try to quantify the degree of 

urbanisation in terms of certain indicators. It would be relevant 

to explain the concept of an indicator, and what it should 

represent. 

According to Kundu ( 1980), indicators can be defined as 

statistics that articulate the occurrence of a given phenomenon. 

He draws a distinction between a variable and an indicator. 
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Statistical handbooks generally provide data pertaining to 

variables that may or may not represent the relevant phenomenon. 

An indicator is a combination of data and theory and can only be 

constructed through a correct sequence between factual and 

logical order. It is therefore through an appropriate 

transformation of the variables (which eliminates the influence 

of the non essential factors) within a theoretical format that 

an indicator can be obtained. One simple and common method of 

constructing indicators is to apply an appropriate denominator 

to the variables so that the influence of the non-essential 

factor (appearing in the denominator) is eliminated. 

We attempt to quantify the degree of urbanisation with the 

help of three indicators. These are: (1) general urbanisation (2) 

urban density (3) average size index. According to Kundu (1980), 

a rapid growth of urban population in a region with a 

corresponding change in the structure of the economy leads 

generally to a weakening of its agricultural base. The expansion 

of the urban sector is contingent upon the exploitation of the 

hinterland, which becomes increasingly pauperised. The regional 

economy gets fragmented into apparently affluent enclaves and 

indigent hinterland. The gap between the two tends to widen over 

time. It follows that in evaluating the urban process, their 

impact on the rural base of the region which supports the 

agrarian superstructure must be taken into consideration. In the 

light of the above, the percentage of urban to total population 

U/(U+R) would not adequately represent the actuality and would 

tend to understate the degree of urbanisation in relatively 
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urbanised regions. In order to remove this defect the ratio of 

urban to rural population (U/R) has been chosen as the index for 

general urbanisation (URB1). 

With a growing concentration of population in a few urban 

centres, it becomes difficult to provide proper housing 

amenities, educational and medical attention and above all, an 

acceptable urban environment. We use the index of urban density 

per square kilometer (URB2) as a proxy for the composite index 

of social well being - the underlying assumption being that the 

urban amenities per capita would vary inversely with the pressure 

on urban land, in other words, with urban crowding. 

Another aspect of urbanisation is the disparity in the size 

of towns. The higher the order of the town the higher is its 

possibility of being pushed up into the next higher class. This 

process would result in the emergence of a few big towns at the 

top while the towns of the medium and lower order would tend to 

stagnate. Average town size would go up; so would disparity in 

town size. This phenomenon can be said to represent urban 

accretion as suggested by Kundu ( 1980) referred to in the 

previous chapter. The economic and social cost of maintaining a 

system of towns with a large average size is considerably high. 

It would be more so with a higher (relative) disparity in size. 

An index reflecting the composite effect of the average town size 

as w~ll as their disparity in their distribution is appropriate 

for measuring urbanisation. The index is defined as follows: 

URB 3 . = !: P .. 2 I !: p .. 
J lJ lJ 

where URB3j is the average size index for region j, 
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population of the ith town in region j. This index is similar to 

that suggested by Arriaga (1974). The index can be alternatively 

written as URB3. = p. ( c2 + 1) whe~e PJ. is the mean size of the 
J J 

town in region j and C is the coefficient of variation in the 

town size. 

To repeat, we measure urbanisation by three different 

indicators : 

(URB1) - general urbanisation, as the ratio of urban to rural 

population; 

(URB2) - urban density as the ratio of urban population to the 

urban area, representing urban crowding; 

(URB3) - average size index, as the ratio of the sum of squares 

of urban population (town-wise) to the total urban population, 

representing urban accretion. 

The data set and the variables constructed for urbanisation 

are presented in a set of three tables for each State: tables 2.1 

to 2.3 for Rajasthan, tables 2.7 to 2.9 for Punjab, tables 2.13 

to 2.16 for Karnataka and tables 2.19 to 2.21 for Orissa. The 

first table presents the values of urban, rural and total 

population (obtained from the Final Population Totals of the 1981 

Census) and urban area (obtained from the Primary Census 

Abstracts, 1981). The second table presents the names and the 

respective population figures for all towns of each district. 

This information is compiled from the Town Directory or the 

District Census Handbooks of each State. The third table presents 

values of URB1, URB2 and URB3 calculated from the data in the 

first two tables. 
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Work Force: 

The concept of work in the Census has evolved over time. We 

shall now see how exactly work is defined in the Census and what 

factors have led to this definition. The objective is to have a 

clear understanding of the figures we shall use on work force 

participation as given in the Census. 

In the Indian Census, the definition of work has been 

experimented with from Cen~~o ~c 8en8Y3. No fixed guideline, for 

example from the ILO, has been followed. This, to some extent has 

made the comparability of data difficult between one Census and 

another. But it has to be kept in mind that at each Census one 

was trying to benefit from the shortcomings of the previous 

definitions and was making an effort to see if one can get a 

real is tic picture as far as possible (see Chandrashekhar ( 19 71) ) . 

The literature on work force uses two broad approaches to 

collect and analyse work force data. One is the "gainful 

occupation approach", and the other is the "labour force 

approach". 

In gainful occupation approach, the basis of classification 

of a person, into economically active or otherwise is the 

respondent's evaluation of his economic status rather than any 

objective criteria to be applied by the enumerator. The other 

major shortcoming is that he reports his usual status at the time 

of enumeration regardless of what he was doing in any period 

prior to that. It is likely that persons with usual job 

attachments (perquisites etc) but actually retired at the time 

of enumeration is reported in the work force. Furthermore it 
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provides no distinction between employed and unemployed unless 

a specific question of this nature is asked. Also the persons 

seeking jobs for the first time would not be accounted for even 

though they exert pressure on the labour market. 

The labour force approach classifies persons on the basis 

of their activity during a certain specific reference period. 

According to this approach, the person concerned does not decide 

whether he is in the labour force or not. He simply reports to 

the enumerator, the nature of his activities in the reference 

period. The enumerator places him in the labour force if his 

activity contributes to the national product. He also draws a 

distinction between· the employed and unemployed parts of the 

labour force. The employed are those who work for pay or profit 

as salary workers, entrepreneurs, self employed persons or unpaid 

family workers and persons with jobs but temporarily unemployed 

at the time of enumeration. The unemployed were those who were 

not working but looking for jobs during the reference period. 

Persons neither employed nor unemployed are not considered in the 

labour force. 

The approach adopted in India has varied from one Census to 

another; from the 1901 Census to 1951 it roughly approximates the 

gainful occupation approach. Data in the 1961 and all successive 

Censuses are based on the labour force approach. 

In the very early Censuses (1901 to 1921) an approach that 

was different from the gainful occupation approach was used. The 

approach may be called "means of livelihood" or "dependency" 

approach. Here the population was divided into workers and 
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dependents. From 1931 we see the adoption of the gainful 

occupation approach. In the 1931 Census persons were recorded as 

earners or dependents. Dependents were recorded as working 

dependents (who were not receiving wages, eg, unpaid family 

labourers) and non-earning dependents. Earners and working 

dependents were both regarded as workers. In the 1951 Census each 

person was reported as a self supporting person, or an earning 

dependent (not earning enough to support themselves), or a non 

earning dependent (not earning anything). Here the criterion of 

distinction was income. 

From 1961 onwards the Census adopted modified versions of 

the labour force approach. The 1961 Census classifies persons 

between two categories namely worker and non worker, the basis 

of distinction being, the nature of a person's activity in a 

specified reference period. A person would qualify as a worker 

if his activity is in the nature of productive work. A person is 

regarded as worker if, in case of seasonal work, the person had 

worked more than one hour a day throughout the greater part of 

the working season,and,in case of regular employment, if he was 

employed in any of the fifteen days prior to the day of 

enumeration. A usually working person, temporarily absent from 

work during fifteen days prior to the day of enumeration is 

regarded as a worker. A person who is not working but has been 

offered a job is regarded as a non-worker. Work includes 

direction and supervision. The unemployed were recorded under two 

heads (1) ,those formerly employed but now seeking jobs and (2) 

those seeking jobs for the first time never employed before (see 
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Sinha (1961)). 

In the 1971 Census, the same broad scheme has been followed. 

A few changes and new specifications need to be mentioned. In 

order to be classified as worker or non worker a person should 

be asked about his main activity during the reference period. In 

the 1971 Census the reference period for regular employment is, 

one week prior to enumeration (a person is a worker in his main 

activity if he is employed r:-~ ~ny one day during the week 

preceding enumeration) for seasonal employment, one year prior 

to enumeration (even if his activity is reported during the last 

one week his main activity during the last one year should be 

ascertained). Persons under training and apprentices are treated 

as workers whether or not they earn stipends (see Chandrashekhar 

(1971)). 

In the 1981 Census the new features 'are (1) a slight change 

in the reference period, ( 2) a specific attempt to capture 

marginal workers, ( 3 ) a clarification on work force 

participation. For regular employment, the reference period 

continues to be one calendar year, but for seasonal employment 

the choice of reference period is made according to local 

conditions. Broadly, it is the agricultural season 

enumeration. 

preceding 

Main workers are those who worked for the major part of the 

reference period (six months or more). Marginal workers are those 

who worked at any time at all during the reference period. Non 

workers are those who did not work at any time during the 

reference period. Hence the population total by the 1981 Census 
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is comprised of three mutually exclusive groups, main workers, 

marginal workers and non workers (see Padmanabha (1981)). 

It is mentioned that work participation in every Census 

refers to the proportion of workers to the total population and 

not the proportion of labour force to the total population. The 

1991 Census follows the same definition as the 1981 Census. A 

minor change in the reference period in case of seasonal work, 

may be mentioned. is the agricultural season prior to 

enumeration. 

The Census of India, as a data source for work force 

participation, has certain shortcomings. According to 

Krishnamurty (1983) even in the 1981 Census (where work force 

participation was estimated by using an extended concept of 

economic activity to include marginal workers), the entire 

magnitude of marginal workers is not captured. He feels that in 

this respect the NSSO would be a better source. 

Agarwal ( 1985) points out some intrinsic biases against 

women, in the Census of India and for that matter in most other 

data sources for women's work participation· in non socialist 

third world countries. Women are under-counted as workers and job 

seekers. This bias stems from a variety of factors. One, is the 

gender of the enumerator and the respondent, both of whom, in 

India, happen to be usually men. Hence when questions relating 

to women's work and her availability for work are asked the 

answer tends to reflect the male perspective. In a cultural 

setting where women's involvement in other than domestic work is 

considered non-prestigious this leads to an underestimation of 
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work participation in non domestic work especially outside the 

home. In Muslim areas and areas dominated by upper caste Hindus, 

for instance, a farmer would be reluctant to go on record as 

having his female family members officially in the labour market. 

Women's productive work could be seen by men as part of the house 

work and so reported. Typically no attempt is made to seek out 

women respondents. Where there is a set of cultural assumptions 

about the secondary importance of anything women do, there is 

likely to be under-enumeration of women in employment. 

Agarwal (1985) also points out that another definitional 

bias to be kept in mind is that in some countries (eg Turkey, 

India) all women working in agriculture are regarded as workers 

but in some countries they are not ( eg, in North and Latin 

America) unless they make goods for sale. In the previous case 

urbanisation has a negative impact on female work participation. 

According to Agarwal (1985), in the 1951 Census the 

population was divided into self supporting persons, earning 

dependents and non earning dependents. Only self supporting and 

earning dependents were regarded as workers. Female unpaid 

labourers in agriculture, coming from the cultivator's family, 

were 1 ikely to be reported as non workers. The 1961 Census 

favoured the inclusion of women as workers since the criterion 

for being seasonally employed was broad enough to capture many 

of the rural marginal workers. However the term productive work 

as applied to women may be interpreted as production for sale. 

Thus there was a strong possibility that rice-pounding for sale, 

cattle rearing, collecting and selling firewood and cow-dung 
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cakes, grass etc would be included as work. The 1971 Census was 

particularly biased against the inclusion of women workers. Only 

those reporting themselves as participating in economically 

productive work as their main activity (in terms of time spent 

on the task) were counted as workers. They, and those who spent 

a lesser proportion of their time on economically productive work 

were likely to be reported as domestic workers even though they 

may have contributed a significant amount of labour-time in the 

fields. In the 1981 Census there is an improvement over the 1971 

Census because of the initial sorting question, "Have you worked 

at any time at all during last year? If so, have you worked for 

the major part of the year (183 days or more)?" Most women 

workers are likely to be registered at least as marginal workers. 

This shows the importance of the initial sorting question. 

An alternative source of data on Indian work force is the 

National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO) (see Nanda (1991)). 

During the last two decades the NSSO has been conducting 

quinquennial surveys on employment and unemployment. The fourth 

quinquennial survey was carried out as a part of the NSSO's 43rd 

round (July 1987- June 1988) survey operation. The first survey 

in this series was conducted during October 1972 - September 

1973. 

The NSSO has defined work as gainful activity pursued for 

pay, profit or family gain. This means activity which adds value 

to the national product. Therefore work is defined as any market 

or non market activity. 

As in the Census, household chores do not constitute work 
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or gainful activity in the NSSO. Further, both in the Census and 

NSS, beggars, prostitutes etc are not considered as workers even 

though they may have some earnings. The NSSO has adopted three 

different approaches to measure employment and unemployment: (1) 

usual status, with a reference period of one year preceding the 

date of survey; ( 2) current weekly status approach with a 

reference period of 7 days preceding date of survey; (3) current 

daily status approach with each day of the 7 days preceding the 

day of survey as reference period. 

Of the above approaches, the measurement of employment and 

unemployment based on the usual status approach is the one that 

can be compared with the Census. The usual status has the 

reference period of one year. In this approach the activity on 

which a person had spent a relatively longer part of the 

preceding 1 year prior to the date of survey is considered to be 

the principal status of a person. Accordingly, a person's 

principal usual status is considered as "working" if he was 

engaged during the reference period (1 year) in one or more work 

activities. A person is regarded as "not in the labour force", 

if he or she was engaged for a relatively longer period in any 

non gainful activity. Within the two broad categories, "working'' 

and "not in the labour force", the detailed activity category is 

determined on the basis of time spent criterion. A person who is 

categorised as "worker" on the basis of his principal status is 

a "principal status worker". A non worker who pursued some 

gainful activity in a subsidiary category, is referred to as a 

"subsidiary status worker". Principal status workers and 
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subsidiary status workers together constitute "all workers" 

according to the usual status classification by the NSSO. It 

looks as though the NSSO is more capable of capturing the 

marginal workers than the Census which, in this respect, is 

likely to under-report. This is the view expressed by 

Krishnamurty (1983). According to him, even the 1981 Census did 

not capture all the marginal workers. 

In spite of its drawbacks, we shall draw on the Census of 

India 1981 as our source of data, since it gives us information 

at the district level. 

In our study we shall measure work participation rates as 

the proportion of worker-s to total population. First we shall 

obtain work participation rates for males and females in each 

district (WPRM and WPRF) defined as the proportion of male and 

female workers in total male and female population respectively. 

This is available in the Primary Census Abstracts. Next we 

calculate the work participation rates for male child (WPRCH) 

defined as the percentage of male child (ages 0 to 14) workers 

in total male child population (ages 0 to 14). The data are 

obtained from the General Economic Tables of the Census. 

The next set of variables we construct are work 

participation rates pertaining to the three major sectors of the 

economy: primary, secondary and tertiary. Owing to limitation of 

time and space we confine our attention to male main workers 

only. We presume that this will be able to capture adequately the 

overall ef feet of urbanisation. We construct three variable: work 

participation rate for male main workers in the primary, 
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secondary and tertiary sectors (WPRMP, WPRMS, and WPRMT 

respectively). WPRMP is the number of male main workers working 

in the primary sector of a district divided by the male 

population of the district. Similarly, WPRMS is the number of 

male main workers employed in the secondary sector of a district 

divided by the district's male population and WPRMT is the number 

of male main workers employed in the tertiary sector of the 

district divided by the male population of the district. We shall 

now spe-cify the categories of workers we have assumed to 

represent the three sectors. We have followed the National 

Industrial Classification (NIC) at the one-digit level. 

Agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing, mining and quarrying are 

taken to represent the primary sector. Manufacturing and repair, 

electricity, gas and water, and construction comprise the 

secondary sector in our study. The tertiary sector covers 

wholesale and retail trade, restaurant and hotels, transport, 

storage and communication, financing, real estate and business 

services, community, social and personal services. 

Data are obtained from the General Economic Tables of the 

Census. The data for each State in presented in a set of three 

tables: tables 2.4 to 2.6 for Rajasthan, tables 2.10 to 2.12 for 

Punjab, tables 2.16 to 2.18 for Karnataka and tables 2.22 to 2.24 

for Orissa. The first table gives the overall work participation 

rates for males, females and male child. The second table reports 

the number of male main workers in each sectoral division of the 

economy as per the National Industrial Classification and the 

male population for each district. The third table gives the 
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figures for WPRMP, WPRMS and WPRMT. 

The Data Point, 1981: 

Our analysis is essentially cross sectional, i.e. confined 

to one point of time. We have chosen 1981 as the year of our 

study for the following reasons. 

The first reason is purely logistical. It would perhaps be 

more appropriate to choose 1991 Census data. The data collection 

for this study had to begin 1n auci a~ that time all the 

relevant Census information was not readily available. 

Secondly, from the point of view of urbanisation, 1981 

definition did not undergo any major changes since 1971, nor was 

any major change made in 1991. This perhaps indicates that the 

main theme of the 1981 Census definition of urbanisation is going 

to be regarded as standard for subsequent Censuses. 

Thirdly, from the point of view of work force, 1981 Census, 

as we have discussed, is least likely to under-represent female 

workers, compared to previous Censuses. Again there was no major 

change in 1991. 
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TABLE 2.1: RAJASTHAN DATA ON URBANISATION 

DISTRICTS URBAN POPN RURAL POPN TOTAL POP~ URBAN AREA 

(square kmj 

GANGANAGAR 418299 1611669 2029968 106.6 

BIKANER 335085 513664 848749 165.5 

CHURU 344659 834807 1179466 237.3 

JHUNJHUNUN 251267 9603!6 1211583 149.7 

ALWAR 196201 1574972 1771173 129.4 

BHARATPUR 321700 1562432 1884132 133.3 

SAWAI MADHOPUR 206090 1329780 1535870 123 

JAIPUR 12.50532 2170042 3420574 474.7 

SIKAR 218936 1098309 1377245 202.6 

AJMER ~16406 823960 1440366 441.8 

TONK lU844 639791 783635 153.7 

JAISALMER 32929 210155 243082 131.3 

JODHPUR 579845 1087946 1667791 185.6 

NAGAUR 231077 1391592 1628669 269.5 

PALl 234765 1039739 1274504 261.9 

BARMER .98229 1020~~3 1118892 70.1 

JALOR 72790 830283 903073 67.8 

SIROHI 97001 445048 542049 46.2 

BHILWARA 188563 1121816 1310379 241.2 

UDAIPUR 355199 2001840 2356959 192.5 

CHITTAURGARH 1:62421 1070073 1232494 149.1 

DUNGARPUR 44126 638719 682845 17.2 
BANSWARA 55187 831413 886600 34.2 
BUl-11>1 99829 487153 586982 141.6 
KOTA 498094 1061690 1559784 314.1 
JHALAWAR 91516 693482 784998 57.4 

Source: Census of India, Rajasthan Series, 1981; 
"Final Population Figures" for urban rural and total popn 

"Primary Census Abstract" for urban area 
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TABLE 2. 2: TOWN POPULATION OF RAJASTHAN 

DISTRICT 

Ganganagar 

Bikaner 

Churu 

Jhunjhunun 

Alwar 

Bharatpur 

Sawai-Hadhopur 

Jaipur 

TOWN 

Anupgarh 
Bhadre 
Gajasinghpur 
Ganganagar 
Hanu.e.nnagar 
Karnpur 
·Keshris i-ngpur 
Nohar 
·eadam_pur 
PiHbanga 
Rarsinghgarh 
'B•fkanl!r ( 'UA ) 
Deshnok 
Naparasas 
NOkha 
.B·i:da:sa:r 
Chhapar 
.Chuni ( ) UA) 
£hum fH,) 
Dungax.gar 
Rajal.<iesar 
Baj:gar 
~Ra'tanga;r 

Sania'r.shaha:r NJA J 
Saniar.shaha·r ( MC.)· 
'Sujangar 
iarlronagr 

·Bagga•r 
1!•-i:ssau 
Ch:ira""a 
GG:thr:a 
.Jhunjhunun 
Aha~Ti 
Mandawa 
Mandrela 
Mukandgar 
Nawalgar 
Pilani 
Surajgar 
Udai-purwa 't i 
Alwar 
Khairthal 
Kherli 
Tijara 
Bari 
Bayana 
Bharatpur 
Bhusawar 
Deog 
Dholpur 
Kaman 
Kumbher 
Nadbai 
Nokha 
Rajakhet·a 
Weir 
Gagapur City 
Hindaun 
Karauli 
Sawai Hadhopur 
Toda Bhim 
Todra 
Bandikui 
Jaipur 
Bassi 
Banswa 
Chaksu 
Daussa 
Jahner 
Kotputli 
Lalsot 
HanohaTpur 
Phulera· 

POPULATION 

12997 
2256:8· 
•6573 
123:6.92 
600-'11: 
1-5252 
9H8 
22S80 
1-Q:T.J<t 
17852 
1706:9 
ur11'12· 
ton-s 
12259 
24'119 
17Jll-4 
11711 
'62070 
618.U 
2:lt0'7;6' 
15236 
3037-9 
43;3'66 
-s&38B 
554.73 
5.5:546 
15435 
U6·9:2 
.13'6.94 
2•0'84'1 
17ZT6 
4'1J:77 
1:25;9'4_ 
1-2'88li 
9::1'99. 
119'17 
38.727 
26052 
:12:35;3 
1-6'8:1~ 

1-.45-7:95 
1'5962 
SD4'6 
1219'9 
27399 
20673 
105274 
2805 
4439-5 
19451 
12784 
11610 
liAS·.() 
17371 
12178 
11060 
4·6026 
42706 
37959 
590'83 
13273 
70-4-8 
15873 
10151-60 
121.30 
11311 
14213 
27212 
7:68'3 
2171-6 
15297 
1.4.91.6 
156-5'1 



Sikar 

Ajmer 

Tonk 

Jaisalmer 
Pokhran 
Jodhpur 

Pali 

Barmer 

Jalor 

Sirohi 

Bhilwara 

Udaipur 

Sambhar 
Shah pur a 
Virat:nagar 
Fatehput• 
Khand€la 
Laxmangar 
Losal 
Neem Ka.tbana 
Ram gar· 
Reengus 
Sikar 
Sri "Madhopur 
AjmeE-
Beawar 
lisri 
.Ji-iSbangar 
Na;s±raba:d· 
P.ushka:r 
.Sa:r1o/llr 
Vi.Jayna~ar 

DeoH. 
M~ 
T.odaxa:i S'ingh 
Tonk 
u l'll£i'8.Ta· 

Ni~ 
·Jai:sa:Iilrer 

.BH~a;ra 

JOdhpur 
Phai.rmh
P'ipa;r {;it;y 

N~ 
ffilkrmm
Lodnu 
Kuclmman 
Deedwana 
Merta City 
Kuchera 
Mundwa 
Nawa 
Parbatsar 
Bali 
Jai.t.aran 
Khudala 
Nimaj 
Pali 
Raipur 
Rani Khurd 
Sadri 
Sojat 
Sojat Road 
Sumetpur 
Takatgarh 
Balotra 
Barmer 
Siwana 
Ahore 
Bhinmal 
Jalor 
Sinhar 
Abu Road 
Mount Abu 
Pindwara 
Sheoganj 
Sirohi 
A sind 
Bhilwara 
Ganga pur 
Jahazpur 
Mandai 
Shahpura 
Amet 
Bhindar 
Deogar 
Fatehnagar 
Kanod 

HI886 

1763S 
12669 
9978 
5:1084 
15763 
2521:5 
14232 
152:66 
195-70 
r2~75 
t02970 
18461 
375'5.93 
8'9:9'98 
4!03'93 
:62032 
34-U6 
-9-3.6:8 
92-15 
1:5.19:1 
11159 
u;s9!l 
.1=3871 
-,77:65'3 
7198 
t5961 
22'DU 

24006 
5'0.6345 

.2'853'9 
,2,095:5 
4'8'0:05 

~40'6'-6:3. 

~3'5$~2 

-z6:na· 
.2:3'9'3:7 
--z.mn 
1t3:52' 
Hl9M 
9·77--5 
7376 
'i-'4:1'6.2 
liZH 
Tl:O'S.S 
1Zlm2 
9.1.:5'68 
l"OSS'6 
8123 
18468 
24292 
.6.879 
1'5:2.46 
1:110'6 
2807-0 
55554 
146.05 
Ul6ll 

2.4.3.9.9 
24110 
13"740 
32180 
12713 
1233-8 
Hi'767 
2:3'!Ul3 
9461 
17~54. 
ll4,34-
1"2'328 
13:3'86 
1:9'3'29 
1·0:6·ss
r2:16'6 
128'3'1 
.1.3~10 

96'51 



Chittaurgarh 

DungarPllr 

Bundi 

.Kota 

Nath~ado. 

Rajsamand 
Salumber 
Udaipur 
Rari Sadri 
Begun 
Chhot.i Sadri 
Chitt.aurgarb 
Kapasan. 
Nimbahera 
Pra.tapgarh 
Rawatbhata 
DungarPllr 
Sagwara 
Banswara 
Kushalgarh 
Bundi(UA) 
Kaprain 
Keshraipatan 
Lakheri 
Nainwa 
Antah 
Baran 
Chhabra 
Chippabarod 
Indargarh 
Kaithoon 
Kota 
!1-angrot 
Ramganj 11andi 
San god 
Suket 
Altlera 
BhawaniMandi 
Jhalawar 
Jhalrapatan 
Pirawa 
Sunel 

2~.9.56· 

2749.2 
11627 
2325'&; 
11721 
1.134"0 
1214-6 
44.9.40 
1385S 
27763 
22:9.03 
171·00' 
2755:6 
.1"65c7i() 
4!8();7-:0c 
'H:l7 
3"4492 
Hl296 
1:144'8: 
2:006:0 
g_g;gg 
M.'!t3£. 
4~0:0:0 

l,Z.:Z.£2' 
Jo-o;t&B 
4:1:5:7 
1T93"5· 
3C5'&-24l: 
12:85'8 

_133-3'0 
1.2;0:3.-3 
1·"6'54. 
ro:s:o4 
1·:6:92:8· 
~;$i:S"i 

J11BU5 
82'6:3 
9759 

Source: District Census Handbooks and Town Directory, Census of India 19'81 
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TABLE 2.3: RAJASTHAN INDICES OF URBANISATION, 1981 

DISTRICTS URB1 URB2 

GANGANAGAR 0.25954 3924.01 
BIKANER 0.65234 2024.68 
CHURU 0.41286 1452.42 
JHUNJHtJNUN 0.26165 1678.47 

ALWAR 0.12457 15.16.24 
BHABATPUR 0.20590 2413.35 
SAWAI MADHOPUR 0.15498 167'5.53 
JAIPIJR 0.57627 2634.36. 
SIKAR 0.25397 1376.78 
AJMER 0.74810 1395 •. 22 
TONK 0.22483 935.88 
JAISALMER 0.15669 250.79 
JODHPUR 0.53297 3124.16 
NAGAUR 0.17036 879.69 
PALl 0.22579 896.39 
BARMER 0.09624 1401.27 
JALO!t 0.08767 1073.60 
SIROHI 0.21796 2099.59 
BHILWARA 0.16809 781.77 
UDAIPUR 0.17744 1845.19 
CHITTAURGARH 0.15178 1089.34 
DUNGARPUR 0.06909 2565.47 
BANSWARA 0.06638 1613.65 
BUNDI 0.20492 705.01 
KOTA 0.46915 1585.78 
JHALAWAR 0.13197 1594.36 

Source: URB1 and URB2 compiled from Table 2.1 

URB3 complied from Table 2.2 
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URB3 

66399.71 

293981.75 

46624.07 

25661.06 

111753.42 

50976.23 

44152.31 

8276608.92 

54740.8 

251368.0~ 

48507.32 

18353.04 

9227076.77 

31380.02 

16168.7 

41611.72 

20257.97 

25009.05 

16892.28 

158540.47 

2607.47 

23430.59 

42788.64 

22355.27 

263502.86 

18562.73 
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TADLE 2.4: RAJASTHAN DATA ON WORKFORCE (HALE, FEMALE t. KA.LE CHILD) 

WORKFORCE PARTICIPATION RATES (%) !1AI.E CHILD (AGE GROUP 0 - 14) 

DISTRICTS HALE FEMALE WORKERS POPN WK PARTCN RT 

CWPRM) (WPRF) (WPRCH) 

GANGANAGAR 53.2 10.0 4498 452760 1.0 

BIKANER 50.9 13.1 2817 188924 1.5 

CHURU 49.4 19.8 2811 270750 1.0 

JHUNJHUNUN 48.2 23.0 2059 284968 0.7 

ALWAR 48.1 22.8 3570 412802 0.9 

BHARAiPUR 48.4 13.5 3567 452228 0.8 

SAWAI MADHOPUR 49.2 16.8 2530 351489 0.7 

JAIPUR 48.1 15.7 12884 747234 1.7 

SIKAR 45.0 16.1 2295 319262 0.7 

A.TMER 52.1 24.3 12402 290184 4.3 
TONK .S-2. 9 28.4 7506 166975 4.5 

J.AISALMER 56.2 11.8 1105 52439 2.1 
JODHPUR 50.2 15.9 3281 362739 0.9 
NAGAUR 50.7 24.4 4906 362332 1.4 

PALl 50.9 22.9 3993 281107 1.4 
BARME-R 54.8 26.6 4372 250360 1.7 
:JALOR 51.6 14.8 1561 207099 0.8 
SlROHI 50.6 19.0 2843 119748 2.4 
BHlLWARA 57.7 31.2 8910 255102 3.5 
UDAIPUR 53.0 25.9 5065 484512 1.0 

CHITTAURGARH 57.5 38.0 4461 246357 1.8 
DUNGARPUR 51.0 38.1 2137 149233 1.4 
BANSWARA 51.0 33.2 830 195570 0.4 
BUNDI 54.2 19.4 3454 127084 2.7 
KOTA 50.6 15.2 4304 338252 1.3 
JHALAWAR 53.9 24.3 3142 170186 1.8 

Source: Primary Census Abstract for WPRI1 and WPRF and General Economic Tables for WPRCH 
Census of India, Rajasthan Series, 1981. 
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TABLE 2.5:RAJASTHAN DATA ON MAIN MALE WORKERS SECTORWISE 

DISTRICTS CULTIVATORS AGRJ L LAB AGRL HUNTG MINING NANUFAC ELECTRICITY CONSTRUCTION WHOLESALE l TRANSPT COU FIR. INSUR. CONN SOCIAL TOTAL mE 
FORSTRY FI SHG QUARRYING REPAIR GAS WATER RET AIL TRADE STORAGE REAL ESTATE PERS SERVICES POPULATION 

GAHGANAGAR 330302 83 I 59 1423 771 H104 H81 76H 34301 W35 6530 (1065 1083134 
BIKARER ll1232 5 773 7085 1519 201(9 2795 7278 16625 !1803 2513 31933 HS752 
CHURU 204499 9359 4332 147 18263 1734 679( 18443 7779 2006 18676 603159 
J HUNJ HUN UN 149H6 12864 3803 8860 25164 2513 99!1 H877 6380 1314 24980 619313 
ALUR 291241 21085 6651 1838 35635 2210 7230 2219( 8630 3460 37095 935898 
BHARATPUR 340382 26918 5574 3197 33301 2043 7940 20657 !1387 3145 36034 1028749 
SAWAI KADHOPUR 278389 16904 5272 3115 28843 1678 6882 17609 12765 2289 25857 mm 
JAIPUR 395963 28141 18014 3513 148637 8592 23618 56459 36419 15836 mm m6452 
SlUR 18HI9 13091 3 770 1453 299H 3387 14287 20319 7496 1736 26561 701778 
AJMER 160804 18936 24515 1344 58513 2267 10592 28518 29646 5115 44948 H936.2 

.+:- TONK 130864 11382 13642 713 21960 1092 2497 9942 3790 1087 15031 406530 
00 JAISALMER 43379 2151 10051 99 3940 5 71 1705 2271, 1431 233 8025 1H204 

JODHPUR 243617 16284 7541 6056 43690 5696 11776 2599~ 20683 4803 46407 Bi353i 
NAGAUR 282060 19623 11198 4099 37450 2079 6789 18301 8919 17 43 222H 831985 
PALl 170712 35822 18091 817 43788 2085 7527 19811 7105 2584 20690 6H7H 
BARNER 242216 7921 11906 1190 17324 904 1654 102h3 4672 975 11998 587648 
JALOR 161235 21253 6601 681 14926 907 1893 9814 2307 1019 9978 465067 
SI&OKI 619 78 15 709 10628 932 13984 888 3156 9m 6075 1207 12741 276118 
BHILWARA 252999 16905 21436 7991 32027 1832 5415 157)9 5923 1888 22429 674923 
UDAIPUR 407986 23593 12372 10115 41767 3653 13992 32726 13050 3751 t9307 1191909 
CHITTAU&GARH 240410 18692 11221 3177 24077 355 7 8497 15HO 6228 1860 20H8 631699 
DURGARPUR 122632 64642 2640 2416 7826 904 1063 5025 2241 633 9:!14 3~39~1 

BARSVARA 171974 1413 1530 218 9651 671 ms 6098 2427 737 115 57 4H837 
BURDI 99466 13034 8180 5703 14110 1353 3607 6566 2333 765 11393 311022 
KOTA 176077 49408 187766 10312 55917 4624 12251 W70 17340 2894 48900 826304 
JHALAWAR 1438 79 23039 6544 1732 15882 709 16 72 8407 2345 730 12615 mm 

Source: Census of India, Rajasthan Series, 1981, General Econoaic Tables. 



TABLE 2.6: RAJASTHAN DATA ON HALE WORK PARflCPATION SEClORWI 

HALE WORK PARTICIPATION RATES (IN PERCENTAGES 

DISTRICTS PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY 

(WPRMP) (WPRMS) (WPRMT) 

GANGANAGAR 38.93 4.91 8.92 

BIKANER 29.33 6.87 13.99 

CHURU 36.16 4.44 7.77 

JHUNJHUNUN 28.25 6.07 7.68 

ALWAR 34.28 4.82 7.63 

BHARATPUR 36.56 4.21 6.92 

SAWAI HADHOPUR 36.91 4.55 7.11 
JAIPUR 24.67 10.01 13.05 

SIKAR 28.89 6.79 8.00 
AJHER 27.44 9.52 14.45 
TONK 38.52 6.28 7.34 
JAISALHEB 41.49 4.64 8.91 
JODHPUR 31.31 7.00 11.21 
NAGAUR 38.10 5.57 6.16 
PALl 34.43 8.16 7.67 
BARMER 44.79 3.38 4.75 
JALOR 42.10 3.81 4.97 
SIROHI 32.32 6.53 10.66 
BHILWARA 44.35 5.82 6.82 
UDAIPUR 38.10 5.49 8.29 
CHITTAURGARH 43.30 5. 72 6.96 
DUNGARPUR 57.59 2.93 5.15 
BANSWARA 40.55 3.95 4.66 
BUNDI 40.63 6.15 6.77 
KOTA 51.26 8.81 11.30 
JHALAWAR 42.99 4.48 5.91 

Source: Compiled from Table 2.5 



TABLE 2. 7: PUNJAB DATA ON tJRBAIHSAUON 

DISTRICTS URBAN POPN RURAL POPN TOTAL POPN URBAN AREA 
(square lao) 

CURDASPUR 328268 1185176 1513444 62 
AMRITSAR 721629 1466861 2188490 157.7 

FIROZPUR 298071 1009733 1307804 77.9 

LUDHIANA 764140 1054772 1818912 158 

JALANDRAR 612591 1121983 1734574 140.7 

KA:PURTHA:L-A 163418 381831 545249 35.5 

HOSHI-A'RPUR 179620 1064187 1243807 75.9 

RUPNACAR 1-54~~8 562024 716662 77.3 
PA·TIALA· 4642.95 1104603 1568898 110.3 

SANCRUR 321641 108S609 1410250 73.7 

BHATINDA 295877 1008729 1304606 140.2 
FARIDKOT 343569 1092659 1436228 90.2 

Source: Census of India, Punjab Series, 1981; 

"Final Population Figures" for urban rural and total popn 

"Primary Census Abstract" for urban area 
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DISTRICT 

G.urdaspur 

Tirozpur~ 

Ja-llandhar 

Kapurthala 

,Hoshiarpur 

TABLE 2.8: TOWN POPULATI~N IN ~UNJAB 

TOWN 

Pathankot 
Battala 
Gurdaspar 
Qadi an 
Sujanpur 
Dinanagar 
Dhariwal 
Fategarh Churian 
Dera Baba ,Nanak 
Sri Hargobindpur 
Narot •laimal S,ingh_ 
Anjala 
Amri;tosaT' (HC)
Amritsar (.CB) 
Chola Shahib 
,Jand·raJ.a 
tthe~~~,-Karan 

-Haji:.tha 
-Patti 
Ramda-s 

·Ra.yya. 
Tarn T.aran
Abobar 
Fi-rozpur 
Faz-ilka 
Firozpur tCant) 
Zira 
Jalalabad 
Dha-raakot 
Talwand,i- :llha.L 
Guruba:r , Silhai 
£udhi:ana 
Khanna. 
Ja-graon 
Raikot 
Samrala 
Macchiwara 
Mullanpur Dhaka 
llo:raba-
l'ayal 
Hatur 
Adam pur 
.,lawalpur 
Banga 
Bhojpur 
Goraya 
Jallandhar 
Kartarpur 
Lohian 
Mal sian 
Nakodar 
Nawa Shahar 
Noor Mahal 
Pillaur 
Rahon 
Shalikot 
Begowal 
Bhulath 
Dhilwan 
Kapurthala 
Nadal a 
Phagwara 
Sultanpur 
Talwandi Chaudhurian 
Balachaur 
Dasua 
Gardiwal 
Garhshankar 
Hariana 
Hoshiarpur 
Mukerian 
Shamchaurasi 
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110039 
87135 
395"29 
15~04 

1309"5 
13078 
12212 
9372 
6212 
3215 
2660 
7506 
594844 
11040 
5913 
16335 
8757 
8729 
19765 
412.3 
7049 
36903 
86334 
61.1.62 
43548 
3.'83:82 
19581 
14734 
9125 
9117 
7684 
607052 
53761 
39683 
17106 
10824 
9621 
8115 
7606 
5224 
5148 
10960 
5851 
13590 
6882 
8802 
33356 
17878 
5496 
5700 
26239 
2672"6 
9676 
17650 
8671 
7018 
6744 
4926 
5320 
50300 
4608 
75961 
12143 
3416 
6630 
14657 
4459 
9515 
5633 
85648 
14454 
3062 



Rupnagar 

Patiala 

Sangrur 

Bhati:nda 

Faridkot 

Talwara 
Urmar Tanda 
Anandpur Shahib 
Chamkaur Shahib 
Kharar 
Kura-li 
Mo:;:-inda 
Nan gal 
Naya .Nangal 
Rupnagar 
SAS Na.gar 
Amloh 
:Banaur 
Hassi 
De-ra -Bassi 
Chagga 
Cobindgarh 
Nabha 
Paot·iala 
Pa-tra:n 
'Rajpura 
Sanaur 
S.irhoi-mf 
samana 
Haler -Ko:t·la. 
Sang·rur 
illarna·la 
Sunam 
Dhuri 
Ahmed-ga:r 
Dhanaula 
Bahadur 
Longowal 
Lehragaga:r 
.Ta-pa 
Bhawanigar 
.lioonak 
Khanausi Kalan 
Banrta 
Btiatinda 
Bhucho tiandi 
Budha-la 
Ganiana 
Kect Fatta 
Man sa 
Maur 
Raman 
Rampura Phul 
Sangat 
Talwandi Sabo 
Bagha Purana 
Barriwala 
Fari-dkot 
Giddarbaha 
Jaitu 
Killanwali 
Kot Kapura 
Lakhewali 
tialout 
tioga 
tiuktsar 

17907 
17655 
8571 
4692 
21807 
1.2637 
13502 
25-523 
1039.0 
25-165 
32351 
7098 
74.5"3 
16'672· 
7421 
4900' 
266.37 
45'921 
20625'4-
7998 
5-B-645 
136"3'4-
2642 
3:rz:sz-
65756· 
4'522.0. 
4344;0 
35S05 
271"00 
16"874 
131Hf5 
1.335.0 
125"30 
l-14'55 
H.O'B'8 
8'901. 
8'53:6 
4923 
9'1'94-
127363 
7820 
15968 
859'6 
4978'3 
432.89 
18853 
14318 
31890 
2859 
10454 
14289 
5151 
42423 
26828 
26061 
5966 
47550 
3555 
40533 
80272 
50941 

SOurce: Di·strict Census Handbook~ and. Town Directory, Census of India 1981 
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TABLE 2.9: PUNJAB INDICES OF URBANISATION, 1981 

DISTRICTS URB1 URB2 

GURDASPUR 0.27698 5294.65 

AMRITSAR 0.49195 4575.96 

FIROZPUR 0.29520 3826.33 

LUDHIANA 0.12446 4836.33 

JALANDHAR o. 54.599 4353.88 

KAPURTHALA 0.42799 4603.32 

HOSHIARPUR 0.16879 2366.53 

RUPNAGAR 0.27514 2000.49 

PATIALA 0.42033 420.9.38 

SANGRUR 0.29546 4364.1:: 
BHATINDA 0.29332 2l.Hl.39 
FARIDKOT 0.31443 3808.97 

Source: URBl and URB2 compiled frn.. Table 2.1 

URB3 compl~ed fro. Table 2.2 
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URB3 

32147.36 

494187.57 

53146.04 

488990.17 

246194.98 

52494.63 

32329.98 

22857.02 

ll5670.07 

36080.73 

68592.8 

51435.35 



TABLE 2.10: PUNJAB DATA ON WORKFORCE (HALE, FEMALE & HALE CHILD) 

WORKFORCE PARTICIPATION RATES (%) HALE CHILD (AGE GROUP 0 - 14) 

DISTRICTS HALE FEMALE WORKERS POPN WK PARTCN RT 

(WPRM) (WPRF) (WPRCH) 

CURDASPUR 54.0 4.5 1895 309595 0.006 

AHRITSAR 49.7 3.2 4223 442071 0.010 

FIROZPUR 56.1 7.8 2084 268466 0.008 

LUDHIANA 54.7 5.0 3552 325545 0.011 

JALANDHAR 51.2 4.8 3005 335437 0 •. 009 

KAPURTHALA 52.4 4.3 1142 107788 0.011 

HOSHIARPUR 49.8 6.9 957 237368 0.004 

RUPNAGAR 51.9 5.6 798 134944 (1.006 

PAT !ALA 54.0 4.7 2418 307633 0.008 
SANCRUR 57.6 8.5 2723 265636 0.010 

BHATINDA 56.7 10.8 3472 257430 0~013 

FARIDKOT 55.6 8.8 2513 282634 0.009 

Source: Primary Census Abstract for WPRM and WPRF and General Economic Tables for WPRCB 
Census of l·nd·ia, Punjab Series, 1981. 
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TABLE 2.11: PUNJAB DATA ON UJN KALE WORKERS SECTORW1SE 

DISTRICTS CULT! VA TORS AGRIL LAB AGRL HUNTG MINING NANUFAC ELECTRICITY CONSTRUCTION WHOLESALE l rmsn cm FIN. INSUR. CONN SOCIAL TOTAL MALE 
FORSTRY FISHG QUARRYING REPAIR GAS WATER RETAIL TRADE STORAGE REAL ESTATE PERS SERVICES POPULATION 

GORDASPUR 131199 90750 4063 80 46977 5594 9099 35030 17449 4099 45246 79348i 
AKRITSAR 203378 137980 5231 195 86HO H27 12095 63777 30468 11962 69707 1169888 

FIROlPUR 177363 92210 2492 37 29864 1790 6284 26578 12103 5024 30013 694260 

LUDHIARA IH650 93 756 6083 130 128324 3601 10591 53188 26506 8784 56062 978276 

JALANDHAR 124870 94834 4173 92 892 70 3016 11588 44284 22702 8761 6!310 916374 

KAPURTHALA 54777 26878 1845 48 25621 1037 4650 12421 4884 2466 14972 287286 

HOSHIARPUR 1170.81 66211 2898 86 33963 5009 9124 24026 12242 mo 39681 649565 

RUPNAGAR 71689 32 736 2500 81 29517 4952 5003 11255 8009 2HO 29489 385087 

PAT! ALA 164071 102068 4362 137 55380 4166 9005 37514 16739 7285 50585 841916 

SANGRUR 204394 105 777 45 74 39 34728 2704 7803 28229 9286 4234 29669 158058 

BHATINDA 185536 8 7794 5443 147 30072 3706 6805 25109 10495 5654 29357 699815 

FAR I DKOT 177771 116163 3787 63 34518 2270 6223 29745 11103 4547 33238 763176 

Sonrce: Censns of India, Pnnjab Series, 1981, General Econoaic Tables. 



TABLF 2.12: Pt..'NJAB DATA ON MALE WORK PARTICPATION SECTORWISE 

MALE WORK PARTICIPATION RATES 
DISTRICTS 

GURDASPUR 

AMRITSAR 

FIROZPUR 

LUDHIANA 
JALANDHAR 

KAPURTHALA 
HOSHIARPUR 

RUPNAGAR 

PATIALA 

SANGRUR 

BHATINDA 
FARIDKOT 

PRII"'..ARY 

(WPRHP) 

28.49 

29.64 

39.19 

25.01 

24.44 
29.08 
28.68 

27.79 

32.15 
41.53 

39.86 
39.02 

Source: Compiled from Table 2.5 

SECONDARY 

(WPRMS) 

7.77 

8.80 

5.46 

14.57 

11.34 
10.90 

7.40 
10,25 

8.14 

5.97 

5.80 

5.64 
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(IN PERCENTAGES 

TERTIARY 
(WPRMT) 

12.83 
15.04 

10.62 
1-4.77 

14.96 

12.09 
12.33 

13.2.9 

13.32 
9.42 

10.09 
10.30 



TABLE 2.13: KARNATAKA DATA ON URBANISATION 

DISTRICTS URBAN POPN RURAL POPN TOTAL POPN URBA..~ ARIA 

(square b) 

BAN GALORE 3193216 1754394 4947610 424.7 

BELGAUH 671418 2309022 2980440 203.2 
BELLARY 492160 997065 1489225 439.2 
BIDAR 177416 818275 995691 43.4 
BIJAPUR 578628 1823154 2401782 320.4 
CHIKHAGALUR 159879 751890 911769 67.5 
CHITRADURGA 417743 1359756 1777499 56.3 
DAKSHIN KANNAD 581613 1795111 2376724 389.1 
DHARWAD 1038258 1907229 2945487 755.6 
GULBARGA 475732 1604911 2080643 122.3 
HASSAN 198472 1158542 1357014 46.8 
KODAGU 71663 390225 461888 39.8 
KOLAR 427831 1477661 1905492 103.2 
HANDYA 220025 1198084 1418109 61 
MY SORE 711567 1884333 2595900 156.7 
RAICHUR 343728 1440094 1783822 8"8 
SHIMOGA 426180 1230551 16.56731 140.3 
TUHKUR 272284 1705570 1977854 53.1 
UTTAR KA:NNAD 271793 800241 1072034 11-2 

Source: Census of India, Karnataka Series, 1981; 
"Final Population Figures" for urban rural and total popn 
"Pri•ary Census Abstract" for urban area 
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TABLE 2.14: TOliN POPULATION Of l'..AENATAKA 

DISTRICT 

Bangalore 

Belgaum-

Bellary 

Bidar 

Bijapur 

TOWN 

Banga!ore 
Channapa t.na 
HA Sani t.ory Board 
Dodball.apur 
Ramanagaram 
Devar.a:j:i vanahall:i. 
Kanakapur.a 
lTl noitified al.'ea 
Yaolahank&.. 
:BEL ·t·ownsh:ip 
Baiyyappanaha-!Ti 
Anekal 
Kr.isbnal:'ajapiU"a
lfagadi 
Ho.skote 
Vija~ 

HAL tow.nSh-i:p
-Kirlagondaba:ili· 
De~hrlli 

Irebbal 
:K-eng.er.i 
-Nel·aJIIllllga-i-a 
-~lli 

~mrr tmmsn:iop 
L.irrgara"japura' 
.Tal:ahaTli 

'HI'J.!'""""iia:tch. f<act.ory tu:wnsbip 
Bel;~-UIII 

G<lkak 
Ni:pan.i 
Bmad:l:=g 

Ba-ilhongal 
Soundati-Yellmnaa 
Belgaum Cantt. 
Sankeshwar 
Chikodi 
Konnur 
Kudachi 
Mudlll.gi 
Hukeri 
Sadalgi 
Khanapur 
Gokak Falls 
Ray bag 
Sambre 
Londa 
Bellary 
Hospet 
Harpanaha lli 
Kampli 
Siruguppa 
Amaravati 
Sandur 
Kamalapuram 
Kotturu 
Tekkalakote 
Kudligi 
Hadagalli 
Donimalai township 
!!cida:r 
Basavakalya-n 
Homnabad 
Bhalki 
Chitgoppa 
A urad 
Bijapur 
Bagalko-t 
Ra bka vi -·Banha:t t i 
Jamkhandi 
Ilkal 
Guledagudda 
Mudhol 
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POPIJU.TION 

2628.593' 
5D725 
49"050 
4-7Hi8 
441105 
37285 
30.161 
283.0'3 
2"3695 
2021"8 
1'9955 
19267 
181.82 
176.2.3" 
1753-8 
17.212. 
l5-H8 
1"54"4"3 
15.192 
13170 
12951} 
12574 
1'0'515 
~66-G 
8.5_6_1 
8Hl2 
2351 
2714.30 
-42496 
41.7,8"3 
213."55 
27.5A8 
.26:t6'5 
26404 
251J42 
24018 
2278-9 
20252 
1.8-4'91. 
178:12 
1:5545 
1.3911 
12513 
11587 
9635 
6309 
5932 
20-1579 
96861 
27308 
27110 
23350 
1-8490 
17698 
17474 
15445 
14754 
13981 
13724 
438.6 
78856· 
332.98 
21829 
18827 
16635 
79-71 
147313 
678"58 
51693 
38542 
3605'8 
29.262 
21.351> 



Chikmagalur 

Chitr.adurga 

Dakshin Kannad 

Dharwad 

Ti!rdal 
!asavnna Begavadi 
Talfkota 
~.ahal ingapur 
lmJ:i 
Sindgi 
BadaJni 
Mudd-ebihal 
Hungund 
-Ker.ur 
Kamatgi 
Bilgi 
Ch-iionagalur 
Tarikeroe 
Ka:d'ur 
-Binur 
'K-udroelllllk!r Mines Aor.ea 
Aj_jampur 
Mud-ig-er-e· 
-Na-ra-s_i-lllilara japura
·Kowac 
Sting-eri 
D:aV'Bnge:r:-e· 
Ch·i:t:ra-durga 
Ha-r±hax 
-Hirciyur 
Challakere 
Hosdur.ga-
Ho;la Ik-er-e-
Ja-gal-ur--
!1o1.akal-a~ur.u 

Ma';'ldroarla 
Maaga-lo-r.e' 
l'dupi 
-Ba:rrt-vai 
Coonda:peor 
sura-t:kal 
Ullal 
Karkal 
Puttur 
Padavu 
Malpe 
Beinduru 
Mudbi-dri 
Saligram 
Mulki 
Gangoli 
Kankanadi 
Someshwar 
Sulya 
Derebail 
Badaga-Bettu 
Tonse-West 
Peramunnuru 
Kotekara 
Alpe 
New Mangalore Port 
Kavuru 
Beltangadi 
Hubli-Dharwad 
Gadag-Betigeri 
Ranibennur 
Haveri 
Lakshmeshwar 
Savanur 
Nargund 
Gajendragarh 
Annigeri 
Byadgi 
Hangal 
Ron 
Naval Gund 
Shiggaon 
Mulgund 
Kundgol 
Naregal 
Mundargi 

5715-

19083 
!SS/2 
!-8336 
17809 
17767 
15811 
15023 
14962 
as-s·o 
13196 
11090 
l00"4 7 
605'82 
2,3929 
19406 
18081 
79.72 
7'6.93 

"70.83 
6102 
4-7:59 
4272 
f9:S6~1 

'145•80 
52-33'1 
2:5.151 
25043 
12380 
9809 
9142 
7U1 
4.'64:2 
.1'93699 
33413 
Tr3'i8 
-2~-r5 

259:9'8: 
25SO:S 
ZG-:71:-3 
.zoma 
I.86T8 
17"9.85 
HOn 
13":57:5 
1"3Z2B 
120'9.8 
1-19.57 
11'5:2'0 
11031 
10394 
10220 
8.333 
8.3:06. 
74'6:9 
72"8'9 
7032 
6:9,4:5 
674-7 
5668 
527108 
117'36o6· 
58118 
36368 
2"544-4 
2505"3 
23531 
2022:6 
18614 
17935 
11US9 
1.6363 
1:5"758 
l-4-98'5 
1453·5 
14'325 
14'183 
13617 



Shirhatti 13307 
Alnavar 13026 
Ka1s;hatgi 11035 
liirekerur 12070 

Gulbarga Gulbars;a 221325 
Yadgir 405i>9 
Shahabad 38'8{}'1 
Aland 26435 
.Shorapur 25595 
Chitapur 183~22 

Wadi 18092 
Shah per 17981 
Sedam 15823 
Gurmatkal 11616 
Afzalpur 10'558 
Clri-ncho 1 i 10434 
Shahabad A·CC 8509 
Jevargi 8.923 
Wadi ACC 3343 

·Hassan Hassan 71534. 
Ar.siker.e 25351 
Ho lenarcs:ipur 2:021'9 
Channar.ay.apatna 162.97 
Belur 13590 
·Sakleshpur 12:025 
A.I:kalg!ld 1:1069 
Kananur 69.31 
.Ban~ar- 6~01 

Shr.acva·ribel:go la:. 5441 
Go.rur 5231 
Alur 4U7 

Kodagc\J. Mad-ik-eri 24724 
V ir.ajp:et 11676 
Kushalnagax 6'9'36 
Sam:v.ar:opet 6936 
Gotrikoppal 53~H 

Kudmangalur 45.22 
Pennampet 4367 
Sanivarsante 2691 
Kodii.pet 2254 
Suntikoppa 2166 

Kolar Kolar Gold Fields 77679 
Kolar 65834 
Robertsonpet 61:099 
Chi:k:ballapur 40.096 
Chintamani 39208 
l1ulbagal 26762 
Bangarapet 22570 
Sidlaghatta 22490 
Gauribidanur 18738 
Malur 15093 
Srinivaspur 12433 
Bagepalli 7923 
Gudibanda 6419 
Manchenahali 5880 
BEML Nagar 5607 

Mandya Mandya 100285 
Malvalli 25114 
Srirangaptanna 18137 
Maddur 17402 
Pandavapura 14164 
Krishnarajpet 12800 
Nagamanga1a 11084 
Be1akavadi 6396 
Hongahalli 6247 
Belluru 5438 
Melikote 2958 

Mysore Mysore 479081 
Chamrajnagar-Ramasamudram 40422 
Kollegal 36109 
Nanjans;ud 34939 
Hunsur 27727 
Gundlupet 19965 
Krishnarajanagara 18860 
Bannur 15108 
Piriyapatna 10039 
Tirumakudal-Narsipur 8910 
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Raichur 

Shimoga 

Tumkur 

Uttar ·Kannad 

Sargur 
Yelandut' 
Heggadat'!even1wte 
Raichur 
Gangavati 
lloppal 
Sindnur 
iian\•i 
Lingst~gur 

Devadm:ga 
Kushtagi 
rfudgal 
.Hatti -Gold Min<;>s 
Yelbarga 
Munirabad 
Shimoga 
lthadrava.ti New Town 
Bhadr.ava t i 
Sagar 
Sh:i:karp.ur 
J.og Falls 
T irthaha-ll.i 
Channa·g:ir i 
Honnali 
Si~al•koppa 

Nyam:t:i 
Sorab 
Kumsi 
-K-hosanagara 
Tumkur 
Ttptur 
Slra 
t1adhugb:i 
K-unigal 
Chiknacyalr.anhaJ.1 i 
P.a.vagada 
Gubbt 
Turuvekere 
Korotage.re 
YN Hosakote 
Adityapatna 
Dandeli 
Kar ... ·ar 
Si.r.si 
Bhatkal 
Kumta 
Haliyal 
Honavar 
An kola 
Yellapur 
Siddapur 
Mundgod 
Ambikanagar 
Ganeshgudi 

"ISH 
6710 
6135 
124762 
ssn5 
35975 
:<5875 
21345 
16878 
11935 
11781 
11458 
9962 
i551 
7471 
151783 
77055 
53551 
35648 
22485 
16276 
12174 
11869 
10942 
10518 
7669 
6686 
4963 
45·61 
108670 
30468 
27665 
18082 
18076 
15596 
14435 
11667 
8988 
8085 
7508 
3044 
47625 
47210 
38907 
25665 
23385 
15655 
15124 
12153 
11792 
11289 
10332 
7734 
4922 

Source: D.is·tr·ict Census Handbooks and Town Directory, Census of India 1981 
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TABLF; 2.15; KARNATAKA INDICES OF UR!IANISATION, 1981 

DISTRICTS URBl URB.2 

BANGALOU 1.82012 T-5.18,. 7li 

BELCAUM 0.29078 3304.22 

liELLARY 0.49361 112-Q. 5'8 

BfDAR 0.21682 4.087. 93 

BUAPUR 0.31738 18.05.96 

CHl.KitAGALUR 0.21264 2368.5'8 

C.HI.:TR1dlURGA· 0.30722 '7419.:9'5. 

DAKSHIN· XANN"AD 0.32400 1494. 7'6 

DHA1UIAD 0.54438· 13.74,.0'8 

GUUIA"RGA 0.29642 3;889.·88 

HASSAN 0.17131 4'24'0.85 

KODAGlJ 0.18365 1800.5•8 

KOI.Al! 0.28953 4145 .:6'5 

!U:NDXA 0.18365 36mr • .s7 

'MYSO.R£ 0.37762 454-();95 

RAICHUR 0.23868 3906.,0:0. 

SRIMO~A 0.34633 31J37 ,;6:3 

T.UMKUR 0.15964 5T2':7 .• 7£> 

UTTAR KANNAD 0.33964 1580 .• 19 

Source-: IJ.RB:l and URB2 compiled f-rom Table 2 •. 1 

URB'3 c0111p1ied f:r.oar T.a·bi.~ 2 .2 

URB3 

2145'6'8-L 4'6 

551500.45 

Hl9'438, •. 6 

480018.46 

83:638 •. 7'7 

32:50'7 • 88 

109883'.• 36 

71353.05 

29'0'5·24. 53· 

U611J4 •. 9i 

35542.64 

129:69 .• 2'7 

:4'64:6'9'.-4'6 

55'1'9.9:. ,lj4 

'33:i:304'. •. 64: 

9'6'541.82 

8£07', 5'9 

54'9:2:8 • 06 

30511.78 



TABLE 2.16: KARNATAKA DATA ON ~ORKf.ORC£ (MALE, FE~lAL!: &: HALE CHILD) 

WORKFORCE PARTICirATION RATES (%) MALE CHILD (AGE GROUP 0 - 14) 
DISTRICTS KALE FEMALE WORKERS POPN WK PARTCN RT 

(WPP.H) (WPRF) (WPRCH) 

BANGALORE 5:l.8 18.1 47032 921242 5.1 
BELGAUM 55.2 16.0 52145 595307 8.8 

BEI.LARY 54.4 27.2 32512 313060 10.4 
BIDAR 51.5 20.3 19850 214848 9.2 
BIJAPUR 53.7 19.9 50035 501493 10.0 
CHIKMAGALUR 55.8 20.9 12060 173965 6.9 
ClfiTRADURGA 54.5 22.3 33155 357160 9.3 
DAKSHIN KANNAD 48.8 31.7 15350 453628 3.4 
DHARWAD 54.2 20.8 6032 79918 7.5 
GULBARGA 54.6 25.8 55747 442696 12.6 
HASSAN 55.£ 25.2 2168, 274719 7.9 
KODAGU 59.6 34.1 5284 82784 6.4 
KOLAR 54-o-3 24.3 30623 377175 8.1 
MANDY A 55.9 17.0 24707 283990 8.7 
HYSORE 5:6,. 5 18.1 44598 501154 8.9 
RAICHUR _56.9 30.7 44265 375489 11.8 
SHUfOGA 54.2 21.0 25681 332701 7.7 
TUMKUR '57. 7 26.5 26645 382758 7.0 
UTTAR KANNAD 53"<7 22.4 9921 21004-2 4.7 

Source: Primary Census Abstract for WPRM and WPRF and General Economic Tables for WPRCH 
Census of India, Karnataka Series, 1981. 
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TABLE 2.17: KARRATAKA DATA ON MAIN MALE WORKERS SECTORWISE 

DISTRICTS CULTIVATORS AGRI L LAB AGRL HUNTG MINING MANU FAG ELECTRICITY CONSTRUCTION WHOLESALE l tRANSPT COKN m. USUR, COMM SOCIAL TOTAL MALE 
FORSTRY FI SHG QUARRYING REPAIR GAS WATER RETAIL TRADE STORAGE REAL mm PKRS SERVICES POPULATION 

BAR GALORE 321241 90355 22286 1784 368791 1U91 5m5 145810 89399 30160 194369 2582539 
BELGAOM 410365 161018 19369 802 99639 3256 19100 50128 20967 7852 49092 1523311 
BELLARY 163585 110454 6391 11529 37139 2443 8251 23506 13953 4065 29242 750901 
BIDAR 10H63 81334 9838 328 20535 995 4703 17909 7HO 1842 17954 506043 
BIJAPUR 269412 176171 19381 m 75722 2723 13865 36458 13769 5025 38134 1211536 
CHIKUGALUR 117318 38745 82882 1962 1H58 1342 4691 15405 5675 1838 16255 466918 
CHITRADORGA 227553 108244 18200 1648 52789 2320 10185 32304 11993 4136 28958 914214 
DAKSHIN KARNAD 151153 98323 42024 1114 113095 3077 14367 55780 33645 9211 46304 11Hl22 
DHARWAD 21847 24089 16733 1982 91214 2766 14679 62467 35283 11139 . 58817 201934 
GULBARGA 221375 152107 28646 8155 52989 1125 17703 34717 14594 3609 37600 1050187 

0'\ HASSAN 2(1308 32866 19282 1226 20009 2298 7027 18693 9480 m5 19790 683036 
0 KODAGO 35793 19322 ms1 62 9557 420 4259 9948 4583 1593 11419 238833 

KOLAR 286507 87776 15059 13559 38876 2489 6690 27464 11077 2776 27140 965653 
mDYA 252464 66735 5023 31 24606 1753 4838 17402 4855 2035 21275 723614 
MYSORE 379300 122929 18930 793 70819 2695 18084 46440 22616 5922 54241 1330807 
RAIGHOR 224396 151995 10585 5399 35645 1760 11019 26906 10207 3940 25546 e97241 

SHIMOGA 203408 107770 10929 1709 48075 3372 11998 30217 10024 3346 25251 850929 
TUUUR 352567 76940 11066 736 37744 2460 6522 24652 9111 2324 29884 1008522 
UTTAR KANNAD 107635 33522 36873 4128 33091 4196 7812 2186( 13508 3019 20977 mm 

Source: Census or India, Karnataka Series, 1981, General Econoaic Tables. 



TABLE 2.18: KARNATAKA DATA ON MALE WORK PARTICP.ATION SECTCRW 

MALE WORK PARTICIPATION RATES liN PERCENTAGES 

DISTRICTS PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY 

(WPRHP) (WPRHS) (WPRHT) 

BANCALORE 16.87 16 .. 84 17.80 
BELCAUM 38.83 8 .. 01 8.41 

BELLARY 38.88 6.37 9.42 

BIDAR 38.72 5.18 8.92 

BIJAPUR 38.4"2 7.62 7.71 

CHIKMACALUR 51..6-1 4-.39 8.39 

CHITRADURCA 38 .• :90 7',14 1l.47 

DAKSHIN KANNAD 25.35 .11. 3'1 1-2.56 
DHARWAD 32.02. 53.'81 '83.05 
CULBARCA 39.07 6 •. 90 8.62 
HASSAN 43.14 4.,2o9 7.39 
KODACU 41.29 '5-• .9'6 11.53 
KOLAR 41.68 4-•. 9'7 7.08 
MANDY A 44.81 4 .• 31 6.30 
11YSORE 39.22 '6o,c8'8 '9.71 
RAICHUR 43.73 5 .• 4:0 7.42 
SHIHOCA 38.05 7.46 8.09 
TUtfKUR 43.76 4.63 6.54 
UTTAR KANNAD 33.28 8.24 10.85 

Source: Compiled from Table 2.5 
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TABLE 2.19: ORISSA DATA ON URBANISATION 

DISTRICTS URBAN POPN RURAL POPN TOTAL POPN URBAN AREA 
(square km) 

SAMBALPUR 353433 1927543 2280976 290.5 

SUNDAR GAR 409333 928538 1337871 22.4 

KENDUJHAR 126356 988266 1114622 167.6 

HAYURBRANJ 90538 1491335 1581873 70.9 

BALESHWAR 18596 2066845 2085441 145.9 

CUTTACK 475993 4152807 4628800 212.6 

DHENKANAL 123714 1459073 1582787 110.8 

PHULBANI 37716 679519 717235 49.9 

BELANGIR 133225 1352588 1485813 122 

KALAHANDI 80541 1258651 1339192 80.6 
KORAPUT 280962 2203043 2484005 329.6 

GANJAM 380389 2289510 2669899 n5.6 
PURl 237573 1252638 1490211 207.9 

rl 

Source: Census of India, Orissac Series, 19~H; 
"Final Popula.tion Figures" for urban rural and total popn 

"·Primary Census Abst·ra·ct" for urban area 
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TADLE 2.20: TOWN POPULATION IN ORISSA 

DISTRICT 

Sambalpur 

Sundargarh 

Kenduj'ha-r 

!1ayurbhanj 

Balestnvar 

Cut tack 

Dhenkanal 

Phulbani 

Balangir 

Kalahandi 

Koraput 

TOWN 

Samba1pur 
Jhersuguda 
Brojorajnagar 
Bar garb 
Burla 
!ii.ra:kud 
Barapali 
Debgarh 
l'a-dmapur
Kochi·nda 
Rourkel-a S'teel Township 
Rour.kela Civil Township 
Ra-jagangapur 
Binamitrapur 
Sundargarh 
.Jca1da 
BaTb:il 
-Kenrlu..jhar 
Joda 
Amlndpur 
·Ba:lagoda 
Dai:ta:r.i 
:Bariparla 
:Rai·ran:gpur 
'Ka-ran:j-ia 
Udal-a 
:Bareshw-ar-
Bha:dr-ak 
Basude:bpur 
Soro 

Cha."lrlaba 1 i 
Cut. tack 
Paradip 
Chaudwar 
Kendropara. 
Jajapur 
Jagatsinghapu:r 
Jajapur Road 
Banki 
Athagad 
Dhenkanal 
Anugu1 
Talcher 
Bhuban 
Rangali Dam 
Kamakshya Nagar 
Ta1cher Te-rmal Townshi-P 
FCI Townshi.p 
Dera Colliery To.wnshi.p 
Phulbani 
Baudh 
G. Udaigi-ri 
Balangir 
Titlagar 
Kantabanji 
Pat nagar 
Binika 
Sonapur 
Tarbha 
Bha.v.anipatna 
Khariar Road 
Kasinga 
Junagar 
Khariar 
Jeypur 
Sunabeda 
Rayagada 
Koraput 
Nabarangapur 
Gumup.l!r 
MaH.---ao'!!i..r L 
Umarko:tce 
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POPULATION 

112631 
54859 
540.33 
35400 
27882 
21701 
13tl39 
1358-1 
1-0337 
93i0 
21452:1 
9600U 
31925 
31099 
23'699 
12089 
30030 
28059 
.2.6303 
24605 
95.15 
4'844 
52.989 
15503 
149't0 

_7136 
65779 
60600 
20031 
1-8'599 
1314:6 
7'808 
295268 
33042 
32144 
27564 
22232 
21126 
20935 
12595 
11-08 
35635 
18060 
16227 
15517 
13213 
10154 
5371 
5067 
4452 
18326 
12589 
68-46 
54943 
21486 
14818 
13597 
11004 
10451 
6926 
37821 
11448 
11133 
10193 
9946 
5.3981 
4-0375 
35838 
31665 
19084 
1671'2 
15575 
14309 



Chandili 12487 
Kotpad il604 
l!alimdanga 94"54 
Chito.konda 7756 
Pa-ca-pahandi_ 6424 
Gudari 569"8 
Brahmapur 1625-50 
Par lakhemundi 32317 
Asi'ka 1-6394 
l!hanjanagar 15324 
Chhatrapur 14150 
Hi-njil i 13'7-61 
Po.lasara 13039 
Ka-visury:a-naga-r 11870 
Surada 1-1269 
Puruso.t·tampur 1073"9 
Kashinagra 11870 
Baguda 8703 
Kodala 8537 
Khalikote 8340 
Rambha "819.6 
Chikiti 8177 
Be1lagunta ::srs 
Digapahandi 7.853 
Ganjam 755"0 
Gopalpur 4503 

t'uri Bhubane.swar 219211_ 
Puri 100942 
Jatani 4175 
Khordha 22386 
Banapur i2.01J3 
Nimapada 11406 
Pipili 8739 
Kantilo 78'77 
Nayanagar T7'6-:0 

Source: District Census .Handbooks a-nd Town Directory, C-ensus of India 1981 
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TABLE 2.21: ORISSA JNDICES OF ~~BANISATION, 1981 

DISTRICTS URBl URB2 

SAMBALPUR 0.18336 1216.64 
SUNDARGAR 0.44084 18273.79 

KENDUJHAR 0.12786 753.91 

MAYURBHANJ 0.06071 1276.98 

BALESHWAR 0.00900 127.46 
CUTTACK 0.11462 2238.91 
DHENKANAL 0.08479 1116.55 
PHUL-BANI 0.05550 755.83 
BELANGIR 0.09850 1092.01 
KAL-AH:I.NDI 0.06399 999.27 
KORAPUT 0.12753 852.43 
GANJ":A:H 0.16614 1380.22 
PURl 0.18966 1142.73 

Source: -UR-B1 and URB2 compiled fro• Table 2. 1 

URB3 complied fro• Table 2.2 
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URB3 

61327.95 

1:!27641. 94 

300000.65 

36685.23 

48290.16 

2055906 

19823.83 

14332.06 

70582.79 

44200.58 

157905.55 

19214.14 

1275724.41 



TABLE 2.22: ORISSA DATA ON WORKFORCE (MALE, FEMALE & MALE CHILD) 

WORKFORCE PARTICIPATION RATES (%) MALE CHILD (AGE GROUP 0 - 14) 

DISTRICTS MALE FEMALE WORKERS POPN to!K PARTCN RT 

(WPRtf) (WPRF) CWPRCH) 

SAMBALPUR 59.3 27.6 35610 429573 8.3 
SUNDAR GAR 54.9 21.9 17817 270207 6.6 
KENDUJHAR 55.9 22.4 12854 223324 5.8 
MAYURBHANJ 57.6 37.8 26665 3-11887 8.5 
BALESHWAR 51.3 6.2 17220 467.?:4·6 3.7 
CUTTACK 51.7 6.1 2S724 9044.95 3.2 
DHENKANAL 55.5 16.9 22674 3-23816 7.0 
PHULBANI 61.2 33.8 15315 138736 11.0 
BRANGIR 60.0 22.1 31205 2c84-Q5{) u.o 
KALAHANDI 61.6 22.4 4389_3 2:74056 16.0 
KORAPUT 61.0 34.2 6.3601 4'9-1S20 12.9 
GAN.TAtf 53.9 30.:6 44-944 Sc53.093' 8.1 
PURI 53.8 7.2 27304 5:6.6559 4.8 

Source: Primary Census Abstract for WPRtf and WPRF and General Economi-c Tables for WPRCH 

Census of India, Orissa Series, 1S81. 
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TABLE 2.23: ORISSA DATA ON MAIN WALE WORKERS SECTORWISE 

DISTRICTS CULTIVATORS AGRIL LAB AGRL HUNTG MIRING KANUFAC ELECTRICITY CONSTRUCtiON WHOLE~ALE & TRARSPT COkK m. INSU&. COU SOCIAL TOTAL WALE 
FORSTRY FI SHG QUARRYIRG REPAIR GAS WATER RETAIL TRADE STORAGE REAL ESTATE PERS SERVICES POPULATION 

SUBALPOR 318631 167620 12329 9538 64113 3297 6275 m11 13590 3046 46920 1156469 
SUNDA&GAR 147735 52988 5 788 9081 70HO 2403 7714 18329 1524 1925 35249 692149 
HNDUJRAR 165148 54945 7099 13713 16120 1145 4685 8391 4?85 1319 21795 526157 

KAYURBHANJ 235474 112303 1006 1641 27689 1369 2841 11510 4449 1471 31774 795364 
BALESHWAR 321256 131724 14351 197 22789 2527 3887 19742 9830 2488 42002 1139355 
CUTTACK 565306 253670 26628 3995 98718 7538 9350 61H3 30004 8305 126515 2346690 

DHENKANAL 214643 102893 13868 9001 26736 4934 11066 13082 4944 1624 33618 ao8m 

PHULBANI 123892 49227 5869 71 9172 526 2241 5879 156 553 14352 358862 

BELANGIR 254434 110993 8745 516 22852 1517 1814 95 )6 4493 1654 13675 732438 

KALARANDI 226362 122554 5050 (6 13241 1045 3967 7628 i~93 1012 17824 666163 

KORAPOT 451952 158339 15588 518 27757 3250 13304 22711 8H9 1779 46619 1246378 

GAR JAW 323568 159145 258 79 4028 44356 3605 6492 40891 120nl 3593 58380 13H520 

PURl 371608 162855 32936 2150 44685 5372 10516 41313 19rJO 6243 88408 1490211 

Source: Census of India, Orissa Series, 1981, General Econoaic Tables. 



TABLE 2.24: ORISSA DATA ON HALE WORK PARTICPATION SECTORWISE 

HALE WORK PARTICIPATION RATES (IN PERCENTAGES 

DISTRICTS PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY 

(WPRMP) (WPRMS) (WPRMT) 

SAffBALPUR 43.94 6.38 7 .5"9 

SUNDAR GAR 31.12 11~· 67 8 .•. 23 

KENDUJHAR 45.79 4.17 '6'"94 
KAYURBHANJ 44.06 4.01 6~.19 

BALESHWAR 41.03 2.56 -6. 5'0 
CUT.l'ACK 36.20 4.93 9 .• 64 
DHENKANAL 42.11 5.29 6 •. 5.9 
PHULBANI 49.90 3 .• 33 5.84 
BELANCIR 51.16 3.57 4.01 
KALAHANDI 53.14 2.74 4.41 
KORAPUT 50.26 3.56 6.39 
CAN JAM 39.00 4.14 8.74 
PURl 38.22 4.06 10.46 

Source: Compiled from Table 2.5 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHARACTERISTICS OF URBANISATION 

In this chapter we intend to take a closer look at the 

indicators of urbanisation calculated for each of the districts 

in the selected four States of our study. The indicators have 

been elaborately discussed and the· data and calculations have 

been presented in chapter 2. From thes-e c-alc-ulations, we would 

locate for each State~ the district(s) with the highest degree 

of urbanisation and try to unders-tan-d the patterns of 

urbanisation of these districts, sugges:ting factors that might 

have l-ed to such a pattern. W-e also take a look at the Town 

Directory and the District Census Ha-nd'ho,oks to substantiate our 

conclu_sions. 

RAJASTHAN: 

Indicators of Urbanisation: 

In Rajasthan the highest proportion of urban to rural 

population comes from the district of Ajmer (0.74), followed by 

Bikaner ( 0. 65) (see table 2. 3, chapter 2). The next highest 

figure comes from Jaipur (0.53) and Kota (0.40) respectively. The 

two least urbanised districts in this State, according to this 

indicator of general urbanisation, are Barmer (0.09), and 

Dungarpur (0.06). 

From the same table (table 2.3) we can rank the districts 

according to the next indicator of urbanisation, namely urban 

density. The highest on this scale is Ganganagar (3924.01), 

followed by Jodhpur (3124.16), Jaipur (2634.36), Dungarpur 
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Chapter 3 

(2565.47), Bharatpur (2413.45). The lowest are Jaisalmer (250.78) 

and Pali (375.06). 

By our next indicator, namely the average size index, the 

highest index of urban accretion can be found in the district of 

Jodhpur (9227076.77) followed by Jaipur (8276608.92). Next 

highest but quite far behind are Ajmer ( 251368.09), oikaner 

(29381.75)and Kota(263:502.86). The lowest figure for this 

indicator comes from ttre district of Chittau:r'garh ( 2607.47). 

The above ranking bring-s forth certain interesting 

characteristics, whic-h W€ shall pick o,ut, and try to find an 

-explanatio,n by looking. at Table 2. 2 wh:i.ch give.s us the 1 ist of 

all towns in each district of Rajasthan and. their respective 

populations. N-ext, we s:hall see how our o:bs'e"Tvations are borne 

out by the facts recorded in the Census (1981). 

The most interesting feature is that Ajmer and Bikaner have 

the highest proportion of urban population among the districts, 

but in these two· districts the incidence of crowding (urban 

density) and that of urban accretion (average size index) is 

relatively low. From Table 2.1 we find that the urban area in 

both these districts is on the higher side, compared to the u~ban 

population. This means that the high urban population is spread 

over a high area. In Ajmer there are as many as eight towns, 

ranging from class 1 to Class 5, but when arranged according to 

decreasing order of population the drop in population from one 

town to the other is gradual. In Bikaner we find only four towns, 

but one of them is an urban agglomeration encompassing a Class 

1 city (Bikaner), and two small towns (Gangashahar and Bhinasar 
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ChE.pter 3 

of classes 3 and four respectively). The remaining towns belong 

to classes 3 and 4. Therefore the urban area is large and there 

is no discrepancy in town size. A very interesting feature which 

can be observed about the district of Dungarpur, is that it is 

the least urbanised in terms of the proportion of urban to rural 

population. At the same time it is among the more urbanised in 

terms of the indicator o-n urban crowding. From table 2.1 we see 

that the urban are:a. in this di~t::•ict is very small. Table 2. 2 

tells us that there are only two t.owns called Dungarpur (class 

3) and Sagwara ( cl.a~ss 4 ~. This speaks of an u-rban population, 

which tho·ugh small, is crowded into only two small towns. We get 

a similar picture from the district of Banswara. 

The dis-trict of Bhar-atpur shows a high degree of 

urbanisation in terms of the urban density indicator. This is 

indicative of the fact that in this district there is high urban 

crowding. Table 2.2 tells us that in this district there are a 

large number of towns (thirteen). All of them are small, 

belonging to classes 3 or 4, with the exception of Bharatpur city 

which is of size class 1. Now Table 2.1 shows us that the urban 

area of Bharatpur district is comparatively small. A small urban 

area housing as many as thirteen towns therefore shows a high 

urban density of population. 

The district of Jaipur has a large urban population relative 

to rural population, but according to this indicator, the extent 

of urbanisation, though high, is not as high as that of some 

other districts (Bikaner and Ajmer). In terms of urban density, 

this is a highly urbanised district. According to the average 
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Chapter 3 

size index it is among the most urbanised districts in the 

State. These facts are suggestive of a high degree of urban 

accretion. This is corroborated by table 2.2 which shows us that 

this district has one class 1 city (namely Jaipur) towering over 

a large number of very small towns. There are no class 2 and 

class 3 towns. There are as many as ten class 4 towns and cne 

class 5 town. Crowding i:s high in s·pi te of large area since the 

numher of towns is large .. 

In the district of J,odhpur the u:rhan area is not very large. 

The:r'e' are only four to-wns, three o:f which are small, belonging 

to category class 3, and only one very larg·e clas-s 1 city namely, 

Jodhpur. This explain-s the high incide-nce of urban crowding 

(urban density) , a'nd urban accret·iocn { a-vera.ge size index). 

The lowest figure for average size index comes from the 

district of Chittaurgarh suggesting a low degree of urban 

accretion, which is to say that towns are more or less of uniform 

si~e. Table 2.2 confirms this view. There are eight towns in this 

district all of which are small belonging to size classes 3 and 

4. 

Furthecr Census Information: 

Now we shall take a fresh look at the 1981 Census to see how 

far our above observations are corroborated by facts, and to what 

extent they can be explained for the above mentioned districts. 

The sources we now tap are the respective District Census 

Handbooks, and the Town Directory of Rajasthan . 

In the district of Ajmer, by the end of December 1980, there 

were 1130 registered factories which provided employment to 23309 
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persons. Among the large scale industries of Ajmer City are 

Carriage and Wagon Workshop, Locomotive Central Workshop, Machine 

tools Corporation of India Ltd., Central Workshop of Rajasthan 

State Roadways Transport Corporation, Electric Repair Workshop 

and Power House, Western Railway Ticket Printing Press which 

alone provided employment to 8629 persons in the year 1980. Of 

these, the first two are railway establishments. The Central 

Loco:moti ve Shop was the first in the country for manufacturing 

locomotive·s. Regar~ding the cotton mills in the district, the 

Krishna Mils, Ltd lo,cated at Beawar provides employment to as many 

as 117 4 pers.ons (in 1980). The two other large cot ton mills at 

Beawar are the Edwa:rd Mills Ltd. , and the Maha1axmi m:ills Ltd. 

The other registered factor·ies in this district are 

concerned with cotton ginning, spinning, cleaning and weaving, 

weaving of cot ton textiles by power looms, oil mills, sawing, 

printing and publishing, wool cleaning, thread and thread ball 

making, manufacture of structural stone goods, stone crushing and 

dressing, manufacture of Humepipes and other cement products 

The main small scale and cottage industries of this district 

are cotton ginning and bailing, wool and cotton pressing, 

spinning and weaving and manufacturing of bidi and gota, shoe and 

toy making, dying and printing, pottery and lac bangle making 

carpentry, blacksmithy, goldsmithy etc. Most of the wool cleaning 

factories are centralised around Beawar because it is an 

important mandi for wool trade. 

The district abounds in mineral wealth. There is sufficient 

scope for industries to be established in this district. The 
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district has efficient communications and is connected by rail 

and road to important centres of the country. Labour is available 

in plenty. there is an employment exchange located in Ajmer city. 

All this shows that urbanisation in this district has 

followed a healthy trend. It has a highly diversified industrial 

base ranging from heavy industrial products to village 

industries. Many of thes,e industries have rural 1 inkages. Urban 

growth h-as taken place along industries of all sizes that hav-e 

provided employm,ent to a wide section of the district population. 

The District Gensu.s Handbook on Ajrner also dis-cusse,s trade 

and commerce in the district. "In ancient times Ajmer wa·s th-e 

entrepot for all trad-e betw-een Bombay and Upper India. The 

transit trad-e of the district was forme-rly carried on by camels 

and banjara bullocks. It is now mostly rail borne and done by 

motor trucks. There is still a certain part of goods transported 

by bullock carts in the interior of the district. With the corning 

of the railways the trade in the district increased." There are 

many marketing centres in the district. Certain villages have 

well developed local markets. This again shows us that 

urbanisation has followed a heal thy pace by grad-ual strengthening 

of rural linkages as can be seen by the gradual development of 

the modes of transit of trade. The figure for average size index 

is lower because in this district urban growth has taken place 

on a broad base of small towns, which in turn have rural bases. 

There is no incidence of one or two colossal towns growing side 

by side with emaciating small towns. 

The District Census Handbook of Jodhpur give us the 
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following information on industry, labour, trade and commerce 

in the district: 

"Jodhpur district has been declared an industrially backward 

area by the Government of India. The largest in the district is 

the Northern Railway Workshop. The other large registered 

factories are the Alcobex Metals Pvt Ltd., Jodhpur Woollen Mills, 

Pashchim Rajasthan Dugdh Utpadak Sahakari Sangh Ltd.,and Heera 

Crushing Pvt Ltd. The other registered factories worth mentioning 

in this district mainly concern various types of edible oils, 

cotton textiles, spinn_ing w-eaving and finishing of ether 

textiles, synthetic fibres, ray-ons, nylon.s etc., sawing and 

planing of wood, manufacturin-g of sizing materials, dying of 

cloth and yarn, printing, publishing and allied activities etc." 

There are many small scale industries, for example tie and 

dye, embroidered shoes, bangles and toys. There are also many 

village industries like skin hides and blacksmithy. Khadi 

Gramodyog provides employment to village folk in the production 

of cotton and woollen Khadi. 

Jodhpur city is the main trading centre in the district. It 

has an old Dhan Mandi situated in the heart of the city. A new 

Mandi has also been constructed. The principle commodities 

brought to this mandi are wheat, barley, jowar, and other cereals 

and spices from all over the district and from other districts 

for example Jalor, Jaisalmer, Barmer, Nagaur. Besides betelnut 

is brought from Bombay and Assam, copra from Kerala and Tamilnadu 

and various goods from various parts of the country. Bilara and 

Pipar, the other towns of this district, have regulated markets 
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which are mainly connected with the Jodhpur rnandi 

Our calculations have shown that the incidence of urban 

crowding and urban accretion are high. To illustrate this we can 

use further Census information telling us that "out of 10 cinema 

houses functioning in the district, 7 are running in the city of 

Jodhpur, and one each at Phalodhi, Bilara, and Pipar". 

It happens that in this district urban accretion and urban 

c-ro:wdi.ng has not occurred as a result of any wide-based 

em-ployme.nt generating or forward linkage stimulating large 

ind-ustry. Disproportionate growth of Jodhpur city, and resultant 

urban crowding has occurred largely around large scale trading 

and marketing in this city. The smaller towns might have 

developed around some insignificantly small industry. They also 

have markets, but these markets have links with the main markets 

at Jodhpur. It is common knowledge that Jodhpur is the 

traditional horne for most families belonging to the Marwari 

business community. 

The District Census Handbook of Bikaner offers the following 

information. "The district of Bikaner has not yet come up on the 

industrial map of the State perhaps because of lack of 

infrastructure required for industrial growth. Large-scale 

industry is almost non existent. However there is a spurt of 

small scale industries due to intensive efforts made by the Rural 

Industrial Scheme. Many of the small scale and medium scale 

industries have come up in the vicinity of Bikaner city. 

J.J.Woollen Mills are prominent among them. Wool is the main raw 

material available in rich quality in the district. The annual 
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production of wool is in thousand quintals. The yield of milk 

from cattle in this district is fairly good and sweets produced 

fr.om it are being exported in large quanti ties outside the 

district.'' 

"In this district urbanisation is fair, but not top-heavy 

or disproportionate. There is very little urban crowding. As in 

the district of Ajmer urbanisation in this district seems to have 

occurred along a healthy path. The growth of cities is based on 

a host of medium and small scale industries that have linkages 

(in terms of 

hincterland." 

labour and raw materials) with the rural 

The district of Jaipur, according to the District Census 

H-an:d-book, is the leading industrial district in the State.This 

is mainly due to the location of Jaipur being the capital city 

as also its convenient approach by rail and road from all 

important trade centres of the State and the country. 

Among the large scale industries in the district are 

National Spinning and Weaving Industries, Sambhar Salts, etc. The 

main small and cottage industries of the district relate to 

manufactures of printed textiles, marble statues, precious stone 

cutting, brass and lacquer works wool carpets, spinning and 

weaving on handlooms, etc. 

To avoid unhealthy competition amongst the farmers and 

exploitation by the middle men and other agencies efforts have 

been made to establish "Krishi Upaj Mandies" at the important 

trading centres. These are located mainly in Jaipur and other 

towns. There is no market in the rural areas except for a few 
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shops in the villages. 

By our calculations there is evidence of urban accretion in 

the district. This is because of heavy industry in and around the 

city of Jaipur. Engineering and Electrical industries are less 

likely to have a rural base. The other small towns have evolved 

around a host of handicraft industries, that may not essentially 

have a rural base. Again, another purpose served by these towns 

that might have le-d to top heavy urha'n growth and crowding, are 

to act as trading centres. As we hav-e s:een there is no regular 

market in the rural areas except fo-r -a fe_w sho:F>s i~n the villages. 

From the District Census Randhook woe find ·that there are many 

urban facilities around which furth-er urban-i·sa-tion might have 

occurred which is a characteristic featu-re- of urban accretion. 

PUNJAB: 

Indicators of Urbanisation: 

In the State of Punjab, the highest figures for the ratio 

of urban to rural population come from the district of Ludhiana 

(0.72), followed by Jallandhar (0.62), Amritsar (0.49), 

Kapurthala ( 0. 4 2) and Patial·a ( 0. 42) respectively. 

The indicator on urban crowding gives us a slightly 

different ranking of the districts. According to this indicator 

the most urbanised district, the district that shows the highest 

urban crowding is Gurdaspur followed by Ludhiana, Kapurthala, 

Amritsar and Jallandhar respectively. 

The average size index by which we can rank the districts 
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according to the degree of top-heavy, disproportionate 

urbanisation gives us the following ranking of the districts of 

Punjab. The highest urban accretion is in Amritsar, followed by 

Ludhiana, Jalland"har and Patiala. 

Let us try to explain the above rankings by whatever figures 

we have and by the results of our own calculations. We shall then 

pro-ceed to cross-check our explanations by whatever further 

information we ca-n get from the Census Town Dire.ctories and the 

respective Distr-ict Ce.nsus Handbooks. Among all the three sets 

of ranking·s the m.ost noteworthy feature is the district of 

Ludhian-a which ranks first or second by all indicators of 

urbanisatio-n. Table 2:~ 7 tells us that though the urban area is 

high, the ur'ban population is also proportionately high, to the 

extent of causing urban crowding. Table 2.8 tells us that in the 

district of Ludhiana there are as many as 10 towns. The town of 

Ludhiana is very large. It towers over 9 other much smaller 

towns. This accounts for the high figure of average size index 

suggesting urban a~cretion and also high urban density suggesting 

high urban crowding. 

Amritsar ranks third in urbanisation by the indicator of 

proportion of urban population, fourth by the indicator of urban 

density but first by the indicator of average size index. This 

suggests that most of the high urban population of the district 

crowds into a few large towns. It may also mean that the number 

of towns is small. Let us look at table 2.8. This table confirms 

our observation. Here we see that in this district there is one 

colossal town which is Amritsar (municipal corporation) that 
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towers over nine very small towns ranging from classes 3 to 6. 

By Table 2.7 the urban area in this district is large but the 

urban population is proportionately large, leading to high urban 

crowding. 

Among the other more urbanised districts in Punjab, 

Jallandhar ranks high in terms of proportion of urban to rural 

population but lowe-r in terms of urban density and average size 

index. Th_is is sug;g'e:st·rve of a heal thy trend of ur-banisation 

wher-e tho-ug:h the urb-a-n po,pulation is high it is evenly spread 

ove:r a high area and no on:e town has grown disproportionately at 

the expens-e o-f small,ecr impoverished towns. This observation of 
/ 

ours i-s slig'h-tl:y c-ont-:ra"dicted by Table 2. 8 where we see that a 

high urban popu·l--ation i-s indeed sprea-d over covering as many as 

sixteen towns, there is in fact one very large city, namely 

Jallandhar which does tower over smaller towns which range from 

size class 3 to class 4. We shall find an explanation from the 

District Census Handbook. 

The district of Kapurthala ranks high in urbanisation by the 

indicators of proportional urban population and urban density but 

does not feature at all by the indicator of average size index. 

Table 2.7 tells us ~hat the urban area of the district is the 

smallest in the State. The urban population is the smallest and 

the rural population is the smallest too. In fact this district 

is the least populated among all the other districts in the 

State. In spite of this, from Table 2. 8 we find that this 

district has as many as 8 towns all of which are small. 

The district of Patiala deserves mention among the more 
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urbanised districts in the State. This is so by the indicator of 

proportional urban population to rural population and the average 

size index, but not so by urban density. By Table 2.8 the~e are 

as many as 13 towns, all of which ar'e small excepting Patiala 

city which towers over the rest of the towns. This tells us that 

the urban population is h_igh, the urha:n area is big and there is 

one very big town among as many a.s 12 small towns. 

Further Census In,f.ormation~ 

From the Town Dire.ctor_y w:e gath-e-r the following information 

about the district o,f Lurl'hi.ana. Th€ ci_ty of Ludhiana seems to 

have grown around heavy i:nd.u.st ry , generating high urban 

population and resultant u-rban crowdincg. Statement 6 which is a 

table on trade, co-mme-rcce, i_ndu:s-t-ry an-d b-anking tells us that in 

Ludhiana city the m-ain industries are bicycles, sewing machines, 

hosiery goods and auto spares. None of these industries is likely 

to have a rural or agricultural base. All the other towns in this 

district are much smaller and seem to have grown around small 

rural based industries. For example, the main industry in the 

towns of Khanna, Jagraon, Raikot, Payal,and Hatur, are 

agricultural implements, cot ton yarn, jam, pickles and sauce, 

groundnut, vegetables, gur, fuelwood etc. Therefore urbanisation 

seems to have been rural based except for the city of Ludhiana 

which seems to tilt the whole urban balance towards urban 

accretion, by virtue of its sheer size. 

We now come to the district of Amritsar. A look at the Town 

Directory and the District Census Handbook tells us why the 

district ranks lower in terms of proportion of urban to rural 
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population. This district is both industrially and agriculturally 

very prosperous. To quote the.District Census Handbook :"On the 

agricultural front the district has earned quite a distinction. 

The-re are three regulated markets of the district. " 

The urban centres here seem to have d,eveloped not only 

around urban indu!:>try but also around trade and commerce, and 

place~s of religious and historical importance. This acc-ounts for 

h-ig~h u:r-ban cr-owding. The Town Directory tells us that the main 

ind.us:tries in Amritsar are woollen and silken tex·tile_s, machine 

parts and pharmaceutical goods. Industries in the smaller towns 

are not very dissimilar in nature but seem to be very much 

s:malTer in size. For example, industries in Tarn Taran, Chola 

-5hah.i:b, Patti and Ramdas, are agricultural implement-s, cot-ton 

cloth, cycle tires, hand woven cloth, and cotton ginnin.g 

machines. But the District Census Handbook at the same time tells 

us that the main industrial units are located at Amri tsar, 

Chhehatra, Verka and Govindwal. In this context none of the sm-all 

towns of the district are mentioned. This has prompted us to draw 

the above conclusion. 

The main reason for the disproportionate growth of Amritsar 

town is its great importance as a Trading centre. To quote the 

District Census Handbook, "Amri tsar stand head and shoulders 

above the other towns as a centre for trade and commerce. The 

town serves as the main trading centre for green tea, dry fruits, 

textiles, woollen cloth, etc, even th9ugh the town has suffered 

after Partition. The town monopolises all trade with Afghanistan 

and Pakistan. The transport facilities have been so developed 
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that perishable commodities 1 ike vegetables and milk products· can 

be marketed." In this district we see that though urban accretion 

has occurred for its own reasons, it has certainly not occurred 

as & result of impoverishment of the rural hinterland. 

The distric-t of Patiala according to the District Census 

Han-dbook is surplus in agricultural produce and there are good 

markets in Patia1a. 91 Patiala is predominam'tly agricultural hut 

is catching u-p in industries now", All t.ow:ns see:m to ha:ve 

developed aroun.d heavy an-d 1 ight industr_ie~s. The most i:mporta-nt 

Industry in Pa-tiala district is the MilkLo:o_d Lt-d i.n Pati-ala cit-y. 

The Goetz India Ltd is an important factory that ·manufactur-es 

auto spar-es and r:ings. The governm-ent of India w·ith th-e 

collaboration of the Punjab government is estab1_ishing a diesel 

component workshop at the northern fringe of Patiala City. 

The industries in Jallandhar city are agricultural 

implements, twine, pipe fitting hand tools, rubber goods, iron 

bars rubber goods, iron bars and sports goods. The industries in 

the other towns, eg., Lohian, Adampur etc are khadi cloth, 

furniture, agricultural implements etc. The District Census 

Handbook tells us that this district is agro-based. agriculture 

is commercialised there are important grain and vegetable 

markets. There are many industries on sports goods and repairs. 

In the city of Jallandhar, there is tremendous progress in 

educational facilities. This explains the kind of urban accretion 

that we see from our data and our calculations. 

The district of Kapurthala, according t.o the District Census 

Handbook, is conducive for industrial development. 
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Infrastructure, especially in terms of railway connections and 

cheap electricity are good. many industries have developed like 

cotton mills, iron and steel rolling mills, sugar mills, glass 

factories and auto spare parts, espe'cially in and around the 

cities of Kapurthala and Phagwara. 

KARNATAKA: 

Indicators of Urba-nisation: 

In the St:at-e o:f Karnataka all our- ind-ica:t,ors- s:how the 

district of B'angalo:re to b-e by far the m:o,s-t -urhanisoe:d. By the 

indicator of ratio of urban to rural po--pR:l-:a::tion, the next in rank 

are Dharwa-d and Bellary. By the indi:cat-o-r of urban den,s-i ty the 

district of Chi tradurga and Mysore feature amQng the more 

urbanised. By the average size index Belguam features after 

Bangalore. 

In Bangalore district the city population is very high. This 

is the only district whose urban population is higher than its 

rural population. There are as many as 27 cities. All of them are 

much smaller than Ban-galore City. There seem to be quite a few 

industrial towns. Urban accretion is very high. 

The district of Darwad has a large number of cities as 

many as 22, some of which are quite large though none of them are 

inordinately larger than the others. The district of Bellary has 

a small number of towns and all of them are large. The rural 

population is small. The district of Mysore has a smaller number 

of large towns. The urban area is large, but the urban population 
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is also very high; 

Further Census Information: 

According to the Town Directory of the Census, Bangalore 

district is the most highly urbanised district in t.he State. 

Bangalore city which dominates the ind-ustrial map of the State 

(the main industrial activities being cotton, silk and woollen 

fabrics, iron goods, electrical eq:uipment and incense sticks that 

are world famo-us), also happens t-o be the centre of trade and 

commerce, transport and administ-r.ati_o-n.~ being the State capital. 

Besides, a number of industrial towns-hips have come up contiguous 

to the city. This district has, in additio-n., a few medium sized 

towns known for industrial and cocmm:e.rcial activities. 

Next to Bangalore, the most highly urbanised district is 

Dharwar. The Hubli-Dharwar Corporate area happens to be very 

important commercial educational and industrial centre in th-e 

North Karnataka region. 

Third in rank comes Bellary. Bellary city and Hospet are the 

two impo~tant urban areas of the district, as industrial 

complexes that have developed around the Vijaynagara Steel Plant 

located in between them. 

The urban population of Mysore is well above the State 

average. Its urban population must have grown around industries 

which manufacture traditional products of international fame, 

i.e., incense sticks, handloom and powerloom fabrics, soaps and 

sandal oil. 

The urban proportion 1n the 14 other districts is below the 

average for the State. The districts of Shimoga, Bijapur, Belgaum 
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(which shows high urban accretion because of the huge town of 

Belgaum that has developed around industries manufacturing cotton 

textiles, hosiery goods, machine tools and machine spare parts, 

brass utensils) 1 Dakshin Kannad, Chi tradugra and Kolar (known for 

the Kolar Gold Fields, now a public secto-r industry (Bharat Gold 

Mines Ltd) may be regarded as m-oderately u-rhanised o The least 

urbanised district in the State is Tumkuro 

ORISS-A: 

Indicators of Urbanisation: 

In Orissa the proportion or urban to the rural population 

is the highest in the district of Sundargarh {0.4408) as we can 

see from Table 2o21o The next highest figure for this indicator 

comes from the district of Puri (Oo1897) followed by Sambalpur 

(Oo1833), Ganjam (Oo1661)o The figure for Cuttack is only Oo1l46o 

The figure for the next indicator, Urban Density, is the 

highest for the district of Sundargarh ( 18273 o 79 persons per 

square kilometer) o The next highest' is from the district of 

Cut tack, which compared to Sundargarh is only 2 2 38 o 91 o Close 

behind come Ganjam (1380.22), Mayurbhanj (1276o98) and Baleswar 

(1274o59)o Puri is also comparatively high by this indicator 

(1142o73)o 

The figures for the third indicator, namely, the average 

size index, are highest for the districts of Sundargarh 

(1327641o94) and Cuttack (2055906)o It is also high for the 

district of Koraput and Puri o It is surprisingly low for the 
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district of Ganjam considering that this district has the highest 

number of towns in the entire State. 

In the overall sense it appears that Sundargarh is the most 

urbanised district in the State. Cuttack, Puri and Ganjam are 

more urbanised compared to the other districts. 

'One may wonder why the district of Cut tack which shows high 

figures for average size index and urban density should show a 

1ow"e-r figure for the fi:w:-st indicator, namely, the proportion of 

urban to rural population. From Table 2. 19 we find that the 

absolute figure for the urban population is indeed th-e highest 

fi_g-ur:e for this district, but at the same time; the absolute 

figure for the rural population for this district is also the 

hig-hest. Therefore this district must be the most populous within 

the State. This fact is corroborated by the total population for 

each district. Here we find that among all the districts of 

Orissa, Cuttack has the highest population. 

Another peculiarity appears to be the district of Ganjam, 

which shows high figures for the first two indicators (proportion 

of urban to rural population, and urban density), but a 

comparatively lower figure for the average size index. This 

phenomenon can be interpreted from Table 2.20 which lists the 

towns in each district with their respective populations. While 

it is true that the district has the highest number of towns and 

a comparatively high urban population, this urban population 

seems to be evenly spread over the towns, which is to say that,if 

the towns were arranged by decreasing order of population the 

drop in population from one town to the next, would be gradual, 
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rather than sharp. This is exactly what we can see from Table 

2.20. There is no incidence of coexistence of a few inordinately 

large and populous towns along with sparsely populated small 

towns. 

Further Gen-su's Information: 

The Cens-us Tow.n Di.rectory, 1981 states tl;at "the degree of 

urbanisation in the State i_s very lo-w when compared with other 

States of the co'unt!':~. l'J-ine ont. of thirt-een districts have a 

lower urbanisat_ion than t-he S·tate avera.ge. Only four districts 

have a higher than ave-rage uorhanisation na-mely Sundargarh Puri 

Ganjam, and Cuttack. Sund:ar_g=a-rh has retained its pride for having 

th.e highest degree of' urban-isati-on in the State since 1961 (as 

against a very low level of u:rbanisation in 1951). This sudden 

spurt is due to the establishment of the Steel Township in 

Roulkela." Here we observe the essence of the phenomenon of a 

Public Sector investment creating a local spurt of industrial 

employment and urbanisation, leaving the surrounding area 

untouched - a characteristic feature of the phenomenon of "urban 

accretion'' as described in chapter 1. From the same source we see 

that in the town of Roulkela, the most important commodities 

manufactured are iron sheets, iron plates, iron pipes, steel 

plates, steel pipes and chemical fertilizers. There are as many 

as 16 banks. At the same time agricultural credit societies in 

a town as big as Roulkela are conspicuous by their absence. This 

indicates that urban accretion in this town has been top- heavy 

and has had little effect on the rural hinterland. 

The town of Cuttack, to some extent also shows a similar 
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trend of urban accretion, as we see from the last two indicators, 

namely urban density and average size index. They reflect the 

fact that in this district a large town has grown 

disproportionately with respect to other smaller towns and there 

is evidence of high urban crowding. This is corroborated by the 

fact that the main industries in the bi.ggest town Cuttack are 

urban-based. The t.oown directory tells us that the main 

commodities man.ufa.ctured in C~ttack are clothes, steel pipes, 

filigr-ee works,wood fu:rniture, alu-minum utensils, medicines, 

horn-works, iron or-e, shoes, et-c .. The number of banks is 37, the 

number of non-a.g"ricul tural credit societies is 97, whereas the 

numher of ag:ricultural societie-s is on.ly 5. These features are 

all indicative of top-heavy., industrial employment based urban 

growth devoid of healthy rural linkages. 

As we move down our ladder of urban growth along our urban 

indicators, after Sundargarh and Cut tack, we have to stop at 

Puri. The extent of disproportionate urban growth appears to be 

less. This is corroborated by the fact, mentioned in the Town 

Directory, that the main commodities exported and manufactured, 

are sea-prawn, coconut, stone statues, sea shell products and 

ayurvedic medicines. All these industries are rural-based, so 

here urbanisation seems to have occurred through healthy rural 

linkages. The number of banks is 13. The number of non 

agricultural societies is 9 and the number of agricultural 

societies is 3. The latter figure is not as less than the former 

as in the districts of Cuttack and Sundargarh. 

Next, on our downward move along the ladder of urbanisation 
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we come to the district of Ganjam which has the highest number 

of towns. Though the proportion of urban population , and urban 

density are on the hig.her side, the average size index is 

comparatively low. This shows that the urban growth in this 

district, tho:ugh high is not dis-proportionate. Theoretically 1 

this should he indicative of a process of hea~ thy urbanisation 

characterised by rural linkages. This is corroborated by the fact 

that most of tche i:nd'Hstria1 p-rodu:cts are v·illage-based, for 

example, the t,own of -Brah:mapur p-roduces 1 imestone, dolomite, 

furniture, bLscui t:s ;: Chhattarpur producces kewra water 1 fish, 

green coco.nu-t, cas-tre:w nut, wood f-urniture. These two are the 

largest towns in the dist-r-ict. Among the smaller towns of the 

district are Chiki'ti and GanJam. Chikiti produces paddy, 

vegetables, canned fish and Ganjam produces sea-fish, sea-shells, 

coir ropes and coconuts. A noteworthy feature of this district 

is that among the many towns, a large number has been recognised 

as towns for the first time in the 1981 Census. The names of 

these towns are, Kashinagra, Kodala, Chikiti, Bellagunta, 

Digapahandi, and Ganjam. 

CONCLUSION: 

Urban growth in the districts analysed above has taken place 

in response to many kinds of stimuli. Industries, big or small, 

have acted as nuclei for urban growth. Centres for trade and 

commerce have grown into big or small cities. Also places located 

on important transport networks might have grown into cities, 

thus increasing the degree of urbanisation of a district. 
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Urban crowding has occurred either when a large urban 

population has crowded into a city or a limited area or when 

there have been many small towns in a district whose total urban 

area is small. 

Unbalanced urban growth or urban accret.ion has occurred when 

a large town has developed around an eco-Bomic activity with 

little or no linkage with the re.s·t of the distTict. However, 

urban accretion has not neces.s.ari.ly b.ee.n a-cccompanied by 

i.mpovertshment of the rural surroundings -a-nd ot.her small-er to-wns 

of the district. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CHARACTERISTICS OF WORK FORCE 

In this chapter~ we attempt to identify the salient 

characte-ristics of the work force in the four States of our 

analysis, name.ly Rajasthan, Punjab, Ka:rnataka: and Orissa. We 

s-hall also try to explore the fa-ct-ors that have le-d to these 

characte-ristics. At this juncture it is impo-r·tan-t to rec-apitulate 

how we qua::..Trti.f'y work forc~e rn ou:r s-tudy. W"e: U'S'e w-o-rk f-orce 

_parti:cip.atio:n rate which in Ce-ns:us documen:ts i:s d~'fin-erl a'S the 

proportion .of W-orkers i.n total popul.at.i·on, rn chap_te:r 2., W-€ have 

di.scu:ss'e'd the definition of worker-s and wo-rk a-t l_eng~t-h. 

We no-w gi.ance tch.r-o"u:g:b s·ome of the f~act,oTs t-hat a:re li-kely 

to affect wo-rk forc:e :p.arti.cipatio:n rat.e, as d-isc·uss:e:d- in the 

existing li terat.ure. These factors sometimes affect the entire 

population and so-m-etimes only parts of it. 

Work force participation rates are hi-g:hly se-nsitive to 

natural calami ties, 1 ike famines, floods, epidemics, etc. Sen 

(1967), for instance, shows that between 1911 and 1921 the area 

under cultivation declined sharply in three States that were 

worst affected by the influenza epidemic, which affected mostly 

females in the working age group. 

Work participation rates are likely to be affected by the 

creation of new and more remunerative jobs. People wanting to 

earn mor-e m-oney can do. more work; but onc-e t"hey -earn a certain 

amount, they may prefer lei sure to work. Among the marginal 

groups the effect :nay be moTe clearly determined. With higher 

income, the children can stay longer in school. For females the 
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non-participation in economic activity is often treated as a mark 

of social status so that increasing income is likely to depress 

their participation rates. 

The sex composition of the population is one of the prime 

factors that would i_nfluence work participation rates. Work 

participation of male·s is sign_ifLcan,tly higher than that of 

females in each decad'e of the Census and in each State. Man is 

the chief bread earner and s-o-cia~ co-nve.ntions require nearly 

universal participation of eco-nomi-c activity am,ong all adult 

males. The ecut1om1c role of f-emales is sub-si-diary to their 

functions connected wi·th child bear-in-g and house keeping. The 

extent to which they are g-aLnfully occupie·d depends both on 

cultural sanctions and avaiiabili ty of employment o-pportuni tie·s 

appropriate to their inclinations and attitudes. Work 

participation of females is therefore likely to show striking 

variati~ns, both in time and space. 

Urban or rural residence is another factor likely to affect 

work participation rates. Using 1961 Census data Sinha (1961) 

observes that all over India the work participation for rural 

population is 45 percent as against 34 percent for urban 

population. The rural-urban difference is narrower in case of 

males (ranging from 58 percent in rural areas to 54 percent in 

urban areas) than for females (ranging from 31 percent in rural 

areas to 11 percent in urban areas). Taking the figures State by 

State Sinha ( 1961) concludes that in rural areas the work 

participation rates for males and females are more or less 

similar across the country. But in urban areas the rates differ 
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across the States, the difference being more pronounced for 

females than for males. For urban females work participation 

rates in the southern States and Orissa are higher compared to 

that in the northern States. 

Sinha ( 1961) using 1961 Census data finds an interesting 

rela~tionship between the degree of urbanisation (as measured by 

Kize class of towns) and work force participatio:n, All town are 

cl_assified into fatlr si=es: ·+b.~:;e w:i_th populat::ion les·s than 

:w __ ,o~oo; between 50,000 and 1,00,000; betwee-n I,OO,.o-oo and 

5, 00,000; a-nd above 5, 00,000. Ther-e is declining tre:nd in male 

w-or..:k part-icipation rate with increasing urbanisation which is 

rever.s:e-d for the largest size class of towns. Th-ese t-owns with 

population of 5, 00, 000+ show highest work participat-ion for 

males. This, according to Sinha (1961) may perhaps be due to a 

higher relative proportion of adults among them. In case of 

females 1 we observe a uniform tendency for the work participation 

rate to decline with the increasing degree of urbanisation. A 

complex set of factors could account for this observed inverse 

association between work participation and degree of 

urbanisation. 

The more urbanised a certain region, the more specialised 

are the available jobs. These jobs require higher skills, 

training and human capital and also regular working hours. This 

makes it more difficult for women to work because most of them 

do not get the opportunity to acquire the necessary skills and 

training. Also women have to look after their home and families, 

and regular working hours of urban jobs reduces their flexibility 
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to shuttle dail~~~ between household a.nd professional duties. 

Therefore, female work participation rate declines with 

in-creasing urbanisation. 

For men, the job market acquires certain features with 

increasi-ng degree of u:rbanisatian. On the demand s.ide, mo-re and 

more skilled labour is demanded and vocationa-l training is 

preferred. On the supply side, men in urban areas hav·e acquired 

urban vaLues, attitude_s and dignity which makes the:m shun me-nial 

jobs and desire white collar jobs wh:lch are in limited. su.p~ply. 

At the same time their vocational skills (as demanded by urban 

jo,b's) are low. All these result in lower male work participation 

rate· -w-it-h increased urbanisation. H.owever, the picture is 

different in case of very large towns. A probable reason for this 

is that these towns have grown in size due to the influx of 

migrant labour who left their families in the villages. Therefore 

the majority of male population in these towns are adults who 

clearly have a much higher work participation rate. Moreover, 

migrants (with roots in the village) would have little stigma 

against low paid manual jobs. They would not be very choosy about 

the job they get and easily accept and adapt to unskilled jobs. 

In fact the educational level attained by individuals is 

another important cultural factor likely to affect work force 

participation. Sinha (1961) uses 1961 Census data to show that 

work participation rates are highest among illiterates. The rates 

are low for those who are literate but have not completed 

schooling, possibly because low paid manual jobs are no longer 

acceptable to them. But for matriculates and above, the work 
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participation rate is again higher, possibly because they are 

willing and able to fill the white collar technical jobs. In this 

respect the same trend is observed for both males and females. 

Now let us niake some obs-ervations regarding female work 

participation ra_te-s. According to Ambannavar ( 1979), fem-ale 

activity rates form an U-s.hap-ed pat tern in re~ation to economic 

d,evelopment. In the e-arly stag_es o-f development, scope for female 

empl-oymen~t n-arr-ows- down as a re-sult o-f th·e shrinkage of th-e 

-agricultur-al sect:o;r and household- in:d-us·tries. Growing employment 

opportunities in t:he mo:d:ern s_ecto-r ac-cru-e m:o-stly to men. On the 

S'Upply s-ide 1 higher fa:mi_ly incomes lessen the pressure on WO'IDeO 

to go out to work. Ttre trend r-s: rever-s-ed in the later stages when 

the gro-wth of demand Kor l:abeur in t·h-e modern sector rises faster 

than the rate of shrinkage of the traditional sector and women, 

particularly those with higher education, are motivated to work, 

b"Y kigher wage-s. 

Urbanisation has largely been responsible for reduction in 

crude female work participation rate. In rural areas household 

industries account for nearly all activities. These are combined 

mostly with family enterprises where women continue to work with 

child care and household chores. Urban activities are usually 

conducted in large scale enterprises where employment requires 

some education and daily travel away from home for regular hours. 

This causes traumatic conflict with child-bearing, child rearing, 

and housework. 

In India housework is not mechanised and child care is not 

institutionalised. Social conventions governing women's contact 
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with men prompt husbands to discourage their wives from taking 

up employment. According to Gulati ( 1975) most agricultural 

operations are simple and do not require any skills or training. 

Wages paid to females in agriculture, are low€r than those paid_ 

to men. Therefore it i_s profit,able focr employers to employ IILore 

women than men. 

Structural change_s in employment failed to accompany 

urbanisation. The growth of the m'od-ern sector in the towns was 

a death blow to rural hous-ehold i.ndu:sLries. Industry shifted from 

rural to urban are-as. These chan:ge-s were unfavourable to w-omen' -s 

work participation rate. 

Mechanisation of food .grain proces-sing increased work 

participation rate for males but decr-ease-d that for fe-males. w-ith 

increased pressure of population on land men encroached on some 

of the activities that were traditionally performed by women. 

Employment in electricity, gas and water supply sectors have 

grown with urbanisation. In these sectors men always have more 

scope than women. 

Female employment in traditionally low paid manual services 

decreased with urbanisation. Laundry, hairdressing, etc, were 

becoming mechanised. The religious element in festivities 

declined as the village community disintegrated. In trade and 

commerce women's participation declined sharply with the virtual 

disappearance of rural weekly village fairs. Sanitation became 

mechanised and reduced the demand for sweepers. Construction jobs 

with their intrinsic bias against women, were on the increase. 

Gulati (1975) uses 1971 Census data to test the hypothesis 
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that the male ~ork participation rate may have an impact on· the 

fe.male work participation rate. The relevant correlations are all 

statistically insignificant. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

male and female work participa.tion rates are not correlated with 

each other. 

Having discuss.ed some of the general issues regard.ing male 

and female work force pa_r-t.--ici_pation rates in India, as th-e·y 

appear in the exis~ting literature, we now take each o-f the fo-ur 

States of our study and look at tche district level prof.ile of" 

work force part.icipatio:n- rate-s- for men and w-omen .. 

clarifications ne-ed to b-e made at this poi-nt-. 

Thre-e 

First, the main fo-cus of our stud-y is the in:t.'errelation 

betwe·en work force and urbanisation. W-e shall dis~cuss this in 

detail in the next chapter as the main thrust o-f our analysis. 

In this chapter we shall not discuss urbanisation as a factor 

influencing work force participation. H-er-e we sh-all fo-cu-s on 

other determinants of the characteristics of work force. 

Secondly, although Census data are available on various 

levels of educational attainment, the limited scope and time of 

this study make us unable to discuss and anal-yse them in detail. 

For the present, we shall divide our population only into two 

groups: literate and illiterate. 

Third, data on income or GDP are not easily available at the 

district level. Therefore we are constrained from analysing 

income as a determinant of work force characteristics, although 

we recognise its importance. 

In the discussion that follows for each of the four States, 
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we first rank the districts according to work force participation 

rates. We then explore the factors that. might have led to such 

a ranking, trying as far as possible to substantiate our 

stateme.nt.s f.rom available Gensus dcata at the dis-trict level. We 

als.o explor'e the profile of the dis·tricts- as given in the 

District Census Handbooks with the objoec·tiv-e o:f finding some 

intrinsic characteristic of the district (his~toric, social, 

c'uXtHral, economic, climatic or geog.r:aphi.cal) ., t:hat might have 

had .an in:flu-ence on the characteri.stic:s o.f i:ts w,ork force. 

RAJAST~HAN 

As we lo·ok at t~he distric·t prorile of w-ork force 

participation rate-s as obtained from the Primary Census Abstract 

(series 18) 1981 (see table 2.4, chapter 2), the first thing that 

strikes us is that the work participation rates for males vary 

across districts only marginally as compared to that for females. 

This corroborates the literature suggesting that forces that 

compel men to work are not very sensitive to extraneous factors 

which tend to affect work participation rates of females. This 

means that irrespective of the district level differences in sex

ratio, education, urbanisation and other such factors, man has 

to work as the bread earner of the family. 

To the extent that male work participation rates vary, 

though within a narrow range, one can rank the districts as 

follows. Bhilwara shows the highest male work participation rate 

(57.7 percent) followed by Chittaurgarh (57.5 percent) and 
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Jaisalmer (56.2 percent). The lowest figure cone from Jaipur and 

Alwar (both 48.1 percent). 

Female work particip-ation rates vary more widely. The 

district of Dungarpur shows the highest fe,male wo:rk participation 

rate -(38 .1 percent) and the distric·t of Ganga"nagar shows the 

lowest (10 _percent). 

We s-hall now analyse the districts highl ignt·ed above and try 

to see how s:om-e of thei_r ·features mi.ght ha-ve be,e~n insct-rumental 

in pla:cin:g t-hem in our ranki·n:gs as me·nt.ione,d. aho·v:e. 

Sex Rati:o: 

its a.lrea-dy note-d, sco.cial and ec-onomic fo:rc·es compel a man 

to work as bre-ad earn.er of the f~am~iiy ~- Hut w-mn:en. -are nev·er q-ui·te 

treat·e,d as -br-ead w·inn.ers a-nd t:heir e-arnings are regarded as 

supplementary. Therefore so.cial, cultural and climatic obstacles 

could work as major deterrents to women's motivation to work. 

Consequently, lower the s-ex ratio of a district, the higher the 

number of males and hence the higher would be the male work 

participation rate and lower would be the female work 

participation rate. 

Table 4.1: Sex Ratio in Rajasthan,1981 

Area No of females per 1000 males 

Ganganagar 
Alwar 
Jaipur 
Jaisalmer 
Bhilwara 
Chittaurgarh 
Dungarpur 

Rajasthan (State Average) 

874 
892 
894 
811 
942 
955 
1045 

919 
-------------------------------- ------~--- ---·--- -·- --------------------------
Source: District Census Handbooks, Rajasthan, 1981 
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CQmpared to the State average, Dungarpur has a higher sex 

ratio which partially ex.plains why the female work participation 

rate is high. The low femal-e work participation rate :tn 

Ganganagar may also be a ?:efTectien of the very low sex ratio 

compared to the Sta'-t:e averag;e. Tbus o:u:r hypoth.esi's re:ga,rding 

female work participa:ti·o·n rat-e is c-onfirmed from .ava·ilable 

evidence,_,_ 

Alwar and JaipuT ha-.v-e l~o:w -m:al_e- .work :p.artici.pati.o:n rate·s, ba~t 

their sex ratio:s are also 1-o·w;er t-h-an the- S·tat.e aver-a.g-e. Lik--e'wise, 

Bhilwacra- and Chi t·ta-urg.arh ha-.v.:e ni:g.her s<ex ratios but also hig:n,eT 

male wo:r.k participation rate, Tn ho-t:h cas.e·s o_ur h·ypo-th-esi:s 

regardin-g male work participation rate is contr:adicted. How·e-ver, 

for Jaisalmer we observe a low sex ratio alonK with male work 

participation rate being on the high-er side as hypothesised. 

W-e are tempted to conclude that sex ratio has an unambiguous 

effect on female work participation rates but not on male work 

participation rates. 

Literacy: 

It is our contention that the illit-erate population is more 

amenable to agricultural jobs, even if the jobs are manual. 

Agriculture is the primary sector of our country and dominates 

the rural scenario. Hence lower the literacy, the higher the work 

participation rates are likeLy to be b.oth for men an.d women. This 

should be true particularly with respect to rural literacy. 

From table 4.2 we notice that the three districts Bhilwara, 

Chi ttaurgarh and Jaisalmer which have the highest male work 
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participation rates are characterised by overall and rural 

literacy rates which are lower than the State average. This is 

perfectly in l-ine with our hypothesis outlined above. 

Table 4. 2 ~ Male Li-te-ra.c_y (Percent) in Rajasthan., 1981 

Bb:i.lw:ara 
Chittaurgarh 
Jcai:s:a:bnrer 
Alwar 
Jaipucr 

Overa1~ 

29.70 
33.91 
24.35 
4"0. 05 
4·4. 11 

3-6. 30 

Sourc~e: P-r:rnrarcy~ Census Ab-stract·, Raj;a£~than, 198J. 

Rural 

25.06 
28.86 
17 •. 93 
36.44 
3 3 .• -4 7 

2 9. 6"5 

Likew±:s:e,. t·able 4-.3 s'ho,ws less than average female 1 i teracy 

rate-s for f)un:g.a-rpur dist-rict with the highest female work 

participation and more than average female literacy rates for 

Ganganagar with lowest female work participation, thus confirming 

our hypothe-sis once again. 

Table 4.3: Female Literacy (Percent) in Rajasthan, 1981 

Dungarpur 
Ganganagar 

Rajasthan (State average) 

Overall 

7.97 
14.16 

11.42 

Source: Primary Census Abstract, Rajasthan, 1981 . 

. Sector Size: 

Rural 

5.68 
8.68 

5.46 

In each district the primary sector (agriculture) employs 

the highest proportion of the work force, followed by the 

tertiary sector (services) while the secondary sector (industry) 
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has the lowest share. A district with a larger primary sector, 

we believe, is likely to have a higher work participation rate 

both for men and women. Similarly, a district with a larger 

tertia.ry or secondary sectors is likely to have a lower work 

participation rate for males and f-em=ales.. The underlying 

contention is that the primary se-ct.or i~s ca:p-abl-e of generating 

more emplo:yment than the other se:ct.or-s ,_ beca<use a_:g.ricu.l ture in 

OUT countr-y is mostly labour and most 

agricult,ural jo:b-s d-o not_ re,q.uire :mu.c.h of skil_ls. Therefore this 

s-e-ctor is capable of a:bs·orb-ing, the ma-jority .of .w-o.rker-s. 

Th.e si..ze o:f a se-ct.or can be me:a_s,ured by th.e- perc:enta:ge o.f 

the total distr·ict po,pu_lation it e'm-ploys. The P.Tim-ary Ce-nsus 

Abs-tract, 1981 gives the p-ercenta-ge of population in each 

district employed as cultivators and as agricultural labourers. 

Both categories represent the primary sector. It also gives the 

percentage of the population engag-ed in industry (division Va of 

the NIC comprising household industries, manufacturing, 

processing, repairs) which represents the secondary sector. The 

percentage of the population employed in services ("other 

workers" corr-e-sponding to divisions III 1 IV 1 Vb 1 VI-IX of the 

NIC) gives us an idea of the size of the tertiary sector. The 

information is summarised in table 4.4. 

The size of the primary sector in Ganganagar 1 Alwar and 

Jaipur is smaller than the State average. At the same time 1 

Ganganagar shows low female work participation while Jaipur and 

Alwar show low male "'ork participation. Jaipur also has a larger 

than State average industrial and services sectors. Now when we 
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look at Bhilwara, Chit taurgarh and Dungarpur, we observe that the 

size of the primary sector is much larger than the State average. 

The sizes of the secondary and tertiary sectors are large too. 

This, in conjunction with the high work participation rates f-or 

m.en and w-o-men in these districts, leads us to conclude tha-t the 

s.ize of the prima.ry sector is a strong determi.ning .factor in 

inf'latin_g or deflating work participation ra-tes o:f a district, 

i-rresp-ective of t·he size of th!" 0ther Bector-s. 

Table 4.4: Relative Sector s-ize in Ra.ja:st.:han-1- 1:9R1 

Per c:e_n:Lag:e of p:opul.a t ion :em-p:l oye-d 
Cultivators Agri Lab Tndu.stry se-rvices 

-Ga:-n::g-=an:ag a r 17.01 I. 34 0.59 7.54 
AJ:wa:r- 17.87 I. 41 0.80 6.6"5 
Jaipu--r 14.39 1.15 1.48 12.35 
J:aisalmer 18.77 I. 07 0.83 11.42 
Bhilwara 26.35 2.25 I. 03 8.87 
Chittaurgarh 26.42 2.67 7.80 10.18 
Dungarpur 19.53 2.19 0.65 4.82 

Rajasthan 18.77 2.23 1. 00 8.48 

Source: Primary Census Abstract, Rajasthan, 1981 

Intrinsic Characteristics: 

In the district of Ganganagar, there are two sets of factors 

that have tended to depress the female work participation rates. 

Social attitudes playing against women going out to work are 

usually the result of the history of a place. The history of 

Ganganagar bears out this fact. There is archeological evidence 

to suggest that the history of Ganganagar dates back to Indus 

Valley Civilisation. Ever since the district has witnessed 

political turbulence. The Aryans came in as invaders in the 
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ancient period. In the medieval period the Delhi Sultanate took 

over. The latter is kno-wn for their atrocities against -..;omen. The 

district ha-s been the venue for constant strife between Muslims 

and Rajput lead,ers. Therefo-re th-ere is a strong traditional bias 

for women to he home bound w-hich is 1 ikely to have turned into 

a social tahoo, co:ntLn,uin:g up to t-h.e present day. The second 

fa-ctor is that the dcistrict has a very h-ostile desert climate 

which mak_es i-t v-ery d~Lfficul t for wo-men to go out to w-ork. 

In contras_t 1 -Du,ngoarpur shows high female work participation 

rate. History s:u-gg_-e-st·s tha_t it has be-en a politically q.uiet and 

stable distr~ict. It wa-s alw-ay:s under the rule of lo-cal Raj put 

lead-ers urrtil the M-og:h-ul ~-riod whe-n the Rajput King Maharana 

As-karan a-cc-e-pte-d t:he s-overe-ignty of Akbar but maintained very 

cordial relationship. The climate and vegetation of this district 

are much friendlier than in other districts. Dungarpur is rich 

in fores·t resources. All these factors are conducive to women 

going out to find work especially the rural poor. 

The district of Jaisalmer has a high male work participation 

rate. Its climate and vegetation are typical of the Thar desert. 

Agriculture is dependent on erratic rainfall and minor 

irrigation, making it more male labour intensive. There is 

extensive animal husbandry and livestock farming. Cattle are 

reared for milk, goats for milk and meat and sheep for wool. The 

district is famous for raw wool products. These jobs are also 

likely to need male labour. This, in conjunction with low 

literacy, tends to push up male work participation rate. 

The district of Alwar shows low work participation rate for 
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males. Here the stress is more on industrial activity than on 

agriculture. Higher literacy deters dry land agriculture which 

demands m.ore unskilled menial work, even if industrial jobs are 

hard to get. In the district of J,aipur similar reas-ons depress 

the ma.l-e work participation rate. The production scene is 

domi,nat,ed by heavy indu-stry and handi.c-rafts_, The o:rientation is 

t·oward~s urban 1 i v ing. Climate and V-"e:g'etatio,n are not conducive 

to a-gric·ulture. Quoting the Di:.:;"!.·:::-·,_r:t Cen:su-s fland:b:ook, "imp:res·sive 

pr-og:r~es-s has he-en made i-n the fTe~rl ocf -e:clJrc'ation afte.r 

irrd:e;p.endence." Literacy and edu-cati-on a..r.e h_i~g-h, Al_l thes,e factors 

WDT'k toward-s re:d-u,c ing· male w·o r:k ·pcart.i c ipa:t-:i.on . 

The district of· Chit taur.ga-rh -has r.-eo;gular 'soo·ut~h--w:e:sct monsoon 

and plenty o·f irrigati-on. Therefore agri:cul-ture is. prosperous. 

the district is rich in mi.nerals like clay, lim-estone and ochre. 

It has many small scale industries most'of which are likely to 

be male lahour intens.ive, e.g. cotto·n spinning, cleaning and 

baling; stone dressing, crushing, and polishing. All these 

factors account for high male participation rate. 

In the District Census Handbook of Bhilwara, one cannot find 

any particu.la.r characteristic of this district that may account 

for the very high ma~e work participation rate. 

PUNJAB 

Ranking: 

As we look at the district profile of work participation 

rates in Punjab (table 2.10, chapter 2), we again see that male 

work participation rates do not vary across districts. This 
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reason for this may again be attributed to the age old social 

bias that compels man to be the chief the breadwinner of the 

family. But when we look at fe·male wor·k participation rates, we 

find that ev-en here th-e range of variation is surprisingly low 

ac-~o:s.s districts. Female work participation rate-s are all very 

lo-w and m-ore or le-ss similar. Th-e pr-obabl-e reason for t_hi s is 

that the di_s-tricts of Punjab may be mure or l~es-s uniform in terms 

of s,ex rat-io, literacy, sec-tor s·ize a-n·d o:t-he-r factors that are 

likely to a·ffect work participatio--n r~a-te:s ,_ 

To tire extent thaot the wo-:-rk part_Lc:ip-a=t-_i_on rates vary, the 

follo-wrn;g raki-ng ca-n be made among t-he d:i::sctr:i.c:t~s- of Punjab. 

Sacn.g-rur and Bb:ati-nda d'ist-ri_c-ts havoe- ·the hi_glre_st ma~e work 

pacr~icipa-tio-n r-ates (57.·6;0 and 5-6.6:5 -pe:r'C'ent res-pe-ctively). 

Hoshiarpur and Amrits-ar have the lowest male work participation 

rates (49.83 and 49.68 percent respective). Bhatinda also has the 

highest female work participation rat-e ( 10.81 percent). Amri tsar 

and Kapurt:hala have the lowest female work participation rates 

(3.20 and 4.34 percent respectively). We shall now analyse these 

district to see what factors might have placed them in their 

respective ·p:os i tions in our ranki.ng. 

Sex Ratio: 

As be fore, we hypothesise that higher the sex ratio, the 

higher will be female work participation rate and lower the male 

work participatio-n rate. 
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T•ble 4.5: Sex Ratio in Punjab 1981 

Area 

Amritsar 
Kapurtha-la 
Hoshia:rpu-r 
&a-ngrur 
Bhatinda 

Punj:a.b (S-tate average) 

No. of females per 1000 males 

-871 
89'8 
9Y5 
8'-6-0 
864-

Sou-rc:e_: D_isctri_c.t Cen-sus Handbooks, Pu-nJab, 19'8'1 

Cluo.pter 4 

Ou-r hyp:o,t.he.sis i-s not -unambiguoll'Sly c·on-f'l'x.;nre:d in -t'he c.a-secs 

of Amxi:tsar and- Bh-act±nda. Both ha:v.e -s:ex x.a-:t:i,o-:s low:er than the 

ratio and low m-ale work particip-ation rate and of San-grur with 

low sex ratio a-nd h_igh male work participation rate. Our 

hypothesis is r:ej-ected Ln the c:a,se of Kapu:rthala wher-e sex ratio 

is high but female wor.k part.icipation rate is the lowest. From 

the above set of confusing results, we conclude that sex ratio 

is not a strong determining factor influencing work participation 

rates either for males or females, at least in the districts 

highlighted. 

Literacy: 

We hypothe-sise as explained earlier that higher literacy 

rates, partic.td.arly in th-e rural sect-or_,, are as.soc La ted with 

lower work participation rates for both males and females. 
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Table 4.6: Male Literacy (percent) in Punjab, 1981 

Area 

Amritsar 
Hoshiarpur 
Sangr-ur 
Bhati-nda 

Punjab (State av:e:ra.g.e) 

Overall 

46.83 
5.8. 24 
35.56 
34-.. 14 

4L94 

Source: Primary Ce.nsu.s Abst.r-a.c_t, Punj a.b, L9:81 

Rural 

3.9. 7-8 
56.68 
31 • 6-4 
2"8. 3-0 

41.91 

Cl.apter 4 

Table 4. 6 s:how-s that Bhat.ind~a and Sangrur 1 th.e two d~is.tricts 

with highest mRle ¥ro-r:--k partic.i-:pati:o:n rates, have low m:a.le 

l i tera_cy overall as weLl a.s rural. B:owever Hoshiarpur ha:s ve-ry 

hig:h male 

particularly in th-e rural s-ector a-nd the male lite-r-acy or-

Amr i tsar, though lower than the State avera.g·e, is hig:h-er than 

that of the other two districts. Note that both Hoshiarpur and 

Amritsar have low male work participati.o:n. Al~ this is larg·ely 

consistent with our hypothesis stated above. 

Table 4.7: Female Literacy (Percent) in Punjab, 1981 

Area Overall Rural 

Bhatinda 20.29 14.72 
Amritsar 34.40 26.08 -
Kapurthala 3-8.27 33.19 

Punjab (State average) 33.70 27.63 

Source: Primary Census Abstract, Punjab, 1981 

The female literacy figures reported in table 4.7 also lend 

support to our hypothesis. Bhatinda has very low female literacy 

and here the female work participat.ion rate is the highest. 
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Amri tsar and Kapurthala, with low female work participation, show 

higher literacy o So our hypothesis that 1 i tera:cy and work 

participation for hotch ~male and females are inverse.ly related to 

each other is established in t·he districts analys~e-d.o 

Sector Size: 

We again hypothe~sise t~ha_t if a district has a larg.er _primary 

sector compared to o·t-her d:istricts_, its w,e:r-k participation ra·t_e,s: 

measure the si·ze 0~f ea~ch soe.cto·r by the ,proportion of t-otal 

Abstract, Punjab ( s·e.-e table 4 o8) 

Area Percentage of population employed 
Cultivators Agr La-b Industry Services 

Amritsar 9o3 7.5 0~6 8o7 
Kapurthala 1.0 5o6 1.0 10.3 
Hoshiarpur 9o5 4.7 1.0 13o0 
Sangrur 14o6 7o0 Oo7 8o9 
Bhatinda 14o3 8o4 Oo6 8o8 

Punjab (State av) 10o5 6o5 Oo8 11.6 

Source: Primary Census Abstract, Punjab 1981 

Table 4o8 shows that the percentage of population employed 

in the primary sector (cultivators and agricultural labourers) 

is much higher than the State average in th-e districts of Sangrur 

and Bhatinda where the work participation rates are the highest 

for males and females o At the same tim,e th-e sec~ondary and 

tertiary sectors in these dis·tricts are much sma.ller than the 
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State average. In the districts of Amri tsar, Hoshiarpur and 

Kapurthala the primary sector is smaller than the State average. 

These districts have the lowest work participation rates for 

males and/ or females. So we observe th-at a larger primary sector 

is unambiguously associated with higher work participation rates. 

Intrinsic Characteristics: 

Now we shall take a look at each of the ahove districts 

r·eaturing in our ranking to look for a-ny spec.i.al characteristics 

of the district that might have 1-e:d t_o hig'h o:r low work 

participation rates. 

The district of Bh-atinda is coJmpa.ra~tively ha"ckward and its 

economy is primarily agricultural. Inctu.strially it· has always 

been backward although some industr·ies started prosperin-g s inc:e 

1971. The incidence of females coming out to work is ever on the 

increase. The staple products of this district are wheat, gram 

and cotton and it is an important centre for wholesale cloth 

business. All this provides plenty of scope of unskilled 

employment for both males and females accounting partially for 

the high work participation rates in Bhatinda. 

From the District Census Handbook of Amritsar, on-e gets the 

general impression that low participation rates here could be the 

result of a backward bending labour supply schedule. This 

district appears to be relatively more prosperous which means 

that there is less pressure on women and children to leave home 

for work. (At present we do not have any concrete numerical 

evidence to support this point). Moreover, the district is very 

prosperous in agriculture which is capital intensive and 
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supported by abundant major and minor irrigat.ion facilities. 

Industry is also very well dev-eloped. The State is advanced in 

terms of education, civic amenities and transport and 

communi cat ion. .Ali this goes to show that labour intensive 

un-s-kil1ed employment is limi t:ed in scope- and l-ow in demand 

causing low work participation rates for men and wo11ten. The 

District Census Handbook also suggests that Amritsar has 

witoness-ed political unrest and- "the occu:p_ati_o-na1 pa;ttern is 

likely to receive a boost if peace prevails on the :border". 

The district of Kapurthala i_s very pTosperous. Industry 

form-s a ve-ry important part of the economy and- tend:s to lower 

female work participation. To quote the D-istrict Ce·nsus Handbook, 

"s-o-me females h-ave joined servic-e-s 1n the d.istrict which had not 

seen women at work either in the field or in the office." Another 

reason for low female work participation rate appears to be the 

hostile and extreme climate. 

The district of Hoshiarpur is advanced in terms of education 

and transport and communication. Since the population is likely 

to be more educated , they would not want to take up unskilled 

agricultural jobs, causing low work participation rate for male-s. 

KARNATAKA: 

Ranking: 

The district level profile of Karnataka's work force 

participation shows that male work participation rates are fairly 

uniform across all district but females work participation rates 

vary widely (table 2.16, chapter 2). To the extent that the male 
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work participation rates vary, we find that Kodagu and Tumkur 

have the l:1iJ5hest rates (59 .6 and 57.7 percent) and Bidar and 

Da.kshin Kannad have the lowest (52. 8 and 48.8 percent). For 

f:e;males, Ko~dagu and Daks.hin Kannad have the highest w-ork 

pa:rticipa,tiocn rates ( 34.1 aond 31.7 percent) while Mandya. and 

B:e1gaum have the lo.west (.1 7 and 16 percent). W-e now look at each 

oJ' the abov~e district to tmd.ers.tand which factors might have been 

i:n-s:trumental in .placing them i-n their respective positions in our 

s:e-x ratio_: 

0:-ur hypothesis is that the higher the sex ratio, th·e -hig.her 

:wu·ul:d he :the fe:m;ale w-ork participation rate and lower the male 

the mal.e w.or~k pa~ticipation rate. 

Table 4.9: Sex Ratio in Karnataka, 1981 

Belgaum 
Bidar 
Dakshin Kannad 
Kodagu 
Mandy a 
Tumkur 

No. of females per 1000 males 

957 
968 

1059 
933 
960 
961 

Source: District Census Handbooks, Karnataka series, 1981 

In the districts of Bidar and Dakshin Kannad, the sex ratio 

is higher than the State average. In Bidar, the male work 

participation is low and in Dakshin Kannad the female work 

participation is high. These two districts confirm our 

hypothesis. The hypothesis is also confirmed for Kodagu and 

Belgaum with lo~er than average sex ratio, the former having the 
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highest male work participation rate and the latter having a low 

female work participatio-n rate. For Tumkur and Mandya we can not 

draw any unequiv-o-cal conclusion as their sex ratios are close to 

the s·tat.e average .• 

Literacy:. 

As before we hyp-oth-esise tha-c higher literacy rates, 

particul.aorly ,i_n ·the rural sector, a_re associated with low work 

part_icipa----t-Lo-n rate:s for b:oth men and women, and vice versa. 

Tal:llce 4.1'0-: -Male LLt~e-rca~cy (p-ercent) in Karnataka, 1981 

Are:a 

Bida:r 
na:ks-h:i-n R.":a-nnad 
Kodagu 
Tumku-r 

Karnataka (State averag-e) 

Overall 

3-8.74 
61.61 
56.09 
48.23 

48.61 

Source: Primary Census Abstract, Karnataka, 1981 

Rural 

33.75 
57.42 
53.30 
45.11 

41.88 

Table 4.10 sho-ws that Dakshin Kannad has a higher than 

average literacy rate, while Bidar has a lower than average 

literacy rate. But both of them have low work participation rates 

for males. Kodagu has a higher than average literacy rate while 

Tumkur has a lower than average literacy rate. But both districts 

have high male '"ork participation rates. These facts are not 

consistent with our hypothesis. Perhaps in these districts 

literacy is not a strong factor influencing male work 

participation. 
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Table 4.11: Female Litera~y (percent) in Karnataka, 1981 

Area 

Belgaum 
Dakshin Kannad 
M-andy a 
Ko-d-agu 

Overall 

41 .. 70 
44-.9-9 
19. -8~2 
43' .•. 31 

2~.:83 

So-urce: Primary Gens-u-s- Ahstra,c-L, Karna-taka,, 1'98-1 

Rural 

19.04 
40.15 
16.10 
40.61 

20.04 

For females, Kodagu and flaokshi.:n Kann,ad. hav.e higher than 

literacy ~at:es and b:oth- have· hi_gh fe:male work 

pa~rticipation (see table 4.11 )_, Thi:s co-ntradicts. o:ur hypothesis. 

B'elgaum and Handya have low f-emt78.Le wo-r.k pa.r,ticipaction, but the 

fo-rmer ha-s high and latter has low li-tera-cy rates. All these 

i.mply that even fo-r ·f.emah:;"s Titoe-racy i:s ·nnt a strong determinant 

of work pa-rticipatio-n in the districts u-nder consideration. 

Sector Siz€: 

Our hypcthesi:s states that if a district has a larger 

primary sector, its work participation rates will be higher for 

males and females. As described earlier we measure the sizes of 

primary, secondary and tertiary sectors from the employment data 

obtained from the Primary Census Abstract, 1981 (see table 4. 12). 

Kodagu has a slightly smaller primary sector compared to the 

State average, a very small secondary sector and a very large 

tertiary sector (more than twice the State average). This 

district has high male and female work participation rates. An 

explanation for this could perhaps be the fact that the services 

sector may predominantly intensive in the use of unskilled labour 

which is abundant in supply. This would be the case if there is 
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scope for mining, construction, extraction etc. We shall come to 

this point again the in the next subsection. 

Table 4.12: S-ect·or Si:z-e in Kar-na-taka, 1981 

Pe-rccen-:t~ of Pe,pul.ation e-mployed 
Area Cul ti vato.rs Agr Lab Indus-try Services 
----------·---·-·-------------------------------·---------------------------·-
Bel.gaum 1-6. 3 9.4 L--6 8 . 8 
B.idar 12 . 1 15,.5: 1 . (I 8 .-z 
Da:-kshin Kann-ad" 10.0 7.8 6 .4 16 .8 
Kod-:a:g-u 10.~5 "'1-. 2 o~. 4 2"7 . 1 
Mandy a 20. 1 7-.3 _o. 1 5 . 9 
Tum:kur -2_1."2 '7 .:5- 1.4 6.3 

Karns-tak-a 14.1 9'~8 _L5 11-. 3 

The d:i.s:tricct of Tunrku:r h-as a l_ar.g:e I!ri.mar:'.{ -s-:e-c-t-or and very 

small secom:fary and tertiary· sectors: c-o'mpar-ed to the State 

average. The district has high male work participation rates 

which is consistent with o.ur hypo:t.h,e;sis. 

Dakshin Kannad has a sm:al1 primary sector and large 

secondary and tertiary sectors. Here the female work 

participation is low confirming our hypothesis, but the male work 

particip-ation rate is low contr-adicting our hypothesis. We shall 

explore the reason for this in the next section. 

Mandya has a large primary sector and small secondary and 

tertiary sectors. It also has low female work participation 

confi.rming our hypothesi.s. B.elgaum and Bidar also have large 

primary sector and sma11 secondary and tertiary sectors, but both 

have lo~ w.ork participation rates for females and '!tales 

re-spective-ly. This again contradicts our hypothesis. 
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Intrinsic Characteristics: 

Now we take a look at each of the above districts to find 

some intrinsic characte:ristics from their District Census 

Handbooks that mLght expl.ain their high or low work participatio-n 

rates. 

Bel,g:aum is a priomarily a-gricultural district whe,re fores-ts, 

mineral and water resources have been cha.nnelised to a 

cons ide r·ab 1 e ac~i.evin.g its ove::rall 

development. The a,g.ricultura.l economy rest.s equ-al.l.y on fo:od crop 

as well as c-ash. crop ( c o.t ton_, tobac:co, gro-undnut etc.) 

productio.n. Trriga-t.io·n facilit.i.es are in abu-:1_fia,nc:e. Ln the 

industrial s:ph'eT·e it is not so adva-nced but h-as~ the oldest 

spinning mills of the State, an aluminum factory- and a chain o-f 

sugar factories. Handloo·m weaving is important. Overall, it is 

a prosperous district and therefore women do not need to go out 

to work, resulting in low female w-ork partie ipation rate. 

Moreover, there may be a social bias deterring women from 

working because of a long history of political turmoil right up 

to independence. From 550 to 1208 AD, the district was ruled 

periodically by Rashrakutas, Chalukyas and Ya-davas, constantly 

at war with each other. They were all overthrown by Alauddin 

Khilji in 1320. Then came M·ohammed-bin-Tuglaq in 1327. The 

kingdom was then conquered by the Vijayanagar kings who succumbed 

to the Bahamani Kingdom. Th-e Moghuls ruled the district since 

early eighteenth century and constantly fought with the Marathas. 

Then came Hyder Ali of My sore and his so.n Tipu Sultan who 

constantly fought with the Rritish. Marred by political turmoil 
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the district is very likely to have developed a social bias 

against women from leaving home for work. 

In the distric-t o:f M·andya, the history, climate or 

physiography has nothing to stiggest any reason for low female 

work participat:ion. The re-aso-n for this, as we s-h-al.l see, is 

economic prosperity w.hich relieves :women from the need to seek 

work. To quote the DistrLct Census Handboo-k, "Mandya d_is-trict is 

the most prospe~rous in the State and has an ecconomic hase- wldch 

has been es-tabli_sheu by .m:et-±c-ulou.s efT'orts over seve:ral dec.ades." 

Economic prosperity c:ome:s fr:om minerals, rivers 1 f'o:z:ecs-ts a:nd 

agricultural land. Canal ir-ri.gatio:n is significant~ It h:as the 

Krishnasagar dal!l whic:h is a part of the Cauvery Pow-er S-che:nre. It 

l.s important in horticul-t-ure, espe-cially fru-it-s .. It is a.ls-o r·ich 

in 1 i vestock. Industry is well developed. The main industries are 

sugar, distilleries, fertilizers, paper, plastics, and scooter. 

The district is a pioneer in hydel pow,er, s:ericulture and very 

important in handloom weaving. Trade and commerce are well 

developed. 

In the district of Tu-mkur, there is high male work 

participation. Agriculture is the backbone of the district. 

Rainfall is scanty and unrel_iable and there is- no canal 

irrigation. Agriculture is dependent on tank and well irrigation 

only. This makes agriculture in this district highly labour 

intensive, particularly male labour. The district is rich in 

minerals such as gold, manganese, iron, limestone, granite, 

quartz, soapstone, china clay and silve-r sand. The extraction of 

these minerals is also likely to demand male labour. 
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In the district of Dakshin Kannad, the sex ratio is high 

because of migration of male workers to the neighbouring Malnad 

district. In the coastal districts, there is scope for marine and 

fishing activities. Forests are importan,t for their resources. 

The district is industrially progressive. The ma-in industries are 

cashew and bidi making, where there is a lot of scope for- female 

employment. There is a large proportion of marg.inal workers in 

the female populatio-n. Agr.icultur:e is sea·sona:l and there i.s high 

demand for labour in the peak seaoso·ns. Lo-ts of wom-e:n an:d children 

do this work as marginal workers. All the-se lead to high female 

work participation and low male work -_participati_on. 

In the distr-ict of Kodagu 1 mining and industry are low 

profile. Transport and communication are co-nfined to urban area-s. 

Forests and plantations support the economy- and agriculture 

provides sustenance to the economy, since soil is fertile, 

rainfall is abundant and the relief is undulated. The main crops 

are paddy, coffee, oranges and cardamom. Therefore there is ample 

scope and need for agricultural unskilled employment on a large 

scale for both men and women. Thus we have high male and female 

work participation rates in Kodagu. 

ORISSA: 

Ranking: 

When we look 

participation rates 

at the district profile of the work 

(table 2. 2 2, chapter 2), we see the same 

phenomenon that male work participation rates vary only within 

a narrow range while female work participation rates vary widely. 
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To the extent that the rates vary, we can rank the districts in 

the following manner. The highest male work participation rates 

for come from the districts of Kalahandi ( 61.6 percent) and 

Phulbani (61.2 pe-rcer:rt) while lowest rates are from Baleswar and 

Cut tack (51, 7 percent) and (Sl. 3 _pe-rcent). For females, the 

highest work participation rate-s come f_rom Mayurbhanj ( 37.3 

percent) and Korapu_t (34 .-2 perce:nt) wh_iLe the lowest come from 

again Bales war {tL 2 percen:_t) and 'Cuttack ,( 6. 1 percent) . 

Sex R-atio: 

Our hyp-othesi:S" i"'s t~ha-t hig-he-r the -sex ratio, the higher 

would be the -r-emale_ w,or-k partici-pa-tion ra-te and low-er the male 

w-ork particip-ation ra:t'e-_, 

Table 2.13: Sex Ratio in Orissa, 1981 

Area 

Mayurbha-nj 
Bal-escw-a:r 
Cut tack 
Phulbani 
Kalahandi 
Koraput 

Orissa (State average) 

No. of females per 1000 males 

9-8.9 
977 
972 
999 

1010 
993 

981 

Source: District Census Ha~dbooks, Orissa, 1981 

In Kalahandi and Phulbani, the sex ratio is high but the 

male work participation is also high, contradicting our 

hypothesis. I_n Mayurbhanj and Koraput, the sex ratio is high 

while the female work participation is also high, confirming our 

hypothesis. Cuttack and Baleswar have low sex ratios and low work 

participation rates for males and females. The result on females 
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is consistent with our hypothesis but not the result on males. 

We may conclude that sex ratio in these Orissa districts has an 

effect on work participation of females but not of males. 

Literacy: 

Hig:her li·terac·y, particularly in the rura-l sect,or, is 

associated with lower work participation for men and. women. From 

table 4.14, we obs.erve that Ba1eswar and Cut tack .hav-e higher than 

State av;erage nrale literacy rates and both the:Re districts have 

low work participation :rates for male-s. Kalahandi :a;n-d Phulhani 

have low male literacy and high ma.le work partici·patioon. ALl this 

is consistent with o·ur stated hypothesis. 

Table 4 .14: Ma1e Litera-cy { perc·ent) in Or i.ssa., 19-8'1 

Area Overall Rural 

Baleswar 5-5.55 55.09 
Cut tack 58.12 5·6. 68 
Phulbani 4-2. 70 40.94 
Kalahandi 31. 2"8 29.47 

Orissa (State average) 47.10 44.51 

Source: Primary Census Abstract, Orissa, 1981 

Table 4. 15: Fe·male Literacy (percent) in Orissa 

Area Overall Rural 

Mayurbhanj 13.9-0 12.09 
Baleswar 28.26 27.48 
Cut tack 32.27 30.65 
Koraput 8.57 5.31 

Orissa (State average) 21.12 18.45 

Source: Primary Census Abstract. Orissa, 1981 

For female 1 i teracy reported in Table 4. 15, Baleswar and 
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Cuttack have high rates compared to the State average and both 

districts have low female work participation rates. In Mayurbhanj 

and Koraput, the female literacy rates are lo'w but work 

participation is hLgh. This is consistent with our hypothesis. 

Sector Siz:e. 

We hypoth,e,sise that larger the primary s·ect.or· o·f a district 

compared to that of the other districts, the higher wo:uld he the 

work participa-tion rates for males and fe-male-s. The sector size, 

measured by the p:ro-portion of the populatio'n employed is r:ep-ort.ed 

in table 4 .1;6. 

Tabl-e 4.16: Relative Sector Size i:n 0-r-i:s:sa, 19'8.1 

Area Percentage of population e111ployed 
Cultivators Agri Lab rndus-try Services 

Mayurbhanj 17.95 12.86 2.04 5.41 
Baleswar 14.55 6.97 0.47 5.21 
Cut tack 12.36 6.56 1.87 7~86 

Phulbani 20.60 11.50 1. 29 5.49 
Kalahandi 18.24 12.79 0.91 4.00 
Koraput 20.97 11.06 0. 71 6.11 

Orissa 15.37 9.09 1. 08 7.21 

Source: Primary Census Abstract, Orissa, 1981 

In the districts of Mayurbhanj, Phulbani and Koraput, the 

primary sector is larger than the State average while the 

secondary and tertiary sectors are smaller. Each of these 

districts have high work participation rates for males or 

females, thus confirming our hypothesis. In Cut tack and Baleshwar 

the primary sector is smaller than the State averaee and their 

work participation rates for ma.les and females are low. This is 
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Intrinsic Characteristics: 

Chapt:er 4 

The District Census Handbooks of Orissa. do not have a 

comprehensive State profiLe a,s the other District Census 

Handbooks do. So we are unab~,e to c-apture any intrinsic feature 

of the district that might have pla-ced them i.n their respect1 ve 

pos~tions in our ranking. 

CON-CLUSTO:N 

The first con-clus-ion th-at w-e ,can- draw is th:a;t the male work 

partici_pati-on rate is prim-arily d:e-t:erm·in-e:d by the conventional 

factors th-at -compel a man to work, nanre-ly -hi~s _po-sition as the 

bre.adwinneT of the family. Oth-er f~cturs affecting work 

participation are of secondary importance for males. But in case 

of fem-ales these other factors appear to be important. 

Sex ratio does not seem to have any unambiguous association 

with work participation rates, except in the district~ of 

Karnataka where we have a case of out migration of male labour. 

Literacy however has an unambiguous negative association with 

male and female work participation rates. Again the districts of 

Karnataka are the exceptions. Regarding sector size, we find that 

a larger primary sector in district is usually associated with 

a higher work participation there for males and females. This is 

true for all States except the districts of Karnataka. 

Among the intrinsic characteristics of the districts, we 

notice certain common features explaining high or low work 

participation. Economic prosperity of a region lowers work 
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participation of females, possibly due to the operation of the 

backward bending labour supply curve. Wherever agriculture is 

dependent on scanty rainfall and non-canal minor irrigation, it 

tends to be more male labour intensive, pushin.g up work 

participation rates for men. The same is true foT districts rich 

in minerals. Hostile climate and sparse vegetation deter women 

from working, and female work particip-at.io,n is usually low in 

such cases. Female work participati-on rate is higher for 

districts with forest resources and fri"en.dly c:limate. It is also 

high where there is scope for marginal eiDployment during peak 

agricultural seasons and also whe-re there are s:P'ecific i~m::iu-s·tries 

like handicrafts and bidi. Final.ly, a district with a history of 

political turbulence is usually characterised by low female work 

participation. 
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URBANISATION AND WORK FORCE 

In this chapter we try to examine interaction between 

urbanisation and work force in o-ur chosen four States. We .expect 

each dimension of w'or~k force t.o be a-ffected by various aspe'Cts 

of urbanisation. We s:eek to capture the·se relat~io~ns~hips by the 

various hypotheses which we develo.p on the basis of our detailed 

discussion of the cha:ract-e.r~isti~c:s o:f urba.nis~a.tion and w·ork f-o:rce 

presente•d in chapters 3 an.d 4. 

HYPOTHESES 

Urbanisation has a depr·es:sing -e-ff"e:et 

partic~pation rate. General u.rbanisa.tion.,. which is t:he rati . .o of 

urban to rural population (URBl}. depresses the male work 

participation rate in the following manner. Urban jobs are 

usually more demanding in terms of skills, vo·ca~tional 
... . . . ... ral.-n-lncg, 

education and work discipline. These qualities are rare among the 

masses of the Indian work force. Therefore higher the number of 

people living in the urban sector compared to the rural sector, 

higher the number of males likely to be without jobs. 

Urban crowding or urban density (URB2) has negative effect 

on male work participation rate. This happens in the following 

manner. The existence urban crowding indicates that to some 

extent rural male population of the district has migr~ted to the 

urban areas, leaving their rural jobs behind. Therefore, on the 

one hand, rural male employment has declined. On the other hand, 

all of these rural migrants are unlikely (for reasons discussed 
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in the earlier chapters) to get jobs in the urban areas whe~e 

they have migrated to. Thus, there is a decline in rural 

employment with no co-rresponding increase in u-rban employment. 

This implies that the overall WPRM of a district is likely to 

·I'"e:gist·er a decline with g-reater incidence of urban crowding. 

Urban a-ccretion, or -dispro-portionate urban growth of one o-r 

fcew- cities over o-ther very small towns (measured by URB3), als.o. 

ha'S a. negative eff.ect -on male work participation rate. The 

lax-gcecs:.t to,wn:s usually have a large proportion of ad'ul t males i~n 

t.he~i.r pe~p.ulat-i_o:n. Thi$ -us.u:ally mean-s that men have left the·ir 

rural jobs and moved into large me·tropol ises, making them grow 

in si_z:e and s.pr.ea:d .... After living in very big citie·s, they are 

l.i:kely to acqui_re urb-an. attitudes, values and ways-. of life whic-h 

make the:m look down upon petty unskilled jobs. They prefer to 

remain temporarily unemployed and wait for skilled and dignified 

Female work participation rate is also negatively affected 

by urbanisation. As discussed earlier, urban jobs do not have 

flexible working hours which women need to attend to their 

household duties. The jobs demand technical and vocational skills 

which most women have not had the opportunity to acquire. The 

impersonal work environment in the urban sector make women more 

vulnerable to harassment. 

Higher general urbanisation measured by URBl implies a 

larger ratio of urban to rural population. Therefore higher would 

be the number of women in the urb~n sector facing the above 

difficulties of going out to work and hence lower would be the 
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female work participation rate. 

Higher urban density (URB2) would imply that more people 

would be competing for few urban jobs. Here men are 1ikely to 

out-compete women because of the latter's disadvanta.ges with 

urban jobs, thus lowering female \vork participation rate. 

Higher the urban accretion (URB3J, greater the size of the 

largest town( s) compared to the smaller towns. Big cities are 

us-ua.lly more impersonal and unfriendly. here the usual 

difficulties of a prospective working woman are 1ikely to be much 

gr·eat.er. In the likely case that the population of t.hese cities 

is dominated by adult males, the urban work participation of 

w~me:n is low. At the same time, women in the rural sector m.ay not 

he able to take up the jobs vacated by male migrants to an extent 

that could significantly raise the rural work participation rate 

for women. Therefore the overall female work participation rate 

is likely to decline with rising URB3. 

The male child work participation rate declines with the 

increase in the degree of urbanisation. In the rural/ 

agricultural sector there is more flexibility of work and there 

is lot of light, unskilled work for children to do. Primary 

schooling is not as easily available in the rural sector as in 

the urban sector. Moreover, because of lack of awareness of the 

rural poor, they prefer to send their children to the fields to 

work as marginal workers to sending them to school. Therefore 

higher the ratio of urban to rural population (URBl), less would 

the male child work participation rate. Wherever urban crowding 

is high (URB2), there is a large urban population competing for 
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a small number of urban jobs and clearly male child job seekers 

are out-competed by adult males. A region where urban accretion 

(URB3) is high, there would be big cities where literacy 

education and so-cial awareness should a-ct as deterrent to child 

labour and promote pr-imary edu,cation among ·them •. Here male child 

work participati0n is exp-e:ct-ed to be lowe-r. 

Higher the degree o·f urbanisation, the lower is the work 

p-articipation rate of 'mal:e ma-in w,o-rkers in the p-ri,mary sector 

fWPRMP). With a higher g"ene:ra.I u:rb·anisactfo,n (URBl), a higher 

propo·rtion of po_pula-tLo-n re.s:i.de in t~he urban areas and lowe-r the 

proportion of rural resid·.e,nt-s to take up agricult·ur-al Jobs which 

constit-ute the prim-ary s'ector. Th.is resu.l.ts i:n. a lower primary 

s:ect:or w-erk p-articipatio'n rate. Higher th-e extent of urban 

crowding {1JRB2 J, more is the urge for p·eople to leave the rural 

areas to crowd into small urban areas in quest for whatever the 

latter mighct have to offcer. Th:e.re the work participation rate in 

the primary sector is bound to fall. Higher the urban accretion 

(URB3) higher is the size of few large towns. Usually such top 

heavy urban growth is devoid of rural linkages and often 

represents a deteriorating rural hinterland that people want to 

leave, given the opportunity. This is likely to have a negative 

effect on primary sector work participation rate. 

The work participation rate of male main workers in the 

secondary sector (WPRMS) is expected to be positively related to 

the degree of urbanisation. With a higher proportion of 

population in the urban sector (high URBl), more people are there 

to take up urban jobs which are primarily industrial jobs 
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constituting the secondary sector. Hence secondary sector work 

participation rate is likely to increase. For the same reason 

urban density (URB2) is expected to have the same effect on 

secondary sector work participation rate. High urban accretion 

(URB3) occurs when a few large towns have grown 

dis~proportio-nate1y larg·e around some economic activity that i_s 

no·t agriculture related .. It is very likely that some industrial 

activity has led to su.ch urban growth. Therefore urban accretion 

sh.ould boost employme-nt .in the secondary sector and thereby rais:e 

work participation rat.e- i-n this sector. 

Wherever thecr-e is large urban population, certain services 

are neened to susta-in it. Theses services constitut'e the tertiary 

se-ctor. They ran-g"e fro-m whole and retail trade, transport, real 

estate, insurance to business, social and personal services. This 

sector exists in the rural areas too, but to a very limited 

extent compared to the urban areas. Hence higher the degree of 

urbanisation, higher would be the work participation rate of male 

main workers in the tertiary sector. This is clearly so when we 

measure ~rbanisation by the URBI, the ratio of urban to rural 

population. Greater the extent of urban crowding ( URB2), more the 

number of people living per unit of area, and so more people are 

needed to cater to their personal and other needs. Therefore 

higher employment is generated in the tertiary sector. This 

should definitely push up the tertiary sector work participation 

rate for male main workers. The same factors operate to push up 

this rate when urban accretion (URB3) is high. This is more so 

because some towns often grow disproportionately large because 
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of expansion of a tertiar~ sector activity alone, for example, 

wholesale and retail trade. 

ECONOMETRIC ESTIMATTON 

In order to tes-t the above set of hypottreses, we estima_te 

the f:ollowing set of bivariate linear regression models; 

1) WPRM = Al~ + £: 11! (URB1) 

2) WPRM : Azf! +- B11! (t:'RR2) 

3 ) W:PRM = A311 -+ £3!!" ( URB3) 

4) WPRF = A,- + 81F ( URBl) 
;_I< 

5) WPRF : ~f + B2- ( lJRR2) 
~ 

6) WPRF = A-:rr + B3F { b"RB3) 

7) WPRCH= Arc + 8 rc (URB1) 

8) WPRCH= A2c + 8 2c (URB2) 

9) WPRCH= A3c + 8 sc {URB3l 

10) WPRMP= AlP + BlP ( URB1) 

11 ) WPRMP= A2P + 8 2P (URB2) 

12) WPRMP= A3p + 8 3P (URB3) 

13) WPRMS= Ars + 8 1s (URB1) 

14) WPRMS= A2s + 8 2s ( URB2) 

15) WPRMS= A3s + 8 3s ( URB3) 

16) WPRMT= AIT + 8 IT (URB1) 

17) WPRMT= A2T + 8 2r (URB2} 

18) WPRMT= A3T + 8 3T (URB3) 

We use the method of ordinary least squares to estimate the 

above regression models. We have clearly specified in the 
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previous sections that the work participation rates are a 

function of URBl, URB2 and URB3 and not the other way round. 

Therefore we stick to a single equation estimation as opposed to 

simultaneous equation estimation. According to our hypotheses, 

the regression coefficients can be expe-cted to have the following 

signs: 

Bll! < 0 

B2M < 0 

B31! < 0 

Blf < 0 

81F < 0 

B.F < 0 
J. 

8 rc < 0 

8 2c < 0 

8 3c < 0 

8 1P < 0 

8 2P < 0 

8 3P < 0 

8 rs > 0 

8 2s > 0 

8 3s > 0 

BIT > 0 

8 2r > 0 

8 3T > 0 

From the estimated values of the coefficients, we calculate 

the t-values (by dividing them by their respective standard 

error). We have to compare this calculated t value with the 
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tabulated value of t for the given degrees of freedom at the 

desired level of significance ( 5 percent and 10 percent). If the 

calculated valu-e of t is greater than the tabulated value, we 

reject the null hypothesis that B = 0 and accept the alternative 

hypothesis that B ne 0. If on the other hand the calculate-d t 

value is smaller than the ta-bulated t val.ue, w-e accept th-e 

hypothesis that B = 0 and de-clare the coefficie-nt to be 

statistically insignificant. T.he a-n-alysis i.s carrie-d out for e-ach 

of the four States of our s:tudy in turn an-d the regression 

results are tabulated in tabl.es 5. 1 to t·ahl-e 5. 4 for each State 

r-espectively which are discussed in the follo.wing sectio,ns. 

RESULTS FOR ORISSA 

As we can see from table 5.1, coefficients Bl~, B2m and B3m 

are all negative but only b3m is statistically significan-t ( 10 

percent level). This means that general urbanisation and urban 

crowding do not have any significant effect on male work 

participation rate. But this rate is indeed negatively affected 

by disproportionate urban growth or urban accretian. 

The trend is somewhat same for females. Only b3f is 

significant at (5 percent level) and is negative indicating that 

disproportionate, top heavy urban growth has a strong negative 

effect on female work participation rate. 

The trend is once again repeated in case of male child 

labour. The coefficients blc and b2c are negative but 

insignificant while b3c is negative and significant at 10 percent 
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level which means that urban accretion has a significant lowering 

effect on male child work participation rate. 

Coefficients Blp, B2p and B3p are all negative and 

significant at 5 percent level. This mean"s that general 

urbanisation, urban crowding and urban accre:tion all have a 

definite detrimental effect on the work participation rate for 

male main workers i-n the primary sector. 

Coefficients Bls-, and B2s a-re pos-itive and si:.gnificant a-t 

5 percent level. B3--s is positive but insignificant. This mean-s 

that general urbanisation and urban density have a positive and 

significant efi'ect on the work participation rate for male main 

workers in the- seconda-ry sector. 

In the tert iar~· sector, Bl t is positive and significant at 

10 percent level, B2t is positive but insignificant and B3t is 

positive and significant at 5 percent level. Th-is means that 

general urbanisation and urban accretion have a d-efinite positive 

effe~t on the work participation rate for male main workers in 

the tertiary sector. 

Suggested Explanations: 

Male work participation rate is not signific-antly associated 

either with the degree of general urbanisation or with urban 

density, perhaps because other factors have a greater influence. 

As we have seen, socio-economic factors have traditionally put 

pressure on men to support themselves and their families and 

breadwinners. Especially when there is lack of overt affluence, 

the above factor is the prime motive for a man to seek work. Its 
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influence on the overall male work participation rate is so 

strong that the influence of other factors like urbanisation is 

obliterated. 

Even so, the rate is lowered by increased urban accretion. 

This possibly suggests that top heavy urban growth, wherever it 

has o-ccurred, has takea place at the expense of a corresponding 

im-poverishme-nt of the rural areas. This happens when a few larg-e 

ci ties grow around an economic activity that has no linkages with 

and so'metimes little relevance to the surrounding re-gion. As the 

rural areas .have impoverished and small towns have not grocwn 

ad-e-quately-, the scope for employment might have declined. At the 

sa-m:e time, big cities have attracted men from rura1 areas to 

mig-r-ate to them. These poor and unskille-d migrants have often not 

found employment in the big cities. All this has worked towards 

diminishing the work participation rate for males. 

Gen~ral urbanisation and urban crowding does not seem to 

have made a difference to the female work participation rate in 

Orissa. This perhaps suggests that even though the proportion of 

people in the urban areas may be high and many of them may crowd 

into small areas, among them there are very few women. It means 

that in urbanised regions there is a significant proportion of 

male population who have migrated there, leaving their womenfolk 

behind in their homes in the smaller towns or adjoining villages. 

Therefore even with greater urbanisation there has been no reason 

for women's work participation rates to change. Where there are 

disproportionately large towns, female work participation rate 

has significantly declined. One reason for this could be that the 
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adult males in these highly populous agglomerations have out

competed the urban women from the job market. The other reason 

suggests that with the growth of huge towns, the surrounding 

rural region and small towns hav-e been impoverished. This has 

perhaps led to unemployment a-mong rural f'e,males leading to an 

overall decline in the female work :participation rate. th-e 

overall picture that emerges is one -of male ove-rcrowding in urban 

areas, often in huge towns an-d of fe·ma~ce:s mainly residing In 

impoverished countryside and small to·w,n,s. 

General urbanisation and urban crow:cHng doeos ca-use male 

child work participation rate to decline, bu·t this impa-ct is not 

statistically sig·nificant. Tb.is is in li.n,e wit.h the picture of 

urban population profile emerging so far. Amo.ng the people who 

1 i ve in the urban areas, most are adults. Th-us, increased 

urbanisation has had no significant effect on the male c·hild work 

participation rate. Only where there has been high urban 

accretion, male child work participation rate 1s s·ee·n to be 

significantly low. The reason for this is two-fold. The 

population in huge towns has more adults who out-compete male 

child job seekers from the few urban jobs that are hard to get. 

Moreover, these large towns have many more fa.cilities for primary 

schooling. The social awareness of the population here can also 

be presumed to be higher. These factors deter families from 

sending their out to work under hard factory conditions. 

All the three indicators of urbanisation have a negative and 

significant effect the work participation rate for male main 

workers in the primary sector. Higher the degree of urbanisation 
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whether in the form of a higher proportion of urban population 

or greater urban density or growth of a few large towns, more 

male main workers have lett their agricultural jobs. This 

unambiguous preference for non- primary sector jobs perhaps 

sug-gests an impoverished agriculture whose returns are not very 

high. It looks as though a prime cause for urban growth is rural 

poverty .• 

It is i:nteres.ting to note th.at in the secondary sector, 

rep-resenting: industry, the wo:rk participation rate for male main 

workers has si,gnificantly increase-d with general urbanisation and 

with urban cro~wd:ing, but not significantly with urban accretion. 

This perhaps su-gg-ecsts that indu:s-try (at whatever scale l has grown 

more i.n towns that are rel:ati vely small in population and area 

rather than in huge sprawling cities. 

This picture is again visible in case of the tertiary 

s-e-ctor. General urbanisation significantly boosts the male work 

participation rate for main workers and this effect is even more 

significant in case of urban accretion. Urban crowding has no 

such significant effect. This could have occurred because of 

inordinate growth of a few towns around some tertiary sector 

activity, for example, tourism, trade, education etc. 

Our findings suggest the following features for the State 

of Orissa. Agriculture seems to be backward and unremunerative. 

This causes rural people to migrate to urban places in search of 

non agricultural jobs. In the process, they leave their wives and 

children behind. They migrate even though they may be unemployed 

in the towns. The smaller towns offer more industrial jobs to 
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these poor and probably unskilled workers. Therefore industries 

are 1 ikely to be related to agriculture, mining etc. The very big 

towns are more likely to offer tertiary sector jobs in the for~ 

of personal services. 

If we refer back to chapter 3 of our study, we do in fact 

see that in a host of small towns, for example in the districts 

o·f Ganjam and Pu:ri, industries are village based an-d small s.cale 

(e-.g. c-o.cocnu-t p-roducts, seafood, cashew nuts, 1 imestone., dolomite 

etc). H,eavy industries, for example those in Cut tack an:d 

Su,nd-argarh-, have not benefitted their rural surroundings through 

heal thy l.inka.ges. Th-ey have probably employed skilled urban 

population, a-nd to serve th-em a large tertiary sector has gr-own 

providin-g elilployment to un-skilled rural migrants. 

RESULTS FOR RAJASTHAN 

Table 5.2 presents the regression results for Rajasthan. 

Coefficients B1m, B2m and B3m are all negative but none of them 

is statistically significant. This implies that urbanisation, in 

all its three dimensions, tends to have no significant effect on 

male work participation. 

B1f is negative and significant at 10 percent level, while 

B2f and B3f are negative but insignificant. This means that 

general urbanisation has a negative effect on female work 

participation but urban density and urban accretion have no 

significant effect. 

Among B1c, B2c and B3c, only B2c is significant at 10 
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percent level and its sign is negative. This means that general 

urbanisation and urban accretion have no significant effect on 

male child work participation rate but u:rban density has a 

negative effect. 

Coefficient Blp is negative and sign:ifican-t at 5 percen-t 

level, but B2p is insignificant. Again h3p 
.. 
l:.S negative a-nd 

sig:nificant at 10 percent level. This "Ine-a-n:s that ge-neral 

urba-nisation and urban accretion hav-e :a n-egative effecc·t on 

p-rimary sector work _participatio-n ra-t-e o:f" male .main wo_r.ker·s. 

Coefficients Bls and B3s are pos_itive and highly sig-nif-icant 

{ 5 percent level) but B2s is in;gign_ificant. This implies th~at 

general urbanisation and urban a-cc_retio'n hav-e a positive anU. 

significant effect on secondary sector work participation cf mal:e 

main workers 

Coefficients Blt and B3t are positive and highly significant 

indicating that general urbanisation and urban accretion have 

positive effect also on tertiary sector work participation rate 

of male main workers. 

Suggested Explanation: 

Male work participation rates are not significantly affected 

by urbanisation, whether in the form of general urbanisation, 

urban crowding or urban accretion. It appears that men, as 

sup[porters of the themselves and their family, always have a 

motivation to find work, despite the difficulties impose-d by 

urbanisation. 

In case of female work participation rates, only general 

urbanisation has a significant negative effect, not urban 
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crowding or urban accretion. Higher the pro port ion of urban 

population, lower is the possibility of women finding jobs, since 

greater are the difficulties of urban women going out to work. 

At the same time, it appears that wh-erev:er there is urban 

crowding or the presence of di.s;pTo:p-o-rtLonate:ly large towns, the

fema.les do n:ot co,me into the pictu.re,. Lt i.s the rural men who 

crow.d into towns in search of u-rb:an joob:s lea-Ning their womenfolk 

behin-d and thus having no s·i-gn-=-i-:'i:r::o!:';nL ef·fcec.t o·n female work 

part i c i p:a t ion r~a,t.e-. 

Ge:neral urhan·isa-tion- and urha·n ac~cretio.n do n-ot have a'ny 

si:gnificant e.ff-e.c·t on t-he maLe ch-ll-d w-o-rk .participation rate. 

this probably :shows that m:ale chLLd ·w:o-r.ke~rs pr:ohably work in 

a-g:ricul ture. with i:n'C·reas.e of gen;eral uxb-anis,a,tio·n and urban 

accretio.n the child workers probably remain in the rur-al areas 

and so t.heir work participation rate does not undergo any 

significant ch-a.."'l:g~e. Bu-t wherever there is urban crowding, the 

male child work pa.rticipation rate declines. Children work in the 

urban sector usually on a temporary ad hoc basis. When urban 

crowding increas-es they are outcompeted by adults. 

In th.e primary sector general urbanisation has a significant 

negative impact on the work participation rate for male main 

workers. this shows that the increase in the general urbanisation 

has caused adult male main workers in the primary sector to leave 

their jobs and mig.ra.te to urban areas. This perhaps suggests that 

the agricultural sector is not very affluent. The guiding factors 

causing male work-ers to migrate may be poverty. Urban accretion, 

i.e. disproportionate growth of few large towns has been 
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accompanied with significant decline in primary sector work 

participation. This suggests that e few huge towns have grown in 

the midst of a· rural area that is agriculturally poor and the 

urban accretion has not benefitted the latter in terms of 

linkag-es. The effect of urban crowding on prima-ry sector work 

partic-ipation rate is insignificant. The reason for this may be 

that urba-n crowding has more often been caused by only a s:mali 

urban population c-oncentrating in towns whose geo-graphical area. 

i.s proportionately smaller. 

I"n the sec·ondary sector the positive effect o-f g'eneral 

urbanisa-ti-on an-d urban accretion on the work participation ra=te 

for male,main workers is very significant, whereas that of urban 

crowd.ing is insignificant. The urbanisation appears to be centred 

around industrial activity that has generated employment for male 

main workers. This appears to be particularly true in cases where 

a few towns have grown very large. In towns with small population 

and proportionately smaller area, industrial activity does not 

seem to have generated significantly higher employment for male 

main workers. 

It is interesting to note that in the tertiary sector the 

same pattern is repeated. Higher the proportion of urban 

population, higher is the work participation rate in the tertiary 

sector for male main workers. This effect is more pronounced 

where the level of urban accretion is high. It is insignificant 

where there is urban crowding. This suggests that the tertiary 

sector has generated employment for male main workers where giant 

size towns have grown in spread and population. The sheer volume 
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of urban population in populous sprawling cities is likely to 

generate demand for services in the tertiary sector. Such effects 

are insignificant where small towns have housed small populations 

in small geographical areas. 

The above set of results helps us identify th.e following 

features of the pattern of ur-ban growt:h and its effect on work 

force in the State of Rajastha-n. Urban g-rowt_h has significantly 

affected the work force participatio'n rates wherever it has 

occurred in the form of a few large town-s growing 

disproportionately compared to oth-e-r towns.. These giant town-s 

have generated employment in ind-ustry and services. The 

proportion of adult males in the big towns is much hi-ghe.r th-an 

females or children. Male worker-s hav·e lef·t their agricultural 

jobs in the rural sector in quest for urban jobs in the s-econdary 

or tertiary sectors. In the process they have left their families 

behind, eve'n to face the likelihood of temporary unemploym-ent. 

This indicates that the rural economy dominated by agriculture 

is backward and unremunerative leading to poverty. The latter 

seems to be a driving force for rural-urban migration leading to 

disproportionate growth of large towns. The e'conomic a-ctivities 

of these cities do not seem to have benefitted the surrounding 

rural areas. The smaller towns are of 1 it tle importance. It 

appears, as we have already seen in chapter 4, that in case of 

females traditional social and climatic conditions are strong 

guiding forces governing their decision to work. Urbanisation 

appears to have a less powerful effect. 

If we refer back to chapter 3, we see that some of th:e above 
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features do show up in certain districts of Rajasthan. Jaipur and 

Jodhpur are highly urbanised. Jaipur city is huge and has 

generated employment in industries with no relevance to the rural 

surro-Undings. Si,mila:r is the case of Ajmer district where there 

is heavy indus,t.ry in Ajme-r city. In Jodhpur district the city of 

Jo:dhpur has ,grown t-re·mendously. Its main economic activity is 

-whol.e-sale an& re:t~a:i.I trade which has -g-enerated large scale 

-employment in t.h:e tce:rti:a.ry sec-tor. Even towns which employ 

skilled u:rb.an per-snnne:i in heavy industry g.e-nerate employment in 

the tertiary sect,o:r t~o- serve the:m,, 

R:E.SULT S FOR PUN-0 A'H 

Table ·s. 3 s=how:s t-hat f~r male work participation rates in 

Punjab, coefficie,nts Blm and B3m are positive but insignificant 

w.hereas B2m is ne-gative and insignificant. This means that 

urbanisation in any form has not significantly affected male work 

participation rates. 

For females, the Blf, B2f and B3f are all negative but only 

B2f is signif'icant at 5 percent level. This means that only urban 

crowding significantly reduces female work participation rate. 

For male children, it appears that urbanisation in all its 

forms has very little effect on the work participation rate. 

Co-efficients Blc, B2c and B3c are all positive but statistically 

insignificant. 

F-or male main wo-rkers work participation rate in the primary 

s-ector seem-s to be largely unaffected by urbanisation. 
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Coefficients Blpl B2p and B3p are all negative and statisti~ally 

insignificant. For the corresponding work participation rate in 

the secondary sector, coeff~cients Bls and B3s are positive and 

highly significant while B2s is positive but insignificant. This 

meo:ans t·hat gen-eral urbanis-ation and urban accretion have booste-d 

work particip-ation rate in "the secondary for male main workers 

hu~t urban crowding has no such significant effect. 

'Tire same pa.:t t-ern is se:::;n in. the tertiary sector, where 

g_e·ne:-r-a_l u:rb-a,nisation and urban accretion does have a positive 

ef'fe-ct on the work parti-cipation rate for male main workers. 

Coef'f-i.cients Blt and B3t a-re positive and significant wtl"i~e B2t 

i-s no,t. Urban crowd-ing doe·s not have any "significant effect on 

-w·o-r.k p&rticipation r-ate for male main work-ers in the tertiary 

secto-r. 

S-uggested Explanation: 

Urbanisation does not seem to have any significant effect 

on overall male work participation rate. The main reason for this 

is, as usual, that the prime guiding force for a man to work is 

his responsibility to support himself and his family. 

Urbanisation is not able to act as a deterrent to this 

motivation. If at all, there seems to be positive, although 

statistically insignificant, effect of urbanisation on male work 

participation rate in Punjab. This perhaps suggests that 

urbanisation is creating employment in the urban sector as well 

as in the rural sector through the feed back effects that the 

urban activity might have on the adjoining rural areas through 

linkages of demand and raw materials. This gives us a hint that 
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urbanisation 1n Punjab has occurred along a healthy path that 

tends to enrich the adjoining rural areas. 

In case of females, gen-e_ral urbanisation and urban accretion 

do not have any significant -effect on t'he work participation 

rate. This suggests that women who work outsi-de their home's are 

mostly e:mployed in ag-ricult-u-re~. It make-s little- differen-ce to 

their employment if more people l-ive _in t0wnos or if more people 

live in a -f:ew huge towns th-at g:row·n ove:r -ot·he-r~ sma:ll t.ow,ns. Only 

i_n the case o-f- urban crow-din:g we see t'ha-t the- ·o-v:e:rall -female w-Ork 

p.artic_ip.at inrr_ rate d'e:el~in.e~s. This means t'hact •emp1oo¥men± o-f urb-an 

fem:ale·s in urban jobs decrea,s·e-s he-c::arrse of c,o:mpe-tition from male·s 

wh-ereve-r there is UTGan: -c:r-OW-d:in:g. 

Drhanb;:ation seel!l.B t!l -hav'e a v.e-ry slight oe_f":fect on the work 

participation rate of male children. The pr-obabl-e reason for this 

is that most male chi.ld wo-rkers work as marginal labourers on 

th-eir family farms in the rural s:ect.or. The extent of 

urbanisation does not affect them. But the positive sign of the 

coefficient may be hinting at the fact that more child labour is 

employed in agriculture with urban growth. The agricultural jobs 

left behind by city bound migrants may be taken up to a very 

small (insignificant) extent by childr-en. This again hints that 

agriculture is remu-nerative and so there is an opportunity cost 

of moving from the land. 

Urbanisation doe's not hacve a significant_ depressing effect 

on the work participation rate for male main workers in the 

primary sector. This s-tron'g~ly su-g:g.ests that people working in the 

agricultural sector are suffi:ciently well off. So they not pushed 
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by poverty to the urban sector. Perhaps, they refrain from taking 

up urban jobs because they do not want to risk losing the high 

income they earn in agriculture. This shows that urbanisation in 

Punjab has not occ-urred' in accompaniment with rural poverty and 

unremunerativ-e agricu'l ture. 

In the S'econd:ary s:ector, gce:ner-al -urbanisat5.on has created 

empl-oymen-t opportun.itLes: for male mai_n workers. Industrial 

em-ploymen-t ha,s b-e-en enhan:_c,ed by urban a:cc.ret·ion, but urban 

crowding. does not s--e-en1 t·o, have g~e-nerat-ed s-ignificant additional 

-employment. in inthrst-ry. The likely reas0:n for this is that 

industries h-ave gro:wn-a"r-o-un:d u'rba-n areas, more so in large cities 

.since tlw's'e plac.e..s. a·re Tikely t,o he better endowed with 

i n·f_r:a-,st_r uctu ral res:o-u-r-c:e:s",_ 

capital. 

mar-keting~ fa-cilities and human 

In the tertiary sector, we see the same pattern. Higher the 

urba-nisatio-n and urban accretion, significantly higher the work 

participation rate for male main workers. This means that 

tertiary sector activities have sprung up in and around urban 

areas, particularly in big cities. In the previous paragraph we 

have seen that industrial activities have flourished in urban 

areas, particularly in large cities. It looks as though tertiary 

and secondary sector employment have grown hand in hand in big 

cities. Industrial and service sector employment do not seem to 

have significantly grown because o£ urban crowding. This perhaps 

means that places where small population is crowding in small 

urban a1·eas, i.e. in small towns, there has been no significant 

spurt of i.ndustrial or tertiary sector activities. 
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The general features that emerge about Punjab from the above 

results are listed as follows. Employment generating industrial 

activity has resulted fro-m urbanisation, particularly in big 

cities. Growth of industry and services s.eem to have perpetuat-ed 

each other in the urban areas, esp-ecially where hug-e towns have 

grown in relation to other v-e-ry small towns-. There is no evi-dence

to suggest that small tow_n-s de-clined as bigger cit-ies grew. At 

the same time e:m:ploym-en;t in agricultu-re did net dec:l m-e

significantly. Urb:anisati,en :must have crea.ted fre-sh employ,ment 

opportunities in a-gricul-ture. "The -urban grow-t.h in t·hi_s St:ate has 

occurred together -with agr-icultural pros-pe-rity. This speaks o:f" 

heal thy- urban growth ch:a.-r-acteris:ed by urhan--ru:r-al l:inkag<es. 

These features by and l:a.rge c:onform to ·th;_e f_i_ndzing.s of Ghosh 

(1987) that we have s-urveyed in the firs-t chapter. The rural 

scenario in Punjab is characteris-ed by general agricultural 

prosperity. It is dotted by many small and: :m-e:rl±-um sized to'Ym-s

whose main economic activities are pro-ces-sing and marketing of 

agricultural products. The large cities have grown along 

important transport routes and trading centres. They have 

generated a large industrial sectoT, and i·n turn, a large 

tertiary sector. 

RESULTS FOR KARNATAKA 

As reported in table 5.4, the male work participation rate 

does not seem to be significantly affected by urbanisation. 

Coefficients Blrn, B2rn and B3m are all negative but insignificant 

indicating none of the measures of urbanisation have been able 
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to depress the overall male work participation rate. 

Coefficients Blf and B2f are negative and insignificant 

while B3f is ne·ga.tiv-e and significant. This means that general 

urbanisation and urban crowding do not have a significant 

negative erfect on ·the -f~male work partic_ipation rate. But 

whereve-r -a fe·w huge- ·t:ow=n~s have grow-n disproportiona-tely large in 

relation to surro-undin:g to-wns o-f smalle-r size, the female work 

pa-rtici-pation rat·e aCR-pears to be s igni ficantiy lo,w-er. 

Coe.fi"icients Blc ,_ "B2c anti B3:.c are all insignificant. This 

s-ho-ws that urbanci~sation, whatever 

mani f_e_s.ta-t ion , has .no significan-t 

Co e:f .fi.c i en t-:s .Bl p- .and B"3p ar-e 

its character 

eff.ect on the 

ne-g,ative and 

and 

work 

highly 

s_ignifcicant, Thi..s shows that wherever there is a higher 

proportion of people living in the urban areas, particularly 

h"he.r-e ·the large citi-e-s are ve-ry much larger than the other 

smaller towns, the primary set;::tor shows a significantly lower 

work participation rate for male main workers in the primary 

s-ector. B21l is insignificant indicating that urban crowding does 

nnt have the above effect to any significant extent. 

Urb-anisation appears to have no significant effect on the 

work participation rate for male main workers in the secondary 

and tertiary sector. Coefficients Bls, B2s, B3s and Blt, B2t, B3t 

are all insignificant. 

Suggested E~planations: 

Urbanisation does not affect the overall male work 

participation rate for the usual reasons. Being the bread winner 
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of the family a man can not afford to let the difficulties of 

urban j-ob conditions deter him in his motivation to work. 

General urbanisation and urban crowding fail to affect the 

overall work participation rate for females. But w-here there is 

urban accretion, fo-r exa:mpl_e_ in d.ist.rict like B-ancg-alore, where 

one city towers over other smaller towns, there is a detrime:nta~ 

effect on female wor:k pa-rtici.pa:tion rate be-cau-se ur-ban jobs ar-e 

probably harder to g:e:t., more Sco~phisticated, skiTled and fa,ctory 

oriented. 

Urbanisation d:oe.s rrc~tt; affecct the male child. 

participation rate, oecaus'e Lll an advanc.ed Stat-e_ l~ike Kacr:na-tak-a, 

children, to a larg-e- ert,en:t f may not -have been :s:e:nt to w·o:rk 

anyway. 

It appears that urban growth in terms- of g--eneral 

urbanisation and urban accretion does draw male main workers away 

from the primary sector. This perhaps sug,ge-sts- that a-griculture 

is not remunerative enough to hold w-orkers to th-e l.and when the_r-e 

is a lure of job opportunities in urban regions. 

In the secondary and tertiary s.ectors, ur-banisation does not 

generate significantly more employment for male main worker-s. 

The overall picture that emerges is difficult to explain. 

Urban growth draws people away from ag:ricul ture. At the same 

time, employment opportunities in industry and services do not 

increase. A probable explanation for this is t.hat industries in 

the urban region are highly capital intensive. But this process 

should lead to significant unemployment, but tha:t has not been 

the case, since the overall male work partici:patio_n rate has not 
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declined. Male main workers leave agriculture but do not get 

absorbed·in industry or services of the urban sector. Yet they 

are not unemploye-d. At present we are unable to und.erstand where 

they are emplo·yed. We· ·may suggest one possible explanation. In 

the NT.C, there is a d·ivision called "activities n:nt adequately 

defined". W.e have noct included th~Ls divi·sio·n in our definiti.on 

of the tertiary (service) s-ector. This is p-ro,bably -w:her·e t·he 

migrant lahmrr .fro:m agricul t·.ure is ·employed~ 

SUMMARY 

In all the States we ftud that urbanisatio-n h:a:s fai.led to 

affect mal·e wo:rk participat-ion rate~. Therefore t-he tr:aditional 

and social pressure·, compell i.ng a man t.o wor~k 

universally as the prime guiding force to motivate him to find 

employment. Urban gr-:;,wth and it·s assoc..iat.ed dif:f..i·cul ties of work 

by and large fail to dampen this motivation. 

Female work participation rate tends to be adversely 

affected by urbanisation, although different aspects of 

urbanisation seem to ha·ve t~his negative effect on female work 

participation rate in different States. In Orissa and Karnataka, 

urban accretion has a significantly negative effect on female 

work participation rate, in Rajasthan it is general urbanisation 

while in Punjab it is urban crowding which has the same effect. 

By and large, the male child work participation rate remains 

unaffected by urbanisation in all f~ur State with the exception 

of Orissa where urban accretion has a significant negative 
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effect. 

Regarding the sectoral work p-articipation rates for male 

main w-orkers, we find that urbanisation has a significantly 

negat-ive effect on the primary sector work participatio-n r-at.e in 

all the States exc-e·pt Punjab. On the other hand the work 

participation rate'S in secondary and tertiary sectors have by and 

large been positively affected by urbanisation, 

-exception b-ei:ng Karna.t:a-ka. 

he.re the 

In the t,wo backward States of Rajasthan and Ori-oss'8.', w:e· see 

t-hat urban growth has attracted rural worker away f:Xum an 

impoverished a.g.riculture to town, mostly big cities .an-d- have 

oJ'-fere.d t.h.elll .employm.e·nt in the indusLrial and seo.rvine. s;e.c:t.ors;, 

Tn thes-e two States, we can sense that urban growth h,as been 

accompanied by impoverishment of the rural surroundings. The 

growth of very large cities has little or no beneficial effects 

on the surrounding rural regions. The adult male migrants who 

have moved out of an impoverished agriculture to the urban 

centres have left their families behind in their rural homes. 

In the agriculturally affluent State of Punjab urbanisation 

has not occurred simultaneously with the impoverishment of the 

surrounding rural regions. Huge cities are devoid of rural 

linkages, but in the surrounding regions small towns have 

flourished on their own right. The latter have linkages with 

rural regions which have not been adversely affected. 

In the case of Karnataka, we have not been able to draw any 

definite conclusion that wovld have enabled us to compare its 

experience with that of the other three States. 
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We are tempted to conclude that in regions where agriculture 

1s poor, urban growth does not help towards rural development, 

but further enhances rural poverty. On the other hand, r-egions 

with a prosperous agriculture t-end to further benefit from 

urbanisation, both on the urban industrial front and on the rural 

agric~ltural front. 
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TABLE 5.1: Regression Results for Orissa 

Dependent. 
Variable 

WPRI'f 

WPRM 

:WPRH-

W.PRF 

WP-RF 

WPRF 

WPRCH 

--wl'RCH-

·-WPRMP 

WPRHS 

WPRHS 

Wl'RMS 

WPR!1.T 

W'PRHT 

Intei'Cept 
(std err) 

57 • .f7 
(-3,.;73") 

~5:7. 0'6-
(3-.7:2') 

:H .. ,-gs. 
( 3,._1:8:) 

22 .• 21 
fll_"24<) 

22 •. :11 
(-9.1-6i) 

2li.10-
-(_R,_1'6') 

9.01 
( 3.,c83c) 

8 .. 50 
(3.:83) 

9" •. 4:9 
(_3 .•. 23-)-

48.01 
(5.40) 

ilidiO 
g_,_M) 

i6.Z6 
(4.98) 

1.99 
(0.99) 

3.56 
(0.97) 

3.99 
f2 .18) 

5.94 
(1. 73) 

6.82 
( 1. 91) 

6.21 
( 1. 35) 

All regression have d. f.= 11 

Independent Variables 
URBl 
-{t-value) 

-_5.45 
( -0. 5-4') 

o_ • .zg 
(:0. 0'1) 

--l>. 34 
{ .;.1) • .61) 

-38. J:l 
(-2.69)*** 

20.07 
(7.44)*** 

8.26 
(1.77)* 

*·** indicates s-t-actistical significance at 5% level 
-*"' i-ndi-cates- statistical significance at 10% level 
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URB2 URBJ 
(t-value) (t-value) 

0.026 

-0.0001 0.029 
(-0.57) 

-0.000002 0.291 
(-2.13)** 

0.00) 

--o •. ou-oo3 0.000 
(-0.:56) 

-o.ooo-oos 0.336 
(-2.36)*** 

0.033. 

-0.0001 0.022 
( -0. 49-) 

-0.000003 o.:m 
(-2.17)** 

0.397 

-0.0008 0,300 
(-2.52)*** 

-0.000007 0.459 
(-3.06)*** 

0.834 

0.0004 0.844 
(7.72)*** 

0.000002 0.207 
( 1. 69) 

0.221 

0.00009 0.055 
(0.80) 

0.000002 0.504 
(3.35)*** 
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TABLE 5.2: Regression Results for Rajasthan 

Dependent 
Independeo"t Varia:bles 

R2 

Va-riable In-tercept URBl URB2 UBB3 

(std erri (t-value) (t-value) (t-value) 

·0.11)7 

Wl'RM 52.47 -4.09 

--- -~-"!-#ii 1-i-2-1>} 

f'";F-117.1/nf'l H:HI 
=Q,OOU 

s.~ 

... ,.T'-~"11"\ 

iBziiii i-~=~·~~ 

-O.'ilOOtiOOJ 0.0:42. 

lil'Rl1 51.61 
(J ... ZOJ 

(-1.113) 

o.15Z 
W-I'Rf 2'5.91 -lf>-.09 

(T •. 22} (-2.07)** 

]i/P-RF 25 . .8'6 
-0.0:03 O.ml 

-< 7'. s~n 
(-1.36) 

-0.01HHT008 1}.~5 

lif.P'Rf .22 ..• -26 .(-1.18) 
{7 ,_62) 

o.:oss 
Wl'RCH 1..2-8 1.36 

( l.OS 1 ( 1.19} 

WPR-cH 2.43 
-0.0:005 0.133 

( 1.-02) 
(-1.92)* 

-0 .0:1}'1}000 o.ooa 
Wl!RC.H 1.67 {-0.45) 

( 1. 09) 

WPRI1P 43.68 -22.40 
0.311 

(6.33) (-3.29)*** 

WPRMP 40.13 
-0.0001 o.OZ3 

(7 .53) (-0.76) 

-0.000001 0.149 
WPRMP 38.72 (-2.05)* 

(7.03) 
0.588 

WPRMS 3.84 7.51 

( 1.19) (5.85)*** 

WPRI1S 5.70 
0.00005 0.000 

( 1. 86) 
(0.13) 

0.0000003 0.193 
WPRMS 5.55 (2.39)*** 

(1.67) 

WPRMT 4.69 13.38 
0.836 

(1.13) (11.05)*** 

WPRMT 6.53 0.001 0.091 

(2.65) 
(1, 55) 

0.0000005 0.196 
WPRMT 7.82 

(2.49) 
(2.42)*** 

All regression have d.f.=24 

*** indicates statistical si~nificance at 5% level 

** indicates statistical significance at 10% level 
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TABLE 5.3: Regression Results for Punjab 

Dependent Independent Variables 
Variable Intercept URB1 

(std err) {t-value) 

WPRM 53.02 1.64 
(2.76) (0.30) 

WPRH 53.91 
( 2. 77) 

WPRH 53.49 
(2.77) 

WPRF 8.70 -6.52 
(2.17) (-1.52) 

WI!RF 10.93 
( 1. 95) 

W.PRF 6.91 
(2.24.) 

WPRCH 0. 01)'6 0.008 
(0.00) ( 1. 69) 

WP.RCH 0.007 
(0.003) 

WFJ!Clfc 0.008 
(0.002) 

WPRHP 39.64 -20.05 
(5.59) (-1.81) 

WPRMP 36.71 
(6.29) 

WPRHP 34.35 
(5. 72) 

WPRMS 3.01 14.56 
( 1. 81) (4.06)*** 

WPRMS 5.56 
(2.18) 

WPRMS 7.12 
(2.33) 

WPRMT 9.12 8.54 
( 1. 56) (2.77)**"' 

WPRMT 10.32 
( 1. 97) 

WPRMT 11.28 
( 1. 45) 

All regression have d.f.= 10 

*** indicates statistical significance at 5% level 
** indicates statistical significance a·t 10% level 
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.. 
R2 

UR1!1: l'EB3 
(·t-v.alue) (t-value) 

0.009 

-;{)~'000.~ O.IXU 
:(-{);..09:~ 

.(}.,_QllQli:O 1 0.005· 
(.1):-, 23) 

O~l87 

-il~OU:.-ll O.Jit3 
< -.z .. .z~n·•• 

-t.J . ., mm.o.os o.-m 
(-1.22') 

0.221 

o .. ouoo o.-<B. 
{-0Stl) 

{) o-iJ000.01} 0~100 
( 1.10) 

0.247 

-0.0012 0.047 
(-0.70) 

-0.00001 0..2ID 
(-1.63) 

0.623 

0.0008 0.090 
(0.99) 

0.000009 0.372 
( 2. 44-)**"' 

0.434 

0.0005 0.093 
(1.01) 

0.000008 0.512 
(3.24)*** 



TABLE 5.4: Regression Results for Karnataka 
• 

Independent Variables Dependent 
Variable Int~cept 

(std err) 
UR:Bl UB112 
( t-value -i ( t-value) 

WFRM· 

WFRM 

WPRM 

W,PRF 

"IOPRF 

WPRCH 

WPRCH 

WPRMP 

WPRMP 

WPRMP 

WPRMS 

WPRMS 

WPRMS 

WPRMT 

WPRMT 

WPRMT 

55.42 
(..2.28) 

54.n 
(2.37) 

55-.03 
( 2 .•. 30) 

24.73 
("5 .02) 

25-. S:7 
('5. 02} 

2'1.2£ 
(4.82) 

8 .• :81 
(2.27) 

7",£6 
( 2 .• ~3'5) 

8.4'0 
{2.30) 

4"4. 32 
( 4. 84) 

40.40 
(7.65) 

40.95 
(5.54) 

5.62 
(10.8) 

13.66 
( 11.23) 

8.16 
(11.15) 

8.89 
(17.15) 

21.11 
(17 .09 I 

11.86 
(17.48) 

All regression have d.f.= 17 

-1.84 
{--1.25) 

-'3.-S'8· 
(-.L.2'Cn 

--"1 .• 8'2 
(-1..2'-H 

-16.08 
( -5 .14-)*** 

10.26 
(1.47) 

11.15 
(1.01) 

*** indicates statistical significance at 5% level 
** indicates statistical significance at 10% level 
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O."OC009 
(:0-. 3ll I 

--o: • .ouoJ 
(-1:.,2:1) 

{h-OD'! 
( 0:.4='1) 

-0.0006 
( -0~62} 

-0.001 
(0. 84) 

-0.002 
(-1.06) 

URB3 
{t-value) 

-v . .ouooo~ 
( -1.08) 

-0-.00.0005 
f--1.74)** 

~ ,1)"{)@0 1 

{{) .·9·9) 

-O..JlOU:Ol 
( -4. 0.2) **'*-

0.00005 
c-o. 98·> 

0.0000{)5 
(0.58) 

R2 

O.OS4 

0.005 

0.004 

0:077 

0;.679 

0.152 

.0.011 

-0.054 

0.609 

0.022 

0.487 

0.040 

0.053 

0.056 

0.062 

0.019 



CHAP'PER 6 

SUMM~R~~AND CONCLUSIONS 

We had begun our study with the objectives o-f analysing the 

characteristics of urbanisation in India, the ways in which 

various asp.ects of urbanLs'ation a:f-fect various aspect.s of work 

force, an-d the variotrs c;haracteTisotics o.f work force. In this 

c·hapter we attempt to bxing tog.ether the results that our study 

has yie-ld-ed-, and the c-on:c-I_uosi-u~nos t:hey hav-e. prom:pted n:s to draw. 

We divide this chap-ter into t-wc0 s-ections. In t,he first 

section- Wee s:ummari&e the r-e,sults of o:ur study., and 1n the second 

section·we list the broad conclusions. 

SUMMARY. OF FINDINGS 

In t:his section w:e s:hall first discuss some broad 

characteristics of urbanisation that our study has revealed. This 

will be· follo.w·ed hy a d:iscu.s-s ion of our results on the 

interaction of urbanisat_ion and work force ... Finally we relate our 

results on the characteristics of work force. 

Urhan.i s:a t ·ion 

In eecb State of our analysis, we have picked out districts 

which show a relatively high degree of urbanisation by one or 

more of the indicators by which we measure it. We have tried to 

explore why and how these dis-tricts have shown a high urban 

growth and the relation which these urban areas have with the 

rural s-urroundings. 

Fr-om th.e districts that we have chosen in the four States 
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we see that the urbanisation patterns have shown considerable 

variation from re-gion to region depending on the intrinsic 

chara-cteristics of -t~he r--egion. 

To the extent that we c-an generalise we can identify three 

different patt.er-ns o:f urban. gro-w-t-h in the mor-e urbanised 

districts of our four c'h,os:en S.t-at-es. 

( 1) Ove-rall ur_ha,nisa--tio:n- in_ s-om~e -d-istri-ct-s has occurred 

because of the ex.i:st·.e:nce. c_f a v-ery few towns that are 

disproportionate~y La;r--g~ .tihan Ure o:tc-h·er to-w,ns of th-e district. 

Smalle-r towns se:em t-o 'be- ve:r_y unimpor·tan,t. Agriculture in the 

ad:Jo.inin-g. rural r:egion -sore-ems to: b:e ;Lm~overished acn:d s-tagnant. The 

cor~e .of t-h-e uThan ·eco,nmn:-.y s:e:ellls, t.o be un.relateu to the adjoining 

rural e-c_on-om-y-. The ru:r:al r-'e;g.i:.o:n,s' -do not a-:ct as markets for any 

signi fic.ant part of the p:ro-ducts of t:he urban economy. Nor is it 

able to supply to the urban economy the skills and raw materials 

it need-s. 

{ 2) Certain other districts show high degree of urbanisation 

because of the existence of a few colossal towns whose economy 

ha.s little to do with that of the rest of the district. But in 

this case medium and small towns and the adjoining rural regions 

are not impoverished by the huge towns. Medium and small towns 

as well as the rural re.gions are not impoverished. The latter 

flourish on their own right often through symbiotic relations 

w-ith eac'h othe-r . 

( 3) In yet other districts urbanisation has been high 

be-cau.se -of a large number of small to medium towns, whose sizes 

don't -significantly differ. In this category we also place 
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districts where there are large, medium, and small towns, with 

no significant size disparity. 

In the first c.ategory w'e can place the following districts -

Jaipur and Jodhpur in Rajasthan, Bangalore in Karnataka, 

Sundarg.arh and Cntta:ck in Oriscsa .. 

The dcistrict o-f Jaipur is th.e leadin-g indus:tri.a:l dist.rict 

in Rajasthan, :mos:t of the industries being loca.t-ed in and around 

the city O'f Jaipur. The- i.ndustr;i.es mai-nly .manufactu're -eng:i.n·eering 

and elect.r:ic.al cg:a:ord's w.h.i.ch are not likely to have ru:.ra.l linka-g-e-s. 

Jodhpur has gxown: -and flnurished as a tradi-n.g centre. Therefore 

its e-conomy h-as .Little t.o do with th.e rural agricultural e·concamy 

except ma-rket-in-g ag-ricult·ural gp,c::rd-s wchich is unl ik-e.ly to ·be any 

major par-t of the total volunre of trade that ta-ke's place in 

Jodhpur. 

Bangalore is the most urbanised district in Karnataka. 

Bangalore city dominates the i:nd:ustria.l map of the di.str.ict. Th-e 

main industries are fabrics, iron g-o.ods and electrical equipment. 

Industrial townships have grown contiguous to the city. Being the 

Sate capital it has also flourisbed as an important centre for 

administration, trade and t-r-anspo.rt. All this is likely to have 

little to do with the rural economy of the district. 

Sundargarh is highly urbanised because of the Steel Township 

of Rourkela which is unlikely to have linkages with the adjoining 

rural areas. The district o-f Cut tack h-as the same features. The 

high degree of urbanisation is dominated by the city of Cuttack 

Whose economy is based on industries (iron ore, steel pipes, 

filigree works ) unlikely to have rural-agr·icul tural linkages. 
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In the second category we may place the districts of 

Ludhiana and Amri tsar in Punjab, and the district of Puri in 

Orissa. 

The city of Ludh:iana has grown head and shoulders above the 

othe-r towns i.n the district .• Its e'conomy centres around 

industries ("bicycl-e:S, ho:siery, a1:1to parts) that have no 

substantial a,gr-icu-1-tu:ra-l b-ase. ;But the rura~ hinterland is liked 

to indu.s-tri:e'S-- in a h-ost -O~f smaller towns of the district. They 

manu_factur.e ,prauuct·s .l·U~-e Jam_, pickl:es and fuel wood. Amri tsar 

city is hu.g-e and tow.e-rs ov-er otheor small t.owns of the district. 

Amrit,sar- cit:y -has g:rown around t-.trhan-bas-ed industry (texti.les, 

ma-c:hi:n-e parts,! .pJha-rm-a-c-e:uti-c-al), t.ra-:de and c-o-mmerce, and reli-gious 

and histori:.cal inqmrt·a-n.c:e. Itos- economy is- unlikely to have a 

rural bas-e. The industries _in the smalle-r towns (e.g., c-otton 

cloth, cycle tyres, cotton ginning, hand woven cloth) are capable 

of providin-g- employment to unskilled and semi-skilled labour from 

the rural regions. On the other hand the district is very 

prosperous in agriculture. The high quality of marketing 

facilities in Amritsar help to transport and market the rural

a~ricultural products. In the district of Puri, the town of Puri 

is very large but its industries are rural and agro-based eg, 

s.ea-prawn_s, se-ashells and ayurvedic medicine. 

Urbanisation and Work Force 

By and large, in all the four States male work participation 

rates have not been significantly affected by urbanisation. This 

shows that there are other factors that determine the work 
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participation rate for men. 

In the case of female work participation rate the effect of 

urbanisation has not been overwhelm::lngly negative. Different 

aspects of urbanisation have had a negative effect on different 

States, perhaps rev-ealing a diff-erence in their initial socio

e·co~omic situations. Urban crow.d.ing has a neg'ative effe:c~t in all 

states except Karnataka. In Karna.taka d:.i..s:pro·port iona·te u.rban 

grocwth has a negative effect and in Raj;a.s-than, the ra.tio of urban 

to ru.ral population has a neg.ative e..ff.:e·ct~ This s-hows thact by and 

large urbanisation has not had a su·b,s:ta:n-t.:ial effect on the female 

population who have remained where t~h-e"J' w-ere in their rural 

homes. This is especi.ally true whe'r-e a han.d.ful of very hig towns 

exist in the pres·enc.e of much s.ma-lle-r t.o-wns {we kno.w tha± the 

population of these huge towns has a large proportion of adult 

males.) Only where a large population has crowded into a small 

urban area existing females in the urban job nra.rk>::t h-av-e b-e,en 

out-competed by men. 

In the case of male child workers urbanisation seems to have 

almost no effect. This on the one hand means that the economic 

activities that have grown with urbanisation have not employed 

child labour to any significant extent. On the other hand this 

also means that the educational attainment and the soci.al 

advancement and awareness that is likely to accompany 

urbanisation had little dispersing effect on the surrounding 

rural regions. If urban centres had acted as nuclei spreading 

social awareness, there might have been a significant decline in 

the incidence of child labour in the rural agricultural regions. 
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In all the States that we have analysed, exce.pt in Punjab, 

urban growth in all its dimensions has had a negative effect on 

the male work participa.tion rate of macin worker-s in the primary 

sector. This means that as a to:wn grow-s and develo-ps, male main 

-wor~ke-rs m·ove away from the a-g_ri-cultura-1 se-ctor in search for 

employmen-t in the ind-ustri-al or tert.±.ary .s~c:to:r:s. Urbanisation 

has not creat~d an-:y em-ploymen.t o-p"p-oert·un.i_t_i<£~s in ·the primary 

s-ector which app_e-ars to -be- unr:e:n!''.'.ln:e~,t-ive. In PunJab ho-wever 

urharris,a.tion has not de-press-ed the mal:e-- .wo-rk ·pa,rticipa_tro-ll rates 

f'or main workers in th-e pri:orary se:ct.o:r:. .. T:his- show,s that in spit.e 

oi urbanis-at:io,fl, a-gricultur-e has re,ma.i_ne,d_ -r-e,mrmerat~ve. Also, 

(when view-e:d t:o:g:ether -wi.t.h the f-a·c:t. ·t:na-t u:r.hani.sation has a 

pu-s-i tive e-ffec,t on the W'ork part.ic·i-pat_i~o;n ria=t..e of m--ale main 

workers in the s-e.condar-y and tertiary s-ector-s} the growth of the 

urban econ-o-my has created employment opportunities in 

agriculture. We c:an d:raw -this co-nclu:si-on hec-aus:e on the one hand 

industrial and servi.ce se-ctor empLoyment has grown, while on the 

other hand agricultural employment has been able to remain the 

same. This leads us to believe that the economy in the urban 

regions of Punjab has gro-wn ha:nd in hand with the grassroots of 

the ruraL economy. 

With the excepction of one St.ate ( Karnataka), urbanisation 

has been associated with a rise in the work participation rate 

of male main workers £n the secondary and tertiary sectors. This 

shows that in urban areas industrial activity has generated 

employment. Employment in services have grown mainly as a 

response to industrial growth in the city, and occasionally on 
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its own. 

Other Characteristics Influencing Ov-erall Work Participation Rate 

In each State of o-ur study we have picked out the districts 

which hacve h-igher wor:k participation rate focr -mal-e-s and fem-ale-s 

ami h-ave tri-ed to analyse the extent to which f-ac-tors ot-her th-a-n 

urbani.sation, that might have le-d to a hi:gh w.or-k pa-rticipation 

rate-s. 

Bro:a.<d.ly -w.e s:ee th-aot i~n every State the.re i~s oni.y veery slight 

variation in t·he i_nter distric-t male work p-a-rticip:ation rate. 

This show's that whatever tl:re s.o-cio-economic c.irc·u;m-stances, the 

drive for men to seek -w-ocrk r-emain the same. 

Th=e S'EX ratio of a d·is:t-r_ict do-es no-t s-eem t.o h'a~ve a ve.r-y 

unambiguous effect on ovoe-rall work partie ipation rate for both 

men and women. 

Districts 'lo:ith a- low,er li:teracy rate te-nd to have a higher 

work participation rate for both men and women. This leads us to 

believe that higher education tend to make people shun menial and 

unskilled jobs an-d compete for skilled and dignified jobs even 

1n the face of une-mployment. 

Wherever we see that the agricultural sector of a district 

is larger than that of other districts, the overall work 

participation rate for males and females) is also higher in 

that district. This is not true for the industrial and service 

sector of the economy. This supports the fact that agriculture 

is indeed the prime sector of the economy and generates the 

largest volume of employment. 
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Certain intrinsic characteristics of a district may also 

affect its overall work participation rate (male and female). For 

example 1 the prosperity of a _district may lo-wer its wo-rk 

participation rate especially for women. Women tend to have a 

higher w-Ork participation rate where fo-r-es"t re,sourc-es are in 

plenty 1 anrl climate and vegetation ar.e frien-dly. A his~ory o·f 

politica-l turbulence in a district breeds a &.oci-al bias against 

wom-en going out to work. Districts wh-ere- ra:in-f·a.ll ±s- scanty and 

de,p-e-ndcent on minor irrigation, agricu~~ture re:qu_i_re·s p:hys:ical.ly 

harder -work, generally unsuitable for wmn:e.n. H:e:r-e the nrale work 

participation rate tends to be higher. 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 

The overall work participation rate for males remains 

largely unaffected by urbanisation and other socio--eco-nnmic 

factors. The prime incentive for a man to work is the pressure 

on him to support himself and his family. 

Regions with a backward and unremunerative agriculture 

remain at best unaffected by urban development except thai, adult 

male main workers leave agriculture in quest for urban jobs. 

Regions with a prosperous agriculture tend to ben-efit from 

urban growth by way of employment generation, both in industry 

and services, and agriculture. Employment in industry and 

services grows, and at the same time, employment in agriculture· 

does not decline. This means that new employment opportunities 

have been created in agriculture as a response to urbanisation. 
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The key to this difference in the experience of thP

urbanisation process seems to lie in the presence or absence of 

linkages (forward or backward as the case may be). 

Where most of the urban economic a-ctivity h-as no link with 

the· ·surrounding rur;a;l region 1 urban c-entres are very large and 

developed and the ad~j:oining rur:al a-rea is at best unaffected by 

the urba-n develo-pm,ent+ 

-Where urba-n .econ:omic has with the rural 

surroundings, for "ecxam.pl_e, if agricultural raw materials and 

rural la-bour are d:em~a-nded hy the urban indus-tries, and rural 

p_opul a-t ion is eno-U·gh ( becaus,e of agricultural 

pro:sperity) to bu-y s:om-e o_f t-h~ urban indu:strial produce, urban 

a-nd rural. dev-e·lo.pment. t.en:d_ to cDmpl.ement each ot.her. 
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